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Abstract 
Investigating the contribution of protein dynamics to catalysis in 

Protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase. 
 
A thesis submitted to The University of Manchester for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy (PhD) in the Faculty of Life Sciences by Robin Hoeven, 2015. 
 

Enzyme dynamics has been established to play a crucial role in catalysis, and it has 

therefore become an important area of research to better understand enzymatic rate 

enhancements. The light-activated enzyme protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (POR) 

is a well-studied model system where dynamics are known to be important for 

catalysis. The catalytic reaction involves a sequential hydride and proton transfer to 

reduce the C17-C18 double bond in the protochlorophyllide (Pchlide) substrate with 

NADPH as a cofactor to yield the chlorophyllide (Chlide) product. Both H-transfer 

steps are established to undergo quantum tunneling, as derived from the temperature-

dependence of the kinetic isotope effects (KIEs). Furthermore, a role for ‘promoting 

motions/vibrations’ has been presumed from the temperature-dependence KIE data, 

which will be investigated further in this thesis by the study of the KIE response to 

pressure. A general overview of the pressure-dependence as a new experimental probe 

is presented and compared with temperature-dependencies of KIEs, to establish 

whether pressure is suitable as an alternative technique for studying the role of enzyme 

dynamics in catalysis. This involves a comparison of pressure data from other enzyme 

systems to newly collected data for POR. However, no clear trend between 

temperature and pressure data is observed and hence, it can be concluded that pressure 

effects can be difficult to interpret. A case by case analysis is required and needs to be 

combined with computational simulations based on structural evidence (e.g. X-ray 

crystallographic), which is not yet available for POR. 

Solvent-viscosity has been successfully used to probe enzyme dynamics in POR and 

provides information on the extent of any protein networks that are involved along the 

reaction coordinate. Here I investigate the solvent-viscosity dependence of both H-

transfer reactions in POR for a range of homologous POR enzymes to obtain an 

evolutionary perspective of the protein dynamics required for catalysis. This has been 

successfully used in the past on a limited number of POR homologues and has led to 

the formulation of a hypothesis supporting a twin-track evolution of the two catalytic 

steps in POR. I observed a lack of solvent-viscosity dependence in case of the hydride 

transfer across all the investigated lineages, while the proton transfer was shown to be 

more strongly affected by viscosity in prokaryotic enzymes than in their eukaryotic 

counterparts. This supports the proposed theory, suggesting an early optimisation of 

the dynamics involved in the light-activated hydride transfer with a strong reliance on 

localised motion. Conversely, the proton transfer experienced selective pressure to 

reduce its dependence on complex solvent-slaved motion and that has led to localised 

dynamics in eukaryotic POR homologues. Additionally, I found that the enzymes from 

eukaryotic species have a higher rate of both H-transfer steps, suggesting that an 

optimisation of the active site architecture occurred upon endosymbiosis. Enzyme 

dynamics clearly have a pivotal role to play in catalysis of this unique light-activated 

enzyme and detection of these will only be possible by detailed structural information. 
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1.1. The role of dynamics in enzyme catalysis 

Enzymes have the potential to perform chemistry with incredible efficiency and 

specificity. Experimental rate enhancements of 10
25

-fold have been measured for 

enzyme catalysed reactions compared to the same reaction in solution, although the 

actual value might be even higher (Wolfenden 2006). Understanding how enzymes 

manage to perform these extraordinary enhancements has been the subject of intense 

research and debate since the dawn of enzymology as a science. Early studies 

suggested that enzyme-substrate interactions were thought to proceed via a “lock and 

key” mechanism, which provides a clear and simple explanation for the specificity of 

enzymes but fails to address the mechanisms by which they work (Fisher 1894). One 

of the first working models was the “induced fit” mechanism, where the binding of the 

substrate leads to changes in the active site to allow for the correct orientation and 

geometry of the substrate for catalysis (Koshland 1958, Koshland 1995). This model 

coincides with a change in view of what an enzyme is, in that it is now seen as a 

flexible and dynamic structure, as opposed to a static “lock and key” system. In terms 

of the way enzymes are capable of “guiding” the chemistry, an important model is the 

transition state theory (TST), where the lowering of the activation energy of the 

reaction drives the rate enhancement (Pauling 1948, Lienhard 1973, Kraut 1988). The 

lower activation energy is proposed to be achieved by having an active site that is 

energetically more favourable to the transition state (TS) than to the reactants. Even 

though this model is a closer approximation to reality, it is still lacking some of the 

complexities that make enzymes such great catalysts. The limitations of the “transition 

state stabilisation” model can be demonstrated by the lack of success of catalytic 

antibodies to achieve significant rate enhancements, which rely on forming an “active 

site” that favours the binding of the transition-state (Hilvert 2000). These antibodies 

have very small rate enhancements compared to the ‘in solution’ reaction. There are a 

number of reasons the rates never measured up to the natural enzymes, such as the 

lack of active-site functional groups, the use of imperfect transition-state analogues, 

but importantly the lack of a mobile ‘active site’ architecture (Hilvert 2000). This lack 

of flexibility is probably crucial as we now know that the involvement of protein 

dynamics plays an essential role in achieving high catalytic efficiencies. We can 

distinguish two major features by looking at the way enzymes function, one is to have 

substrates from solution moved into the active site and the eventual removal of 
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product back into solution (Klinman & Kohen 2013). Second is the actual catalysis 

that involves the chemistry for conversion of the reactants to form product. In order 

for the first feature to occur the enzyme needs to be able to accommodate an array of 

bound species (reactants, TSs, intermediates, product), while the second demands 

conformational changes that move functional groups in the active site (for example, 

domain movement to bring in electron donor groups located on a different subunit) 

(Klinman & Kohen 2013, Miller & Agard 1999). These two types of flexibility have 

been part of extensive discussion as to whether upon substrate binding conformational 

selection takes place (Fraser et al. 2009, Henzler-Wildman & Kern 2007). The 

‘induced fit’ model relies on selection of active site conformations after binding of 

substrate, while conformational selection depends on the existence of a landscape of 

conformational states of the enzyme, and upon substrate binding the landscape 

equilibrium shifts (Koshland 1958, Koshland 1994). Furthermore, it is not enough to 

just form the enzyme-substrate complex; the enzyme needs to find itself in the correct 

sub-state in order to be able to perform the bond making or breaking steps in catalysis 

(Henzler-Wildman & Kern 2007). The most accurate understanding of the 

contribution of dynamics to enzyme catalysis would be achieved if it were possible to 

experimentally monitor individual atomic movement within the protein. Unfortunately 

this is not feasible with current technology, and therefore the contribution of protein 

dynamics to catalysis has mainly been inferred from physical properties that can be 

measured by using sophisticated biophysical methods. The majority of these studies 

have focussed on H-transfer enzymes, including oxidoreductases and dehydrogenases, 

and the role of quantum mechanical tunneling in these reactions (Kohen & Klinman 

2000, Heyes et al. 2009, Pudney et al. 2010, Johannissen et al. 2007, Sutcliffe et al. 

2006, Alhambra et al. 2000, Parker et al. 1998, Olsson et al. 2004). Dynamics in 

hydrogen transfer enzymes has proven particularly important, as tunneling by nature 

demands short internuclear distances between the H-donor and acceptor. The 

advantage of short distances is that the reliance on localised movement and the 

relatively simple nature of the H-transfer chemistry makes for a good model system 

(Saen-Oon et al. 2008, Antoniou & Schwartz 2011, Davarifar et al. 2011). 

Furthermore, quantum mechanical effects have the strongest influence on small 

particles (like hydrogen) and have only started being included in enzyme mechanism 

models in the last couple of decades. Hence, modern interpretations of the catalytic 

functioning of enzymes relies on a mixture of classical and quantum processes, with 
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an array of active–site interactions between substrate and enzyme, driven by a 

dynamic sampling of transient protein reactant states (Devault 1980, Marcus & Sutin 

1985, Moser et al. 2006). 

 

1.1.1. Hydrogen tunneling 

1.1.1.1. The concept of wave-particle duality and tunneling 

One of the limitations of TST is that it only takes the particle-like properties of the 

reactants into consideration. However, due to the wave-particle duality of matter, one 

should also consider the wave-like properties of matter (especially for small masses). 

This wave-like behaviour of mass allows it to pass through regions that otherwise 

would be inaccessible if it were a particle. In the context of enzymatic reactions this 

means that under the right conditions it might not be necessary for it to pass over the 

barrier (as is assumed for TST), but it could go straight through. Therefore, this 

principle is called quantum tunneling, as it would seem that instead of climbing over 

the energy barrier (pictured as a mountain), it reaches the other side by going through 

a tunnel. Especially in enzymatic electron transfer and enzyme catalysed H-transfer 

reactions it is important to consider these quantum effects as they can significantly 

affect the reaction chemistry. Enzymes that catalyse electron transfer reactions have 

been known for some time to employ quantum tunneling, due to the large positional 

uncertainty of the electron (de Vault & Chance 1966, Marcus & Sutin 1985). The 

uncertainty of a mass is given by the de Broglie wavelength, which can be calculated 

from the equation: 𝜆 =  
ℎ

√2𝑚𝐸
 , where h is Planck’s constant, m is the mass of the 

particle, and E is its energy. If an energy of 20 kJ·mol
-1

 is assumed a deBroglie 

wavelength (𝛌) of 0.63 Å for protium (H, or 
1
H) and 0.45 Å for deuterium (D, or 

2
H) is 

obtained. The average distance hydrogen is typically transferred over is similar to 

these values (< Å) (Cha et al. 1989, Kohen & Klinman 1998). Consequently, this 

overlap in the deBroglie wavelength and average H-transfer distance leads to the use 

of non-classical hydrogen transfer equations. The representation of a particle’s motion 

and location are contained within the wave function and when this quantity is squared 

gives a probability for the particle being found in a given region of space. This means 

that there is a finite probability to find a particle if a non-zero wave function exists for 

that space (Sutcliffe & Scrutton 2000). Consequently, while classical reactions are 

strongly determined by barrier height, quantum tunneling reactions are governed by 
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barrier shape to a much greater extent (Gray & Winkler 1996, Hammes-Schiffer & 

Soudackov 2008). The established experimental method to investigate H-tunneling in 

a reaction is to measure the kinetic isotope effect (KIE), with KIE defined as the 

difference in rate between two isotopes (e.g. protium and deuterium). It is still not 

trivial to determine whether a reaction makes use of tunneling, as in the past with 

semi-classical models the only way to say this with any kind of certainty was if the 

primary KIE was higher than the semi-classical upper limit. The way to calculate this 

limit is a first order approximation of the difference between the zero-point energies of 

the two isotopes, which for C-H cleavage at 25ºC is 6.9 and 15.8 for kH/kD and kH/kT, 

respectively (Melander & Saunders 1987). Even though large KIEs are still evidence 

of H-tunneling, reactions with more conservative KIE values can still be partly or 

completely driven by tunneling. It is established within the experimental enzymology 

community that the temperature-dependence of the KIE and application of quantum 

tunneling models can be used to deduce a role for tunneling and possible dynamics 

involved in the reaction (Fraser et al. 2009, Henzler-Wildman & Kern 2007, Koshland 

1958). In Figure 1.1 A. the representation of the reaction rate (ln k/T) versus 

temperature (1/T) is shown based on a static (TST-like) barrier model for H-tunneling 

(Jonsson et al. 1996). Four regimes can be identified from Figure 1.1: regime I as a 

classical TST description with large ΔH
‡
 values and extrapolated values for the 

Arrhenius prefactor with a ratio of A
H
:A

D
 ~1. The part of the graph represented with II-

IV have increasing H-tunneling contributions going from II through to IV, which are 

accompanied by inflated isotope effects and extrapolated Arrhenius prefactor ratios 

moving away from unity. The protium tunnels more than deuterium for regime II, 

which translates into a larger KIE value and extrapolated A
H
:A

D
 ratios less than one. 

An inflated KIE is still part of regime III, but the distinction is due to the harder to 

predict Arrhenius prefactor ratios. Finally, in case of solely ground-state tunneling as 

in regime IV, it is expected that the reaction rate and KIE are completely temperature-

independent and an extrapolated A
H
/A

D
 ratio equal to the KIE value (Jonsson et al. 

1996). As a direct consequence, reactions with a primary KIE that is temperature-

independent can be considered to work by a quantum tunneling mechanism. 

Experimental data show this model to hold true for certain enzyme systems (Basran et 

al. 1999), but there is a discrepancy between prediction and observation, especially for 

enzymes catalysing the breaking of C-H bonds (Glasstone et al. 1941, Basran et al. 

1999). The limitations of this static model are that it does not take into account the 
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dynamic motions of the rather fluid enzyme molecule, which would allow for more 

complex temperature dependencies.  

 

 

Figure 1.1. H-tunneling based on a static barrier (TST-derived) model and the definition 

of the different tunneling regimes. A. Diagram of the predicted rates (k/T) in function of 

temperature (1/T) for the protium (top curve) and deuterium (bottom curve) isotopes. Regimes 

II and III might be thermally dependent as higher vibrational energy states might have to be 

reached. B. Illustration of the four different regimes and how they traverse to the product side 

in a static barrier model, representing the transfer with different degrees of quantum-tunneling 

involvement (Sutcliffe & Scrutton 2000). 
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One example of a theory that incorporates the quantum nature of the hydrogen 

transfer, is the Bell correction model, which takes transition state theory (TST) as a 

base and extends it with a correction to incorporate a contribution from H-tunneling 

(Bell 1980). The validity of this model however is limited and increasingly breaks 

down for more tunneling-heavy reactions. In particular, these semi-classical models 

struggle to explain temperature-independent KIEs even when the step sensitive to 

isotopic labelling has significant activation energy. The reason for this is that the sole 

focus of TS-based models is on the H-transfer coordinate, and there is an oversight of 

dynamics from the heavy-atom environment. Consequently, an increasing number of 

models have been proposed in which the hydrogen transfer reactions are treated fully 

quantum-mechanically. A commonly used theory to model quantum mechanical H-

tunneling reactions is Marcus theory, which considers the heavy-atom coordinates 

associated with electron transfer as an environmental energy term (𝑘ET ~ e−∆𝐺∗/𝑅𝑇). 

Here R is the gas constant, ΔG
*
 is the free energy barrier to the reaction, and T is 

absolute temperature (Marcus & Sutin 1985). The assumption made in this theory is 

that the reaction coordinates are mainly determined by the heavy atom coordinates and 

not the electron. In order to understand hydrogen transfer the Marcus model has been 

taken as a base on which to build a full quantum tunneling theory for enzyme 

catalysed H-transfer reactions. It is possible to apply a model built for electron transfer 

reactions and apply it to hydrogen transfer reactions, because hydrogen is also a light 

particle with a large uncertainty in its position. One important limitation that has to be 

noted is that the Marcus model was designed for non-adiabatic (weak coupling) 

electron transfer reactions, while H-transfer reactions are mostly adiabatic.  

 

1.1.1.2. Marcus-like model 

It is important to note that in the literature the Marcus-like model is referenced under 

different names, for example: “environmentally coupled tunneling” (Nagel & Klinman 

2006, 2010), “Marcus-like models” (Sen & Kohen 2010, Dutta et al. 2012), 

“Vibrationally enhanced tunneling” (Bruno & Bialek 1992). These fully quantum 

tunneling models are still based on the Marcus theory of electron tunneling (Marcus & 

Sutin 1985), where the electron is substituted by the hydrogen atom. The assumption 

in these models is that heavy atom reorganisation leads to the formation of a 

tunneling-ready state (TRS), which causes a transient degeneracy of the potential 
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energy surfaces of reactants and products allowing a donor-acceptor wave function 

overlap (see equation 1.1; see Figure 1.2; Knapp & Klinman 2002, Hammes-Schiffer 

2006, Pudney et al. 2010, Klinman & Kohen 2013). 

𝑘 = 𝐶(𝑇)
[𝑉]2

ℏ
√ 𝜋

𝜆𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑒

−(∆𝐺°+𝜆)2

4𝜆𝑘𝐵𝑇 × ∫ 𝐹. 𝐶. 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚0,0𝑒
−𝐸(𝑟𝑥)

𝑘𝐵𝑇 𝑑𝑟𝑥
∞

0
              (1.1) 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Environmentally coupled H-tunneling model. The three axes are: E, energy; q, 

environmental coordinate; HC, the hydrogen coordinate. The grey spheres represent the 

ground-state vibrational wavefunction of the H nucleus. The four vertical panels, q
R
, a, b, q

P
, 

show the double-well potential energy surface during the reaction progress: from the reactant 

state, q
R
; to a state where the reactant and product states potential energy are approximately 

degenerate, but r0, the equilibrium barrier width, is too large to have tunneling to occur, a; 

intermediate to a ‘tunneling-ready conformation’, b, almost degenerate product and acceptor 

states and tunneling can occur with reasonable probability, because the tunneling distance, rH, 

is small enough; eventually to the product state, q
P
. Both, a and b can be imagined of as a 

pseudo-transition state, q*. Panel M shows the free-energy parabolas as functions of this 

environmental coordinate (Hay et al. 2008, Hay & Scrutton 2012). 

 

The part of the equation before the integral is similar to the Marcus theory for the rate 

to reach a TRS, with 𝜆 being the reorganisation energy, C(T) is the fraction of reactive 

enzyme complexes that are able to proceed to product, V the electronic coupling, T the 

absolute temperature and the reaction-driving force ΔGº and the constants used are the 
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Boltzmann constant (kB) and the Plank constant over 2π (ℏ). It can be noted that the 

term can explain the temperature dependence of the rate, but not the isotopically 

divergent temperature dependence required to explain the effects of temperature on 

KIE (Kuznetsov & Ulstrup 1999, Knapp & Klinman 2002, Pudney et al. 2010, 

Hammes-Schiffer 2006, Knapp et al. 2002). 

 

𝐹. 𝐶. 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚0,0 = 𝑒
−𝑚𝐻𝜔𝐻𝑟2

2ℏ                   (1.2) 

 

This is where the term within the integral sign becomes important, as the Franck-

Condon (F.C.) term is determined by the mass (mH), frequency (ωH), and transfer 

distance (r) of the tunneling particle from a ground-state vibrational mode (as 

indicated by 0,0) (equation 1.2). The other term within the integral sign is influenced 

by the energetic barrier for donor-acceptor distance (DAD) fluctuation E(rx); which in 

turn is determined by collective mass (mx) and frequency (ωx) of the heavy atoms 

controlling distance sampling. This is therefore the part within the integral sign that is 

entirely responsible for the isotope effects, as it is a calculation of the tunneling 

probability over all possible DADs at the TRS (see Figure 1.3). The fact that the TRS 

thermal activation energy is uncoupled from the tunneling probability makes Marcus-

like models so effective in rationalising kinetic data both for non-enzymatic as well as 

enzymatic reactions. As mentioned previously, the semi-classical models cannot 

account for temperature-independent KIEs with temperature-dependent rates (Bell 

1980), as opposed to the Marcus-like models that can. 
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 Compressive motion due to promoting vibrations in the enzyme 

  

Figure 1.3. Representation of how promoting vibrations improve probabilities of ground-

state H-tunneling, where Ψ
2

R and Ψ
2
P are the probability densities of the reactant and product, 

respectively. The blue and red bell curves represent the protium and deuterium probability 

distribution, respectively. Panel A shows the situation after the TRS is reached and before the 

action of any promoting motions. Compressive motion allows for a narrowing of barrier 

shape, by lowering the donor-acceptor distance (DAD) as shown in panel B. The area of 

overlap for reactant and product differs between isotopes and between panel A and B, where 

panel B has a larger probability of tunneling for both isotopes. This area can be calculated 

mathematically from the integral in the Marcus-like model (equation 1.1), which is basically 

determined by the Franck-Condon term giving a probability of tunneling (Klinman & Kohen 

2013). 

 

B 

A 
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For certain (enzymatic) reactions a temperature-dependent KIE can be observed 

(Knapp et al. 2002), which can be explained by looking at the second exponential term 

within the integral of equation 1.1, because it is temperature and mass dependent. 

According to this model, the different response to temperature for hydrogen and 

deuterium can be explained by further adjustments to the DAD (i.e. larger E(rx)) 

values at the TRS that are required for the heavier isotope, in order to achieve a better 

overlap of the wave functions (see Figure 1.3; Kohen & Klinman 1998, Hay et al. 

2007, Klinman & Kohen 2013). Consequently, in a full tunneling model, the 

temperature dependence of the KIE can be considered evidence of a quantum 

mechanical tunneling reaction (Sutcliffe & Scrutton 2000, Klinman & Kohen 2013, 

Pudney et al. 2013). 

 

1.1.2. Promoting motions 

The above mentioned Marcus-like model (equation 1.1) is informative on quantum 

tunneling, but it also points to a crucial role for protein dynamics in catalysis (at least 

for H-transfer reactions). The second exponential term within the integral highlights 

the involvement of the heavy atoms in catalysis, namely by its pivotal role in 

controlling the DAD. It is important to note that the heavy-atom motions are in a 

thermal equilibrium with their environment on a timescale that is equal or faster than 

the experimentally measured rate constant of the chemistry. However, this remains a 

constantly evolving model so the role for these dynamics in enzyme-catalysed 

reactions is still a hotly debated topic among scientists. Protein structure plays a 

fundamental role in enzymology, but in solution proteins are very dynamic molecules 

with a range of motions from slow-domain movements (ms to sec) through to the fast 

bond stretches (fs-ps). The significance of all of these vibrations within proteins for 

catalysis is still a highly controversial topic, especially whether vibrations/motions 

faster than turnover can influence catalysis (Hay & Scrutton 2012). NMR has been a 

particularly useful technique in studying loop opening/closing motions (ns-ms) and 

their function in catalysis, by providing direct observations of how these vibrations 

affect enzyme function (Boehr et al. 2006, Henzler-Wildman et al. 2007). However, 

analysis of the coupling of faster dynamics (<ns) to enzyme turnover with empirical 

methods still remains very challenging, and mostly depend on indirect measurements, 

such as the observation of anomalous KIE temperature-dependency data (Kohen et al. 

1999, Maglia & Allemann 2003, Hay et al. 2007, Heyes et al. 2009). Understanding 
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fast protein motions (ps-fs) and their influence on the chemistry happening on the 

same timescales (like transition-state crossing) is of crucial importance to control 

enzyme catalysis (Thomas et al. 2008, Hay & Scrutton 2012, Hong & Tantillo 2014). 

By assigning the type of motion to a certain timescale allows us to derive a degree of 

locality to these motions. Large-scale conformational changes tend to occur on a 

microsecond to millisecond timescale, while local protein configurational changes 

occur within the picosecond to nanosecond range, and barrier crossing being the 

fastest on the femtosecond to picosecond range. In the case of the tunneling model we 

can consider quantum mechanical wave function overlap as an instantaneous event, 

while barrier crossing is dependent on the slower heavy-atom motions (Klinman & 

Kohen 2013). Consequently, if tunneling can be considered instantaneous, and is 

therefore faster than the fast protein dynamics (ps-fs), it means that the KIE (if rate-

limiting) will report on these promoting vibrations. Another advantage of making use 

of KIE data is that there is a high degree of spatial resolution by only reporting on the 

local motions directly involved in catalysis, as opposed to global isotope-independent 

conformational changes. There is a large degree of flexibility in the way the KIE is 

affected by temperature, and mostly depends on the average DAD and its fluctuations 

(Roston et al. 2012). It is however required that the DAD is shorter than van der Waals 

distances in order to attain the TRS, either through ground-state effects or the 

mentioned DAD sampling process. The very short (compressed) DAD distances can 

be achieved by a protein conformational sampling process that creates transient 

substates with a short enough DAD to allow for an effective wave function overlap 

(Nagel et al. 2012, Klinman & Kohen 2013). It is this protein conformational sampling 

that is hypothesised to be the promoting motions in the Marcus-like model called 

“Environmentally coupled tunneling model”. 

 

1.1.2.1. Pressure dependence of the kinetic isotope effect (KIE) 

Temperature-dependent KIEs are now well established as a probe for quantum 

tunneling in enzymatic H-transfer reactions. The use of hydrostatic pressure on KIE 

has been suggested as a complementary method to temperature dependence as a 

technique to study environmentally coupled H-transfer reactions (Northrop 2006, Hay 

& Scrutton 2008). Pressure is expected to affect the activation volume of the isotope 

effect because according to equation 1.1 it is the H-transfer distance (r) and the force 

constant for DAD sampling (through the E(rx)) that are the main contributions to the 
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pressure response (Hay & Scrutton 2008). As experimental observations mostly 

depend on KIE data, equation 1.3 gives a theoretical understanding of the KIE 

response to pressure (Klinman & Kohen 2013). It should be noted that the DAD (rx) 

response to pressure has to be perturbed along the reaction coordinates in order to be 

picked up by the observed KIE (Hay et al. 2012). Equation 1.3 is in effect equation 1.1 

for the protium divided by equation 1.1 for deuterium, where the first term (before the 

integral) drops out as it is virtually isotope independent. 

 

𝐾𝐼𝐸(𝑝, 𝑇) = 𝐾𝐼𝐸0 ×
∫ (𝑒−𝜔𝐻𝑚𝐻𝑟(𝑝)2 2ℏ⁄ )𝑒−𝐸[𝑟𝑥(𝑝)]𝐻 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ 𝑑𝑟𝑥

∞
0

∫ (𝑒−𝜔𝐷𝑚𝐷𝑟(𝑝)2 2ℏ⁄ )𝑒−𝐸[𝑟𝑥(𝑝)]𝐷 𝑘𝐵𝑇⁄ 𝑑𝑟𝑥
∞

0

              (1.3) 

 

An interesting case is that of the flavoprotein pentaerythritol tetranitrate reductase 

(PETNR), which performs a reductive half reaction by transferring a hydride from 

either the NADH or NADPH coenzyme to the flavin cofactor. Interestingly, a different 

KIE temperature dependence is observed for each coenzyme, with NADH having a 

temperature-independent response while the NADPH reaction has a KIE that is 

thermally sensitive. These data allowed the authors to present a model with the 

involvement of promoting motions in the case of NADPH as coenzyme, while the 

NADH reaction has a very small level of or even no promoting motions to help drive 

the reaction (Pudney, Hay, et al. 2009). Furthermore, the authors have looked at what 

influence pressure has on the system and the KIE in particular. The presence of a 

curvature in the plot of KIE as a function of pressure for the NADPH reaction and no 

such curvature for the NADH reaction led to the hypothesis that a curvature in the KIE 

pressure dependence graph indicates the presence of promoting motions (Pudney et al. 

2009). Caution is nonetheless advised with trying to generalise these PETNR 

observations, as it took an array of techniques and manipulations to get to these 

conclusions. Therefore, it is likely that the effects of pressure on a protein system are 

not always straightforward and tend to have a highly system dependent response. 

These differential responses are likely the cause of an anisotropic propagation of 

pressure across the protein structure, which is different from the, experimentally 

measureable, directional change along the reaction coordinate (Hay et al. 2012). 

Pressure is generally assumed to perturb pre-existing equilibria in favour of species 

with smaller volumes (Northrop 1999, Masson & Balny 2005). Therefore, pressure is 

suggested to disturb rate constants and/or KIEs in a heterogeneous system with 
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multiple conformational states, by affecting the relative concentrations of reactive 

states (Hay et al. 2012, Pudney et al. 2009). 

 

Pressure can perturb both large conformational changes as well as local active site 

geometry and single side-chain vibrations. The use of ‘heavy’ proteins is an example 

of an experimental technique to selectively alter the frequency of enzyme vibrational 

modes, but not to affect the electrostatic environment or protein geometry. ‘Heavy’ 

proteins have their non-exchangeable atoms replaced by heavier isotopes, such as 
13

C, 

15
N and 

2
H, which have the same electrostatic properties according to the Born-

Oppenheimer theory (Silva et al. 2011, Kipp et al. 2011). Consequently, if the ‘heavy’ 

enzyme is reactively different from the natural ‘light’ enzyme it is reasonable to 

assume that this is due to the coupling between protein motion and enzyme catalysis, 

and indeed this has been observed for a number of enzyme systems (Rod et al. 2003, 

Stojković et al. 2010, Silva et al. 2011, Ruiz-Pernia et al. 2013, Pudney et al. 2013). 

The temperature-dependence of the KIE in PETNR is affected by isotopically 

labelling the protein (Pudney et al. 2013). Interestingly, the temperature-dependence 

of the KIE for both the reactions with NADH and NADPH as coenzymes are 

perturbed. Even though, the KIE for NADH is temperature-independent for the ‘light’ 

enzyme, a slight temperature-dependence is observed for the ‘heavy’ form. A 

temperature-independent KIE does not therefore necessarily exclude the involvement 

of promoting motions (Pudney et al. 2013). These observations do show that ‘heavy’ 

enzyme labelling is a powerful tool in relating enzyme dynamics to catalysis. 

 

An in silico study by Johannissen et al. 2011 of the pressure-temperature (p-T) data of 

morphinone reductase (MR) has suggested an explanation for the observed increase of 

KIE and rate. The experimental data showed a decreasing KIE at higher pressures with 

a more compressed DAD, which is seemingly counter intuitive as DAD compression 

should affect deuterium more than protium (Hay et al. 2007). Modelling of the data 

with the Marcus like equation (equation 1.1) highlights the importance of the force 

constant (kx), hidden within the E(rx) variable (equation 1.4). 

 

𝐸𝑥 =
1

2
𝑟𝑥

2𝑘𝑥                    (1.4) 
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Pressure decreases the DAD within MR due to an increasing force constant (and 

consequent increase in free energy), which in turn is caused by a significant increase 

in the frequency of the promoting vibration (Johannissen et al. 2011). These results 

show the importance of pressure dependency studies to probe barrier compression and 

promoting motions, which exhibits the complex nature of donor-acceptor compression 

and the KIE. 

 

The advent of more advanced gene synthesising technology has allowed for a 

comparison of the different ‘evolutionary ages’ of an enzyme, which can help in 

elucidating how these dynamic vibrations have come to play a role in catalysis over 

time. Knowledge of the origin of these promoting motions, in turn can aid 

understanding of how they are important and can help in designing better inhibitors 

and improve yields of bio-catalytic processes. Research into the evolutionary origins 

of dynamics and its role in catalysis has shown that in some cases enzymes have 

actively optimised their reaction coordinate for tunneling (Basran et al. 1999, 

Antoniou et al. 2002, Sutcliffe & Scrutton 2002, Knapp & Klinman 2002, Yahashiri et 

al. 2008, Klinman 2010). The concept of promoting vibrations actively been selected 

for during evolution in order to improve catalysis, is still highly controversial. A better 

understanding of the actual molecular motions would aid the argument for dynamic 

coupling greatly.  

 

In conclusion, the effects of a temperature dependent KIE are relatively well 

understood, but the response to pressure does not appear to be straightforward, and 

seem to vary strongly from one system to the next. The limited understanding of the 

pressure dependence is in part due to the small number of actual experimental data 

available and in part because of the anisotropic response of pressure on different 

enzyme systems. One of the objectives of this work is to further our understanding of 

pressure on H-transfer enzymes by contributing to the body of data with a pressure 

dependence of a hydride and proton transfer step for a unique light activated enzyme.  
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1.2. A light-activated enzyme 

Due to the small size of the hydrogen atom the rate of transfer of hydrogen has the 

potential to be quite fast, which can make these reactions difficult to follow directly. 

Hence, understanding how motions within the enzyme contribute to H-tunneling 

remains a challenging objective, especially the inability to simultaneously trigger 

catalysis and measure chemical steps on the nano- to microsecond timescales. In the 

case of thermally-activated enzymes rapid mixing techniques are often used to follow 

these reactions on a millisecond timescale, but this might not always be fast enough to 

directly study the chemical steps in a reaction or to analyse the formation of 

intermediates in real time. A much better solution is to utilise a trigger that is faster 

than the fastest dynamics involved in the reaction and light-activated enzymes, such as 

DNA photolyase (Aubert et al. 2000), protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (Masuda & 

Takamiya 2004, Heyes & Hunter 2005) and photosynthetic reaction centres (Okamura 

et al. 2000, Paddock et al. 2003), provide the possibility to investigate such catalytic 

processes. Within this thesis the focus is on the light-driven enzyme, 

protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (POR), which has proven to be an excellent model 

system to study reaction dynamics in enzyme catalysis.  

 

1.2.1. Overview of chlorophyll synthesis 

Production of chlorophyll is essential for phototrophic organisms as it is the main 

pigment to capture light energy, which can in turn be transferred by resonance energy 

transfer to a specific chlorophyll pair in the reaction centre of one of the photosystems. 

Furthermore, in the case of eukaryotic phototrophs, production of chlorophyll is also a 

prerequisite for the correct development of chloroplasts (Yuan et al. 2012). 

Chlorophyll belongs to the tetrapyrrole class of molecules, which also includes other 

important biological molecules, such as haem, coenzyme B12 and bilins. The 

tetrapyrrole biosynthesis pathway starts with the universal precursor, 5-aminolevulinic 

acid (ALA), which is a 5 carbon compound and for this reason this pathway is 

sometimes also called the C5-pathway (Von Wettstein et al. 1995, Tanaka & Tanaka 

2007). There are a series of steps that are common for the production of all 

tetrapyrroles starting from ALA (see Figure 1.4). The chlorophyll branch starts with 

the insertion of Mg
2+

 into protoporphyrin IX, catalysed by the ATP-dependent 

magnesium chelatase. The following steps consist of changes to the ring’s conjugation 
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system and to side groups, with the addition of a long carbon chain as the final step to 

form chlorophyll. 

 

 
Figure 1.4. The chlorophyll biosynthesis pathway starting from 5-aminolevulinic acid 

(ALA). Each step beginning from uroporphyrinogen III has the change from the previous 

structure marked with a purple box. In the case of protoporphyrin IX the conjugation system 

of the entire tetrapyrrole system is altered so no purple box is used. 
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It is important to tightly control the tetrapyrrole pathway as the demand for each 

branch can change in time, which requires a response in the regulation of the enzymes 

involved (Tanaka & Tanaka 2007). If more haem is required, it is obvious that the 

haem producing branch needs to be up regulated. At the same time an increase of the 

general tetrapyrrole pathway is necessary if loss of substrate flow to the other branches 

needs to be prevented. Consequently, ALA plays a very important role in the cellular 

regulation of the biosynthetic pathway, especially because the downstream 

intermediates have the potential to form reactive singlet oxygen under illumination. 

The cell has mechanisms available to minimise the potential damage from reactive 

oxygen species (ROS). One of the tight regulations of the pathway is to keep the 

intermediate concentrations low. Alternatively, the cellular levels of chlorophyll free 

in solution are kept low by keeping it bound to proteins of the photosynthetic 

apparatus. Finally, the chlorophyll branch of the pathway is located in relatively 

anaerobic conditions of the lipid bilayer of the thylakoid membranes, to minimise 

exposure to oxygen (Von Wettstein et al. 1995, Reinbothe et al. 1996, Blankenship 

2001). Within the chlorophyll pathway one of the key steps is the conversion of 

protochlorophyllide (Pchlide) into chlorophyllide (Chlide) (see Figure 1.4), as this step 

is regulated in a unique fashion (at least in angiosperms). Under dark conditions the 

pathway will stop at this step of the reaction, because light is required for the reaction 

chemistry. This will lead to the accumulation of the Pchlide intermediate, which is 

bound to POR in a ternary complex with the NADPH coenzyme. Upon illumination 

Pchlide is converted into Chlide leading to the rapid formation of chlorophyll. There 

are at least two advantages of binding Pchlide to POR, one is that Pchlide 

photodestruction is limited; secondly POR is insensitive to oxygen and therefore 

prevents ROS formation. Overexpression studies in A. thaliana have clearly 

demonstrated the protective properties of POR against photooxidative damage 

(Sperling et al. 1997). Therefore, POR plays a pivotal role for the proper functioning 

of the cells of phototrophs. 

It should be noted that the conversion of Pchlide into Chlide can be catalysed by two 

genetically and structurally different enzymes. The two enzymes show differences in 

their dependence on light for catalytic activity and hence, the light-independent 

enzyme is known as ‘dark’ Protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (DPOR).  
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1.2.2. Reduction of Pchlide 

The conversion of Pchlide into Chlide can be catalysed by two genetically and 

structurally different enzymes. The two enzymes show differences in their dependence 

on light for catalytic activity and hence, the light-independent enzyme is known as 

‘dark’ Protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (DPOR). Both enzymes are widely 

dispersed and present in the majority of photosynthetic organisms. In both cases the 

reaction involves the reduction of the double bond at the C17-C18 position of Pchlide 

to a single bond in the Chlide product. However, completely different reaction 

mechanisms are used by the 2 enzymes to catalyse the same reaction. 

 

1.2.2.1. Light-independent POR 

A light-independent DPOR enzyme is found in some photosynthetic bacteria and 

cyanobacteria that can catalyse the reduction of the double bond in ring D of Pchlide, 

but is completely different to the light-driven POR enzyme in terms of subunit 

composition, DNA sequence, catalytic mechanism and molecular structure (Masuda & 

Takamiya 2004). Until recently very little was known about DPOR, but progress has 

been facilitated by studies on Rhodobacter mutants, such as Rhodobacter sphaeroides 

and R. capsulatus. Mutants of these facultative anoxygenic phototrophs that were 

impaired in some steps of bacteriochlorophyll synthesis (Bauer et al. 1993), helped to 

identify three loci, bchL, bchB and bchN. After closer investigation of the open 

reading frame (ORF) of these three genes and numerous mutagenesis experiments 

(Ohyama et al. 1986, Kohchi et al. 1988, Fujita et al. 1992, Suzuki & Bauer 1992) it 

was revealed that the mutant phototrophs lost the ability to synthesize chlorophyll in 

the dark. The proteins that are encoded by these three genes were shown to be the 

three subunits that form the active DPOR enzyme. This led to the surprising 

conclusion that these proteins, with significant sequence similarity to the nitrogenase 

enzyme that is involved in the reduction of dinitrogen, seemed to be a light-

independent POR enzyme (Suzuki & Bauer 1992, Fujita 1996, Lidholm & Gustafsson 

1991, Richard et al. 1994, Choquet et al. 1992). Moreover, DPOR appears to be an 

ancient enzyme that is widespread among a large group of phototrophs, but seems to 

have been lost in angiosperms (Burke et al. 1993, Suzuki & Bauer 1995). If DPOR has 

an evolutionary nitrogenase origin it would be reasonable to expect some nitrogenase-

like characteristics, such as thiol reductant and ATP requirement for activity, as well 

as a strong sensitivity to molecular oxygen. These features have been confirmed in 
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vitro with recombinant BchL, BchB and BchN subunits from R. capsulatus (Fujita & 

Bauer 2000). In particular, the molecular oxygen sensitivity is an unusual 

characteristic for an enzyme of the chlorophyll biosynthetic pathway in oxygenic 

phototrophs and it is possible that DPOR has some tolerance towards oxygen and/or 

has some mechanisms in place that help protect it against the oxygen produced by 

photosynthesis. Evidence for oxygen sensitivity can be found in the inverse 

proportionality of light intensity and DPOR activity, because more light corresponds 

with more oxygen production (Fujita et al. 1998). It is likely that chlorophyll 

production is controlled by an interplay of light-dependent and –independent POR, so 

that light-dependent POR is less functional when DPOR is more abundant (Shui et al. 

2009).  

The overall DPOR structure consists of two components, the NB-protein (BchN-BchB 

heterotetramer) and the L-protein (BchL dimer), which show structural similarity to 

nitrogenase MoFe protein and Fe protein, respectively (Fujita & Bauer 2000). The 

crystal structure of the NB-protein has recently been resolved at 2.3Å resolution for 

Rhodobacter capsulatus (Muraki et al. 2010). This showed that each BchN-BchB unit 

contains one iron-sulphur cluster and one Pchlide (NB-cluster) that is organized 

uniquely by the interaction with three cysteines and one aspartate. Cluster assembly 

does not require aspartate ligation necessarily, but it does play a crucial role for 

catalysis. The binding of the Pchlide substrate induces a partial unwinding in an α-

helix in the neighbouring catalytic BchN-BchB unit. The reaction mechanism in 

DPOR is therefore thought to involve a trans-specific reduction mechanism, in which 

the protons for the C17 and C18 positions of Pchlide are donated by an aspartate from 

BchB and the distorted C17-propionate of Pchlide, respectively (Muraki et al. 2010). 

The expected similarity with MoFe protein is clearly represented by the almost 

identical arrangement of Pchlide and the NB-cluster, compared with the respective 

arrangement of the FeMo-cofactor and the P-cluster in nitrogenase MoFe-protein. The 

existence of a common architecture between the two enzymes can be explained by 

their function in reducing the stable chemical bonds in their respective substrates, 

porphyrin and dinitrogen (Muraki et al. 2010). For the reaction mechanism it is 

important to understand the coupling of proton- and electron-transfers, as the NB-

cluster is assumed to be a single-electron mediator, while the reduction of Pchlide 

requires two electrons and two protons. One recently suggested mechanism by Nomata 

et al. (2014), starts with the transfer of an electron from the NB-cluster to reduce 
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Pchlide and form an anion radical intermediate (see Figure 1.5). The next step 

involves donation of a proton from the C17-propionate to the C18 position of the same 

Pchlide molecule. In turn, the propionate is suggested to be reprotonated by the BchB-

His378 residue, which is only located 6.5 Å away from this group. This second step 

results in the loss of charge on the Pchlide molecule to form a neutral radical 

intermediate. During the third step the radical is converted to a non-radical anion 

intermediate by the transfer of an electron from the NB-cluster. Finally, an aspartate in 

the active site (Asp274) provides a final proton to complete the reaction and yield 

Chlide (Nomata et al. 2014). The catalytic mechanism described here for DPOR is 

completely different from light-triggered POR, which depends on a consecutive 

hydride and proton transfer during the light-dependent step and at least two subsequent 

dark-reactions (Heyes & Hunter 2005) (see below). 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Proposed mechanism of DPOR. An initial electron transfer (blue dashed arrow) 

from the [4Fe-4S]-cluster generates a Pchlide anion radical (not shown). The ensuing proton 

transfer to C18 from the C17 propionate group and a second proton transfer from the Asp274 

(purple arrows) together with another electron transfer result in the formation of Chlide 

product (Nomata et al. 2014). 
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1.2.2.2. Light-dependent POR 

The focus of this thesis is on the light-dependent POR and hence, the acronym ‘POR’ 

will refer specifically to the light activated enzyme. POR can be found in almost all 

oxygenic phototrophs and is responsible for the conversion of protochlorophyllide 

(Pchlide) into chlorophyllide (Chlide), which is the precursor for chlorophyll. The 

reduction of Pchlide by POR occurs using NADPH as a coenzyme for the conversion 

of the double bond at the C17-C18 position of Pchlide to a single bond in the Chlide 

product (see Figure 1.5).  

The genes for light-dependent POR are widely distributed among many photosynthetic 

organisms, with the apparent exception of the non-oxygen evolving photosynthetic 

bacteria (Fujita 1996, Armstrong 1998). As these non-oxygen evolving phototrophic 

bacteria make use of the most ancient photosystems, this seems to indicate a link 

between the evolution of POR and the evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis 

(Reinbothe et al. 1996). 

 

With the increasing amount of genomic data available a better overview of the 

phylogeny of the POR gene family is now possible. Cyanobacteria appear to only have 

one POR gene, according to the whole genome sequences available for cyanobacteria 

(Kaneko et al. 1996, Nakamura et al. 2003, Dufresne et al. 2003). However, the case 

is different in angiosperms, where the expression of POR has caused a certain amount 

of confusion, because the expression featured a rapid and significant negative 

regulation after illumination of seedlings grown in the dark. This effect was shown to 

vary significantly between different plant species, ranging from a negative response, 

with the expression of POR reduced upon increased illumination, to no effect at all. 

Closer investigation led to the discovery of two POR isoforms, called PORA and 

PORB, in barley (Holtorf et al. 1995) and Arabidopsis thaliana (Armstrong et al. 

1995). These variant isoforms show prominent differences in gene expression, as both 

are expressed in the dark but during growth in light, PORA expression rapidly drops 

while PORB mRNA levels increase. This phenomenon of two distinctly regulated 

POR genes is thought to be widespread among angiosperms, with different ratios of 

PORA and PORB expression caused by variations in their response to light 

(Armstrong et al. 1995, Holtorf et al. 1995). A search for POR genes in gymnosperms, 

such as loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.), revealed two separate subfamilies, containing 

genes similar to the PORA and PORB genes of angiosperms, where the PORA family 
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has two members and the PORB family has at least 11 members (Skinner & Timko 

1998). Within angiosperms a third isoform of POR was discovered in Arabidopsis 

thaliana, PORC (Oosawa et al. 2000). Analysis of genes in other angiosperm species 

unravelled a great diversity of POR gene expression and combination of isoforms, 

with POR isoforms of the same plant species being closely related, so that the POR 

protein family can phylogenetically be divided into groups, which are cyanobacteria, 

green algae, moss, monocotyledons, gymnosperms and dicotyledons (Masuda & 

Takamiya 2004, see Figure 1.6). Comparison of the PORA and PORB isoform 

sequences of Arabidopsis and barley showed no significant phylogenetic relationship 

between the two, suggesting that the isoforms arose from an independent gene 

duplication in each of the plant species individually (Oosawa et al. 2000, Masuda et 

al. 2002).  

 

 

Figure 1.6. The protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (POR) reaction, trans addition of 

hydrogen from NADPH to the C17-C18 double bond(red) in Pchlide, resulting in formation of 

Chlide. Insertion of Mg
2+

 or Fe
2+

 into the protoporphyrin IX porphyrin ring is the branchpoint 

of chlorophyll and haem biosynthesis (Lebedev & Timko 1999, Masuda & Takamiya 2004, 

Heyes & Hunter 2004, Heyes et al. 2006). 
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1.2.2.3. The biological role of POR 

Most phototrophs, including cyanobacteria, algae and gymnosperms, have both light-

dependent POR and the DPOR enzymes, whereas angiosperms only have the light-

dependent version (Masuda & Takamiya 2004). This is the reason why developing 

angiosperms remain yellow when grown in the dark and greening only occurs after 

illumination (Masuda & Takamiya 2004). Chlorophyll is synthesised and chloroplasts 

are formed, which is accompanied by morphological changes in the plant, such as 

greening and the start of leaf expansion (Virgin 1963). Furthermore, this light-driven 

reaction causes profound changes in the morphological development of the plant, 

which results in the modification and reorganisation of the plastid membranes 

(Lebedev & Timko 1998, Masuda & Takamiya 2004). A possible explanation for 

these morphological effects is that in etiolated plants POR is found as a ternary 

complex of POR-NADPH-Pchlide and is organised in a network of tubular 

membranes called prolamellar bodies (PLB) (Virgin et al. 1963). The regular and 

three-dimensional network of PLBs is thought to be caused by the attachment of the 

ternary POR complex to the membranes and absence of POR can cause the membrane 

integrity to be distorted (Sundqvist & Dahlin 1997, Franck et al. 2000). The 

combination of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) have identified PLBs as spherical structures with a diameter of 1-2 

μm (Grzyb et al. 2013). When the plant has been illuminated, the ternary complex 

disintegrates as Chlide is formed, leading to the dispersion of the prolamellar bodies 

and the subsequent formation of the chloroplast (Zhong et al. 1996). The process of 

PLB dispersion has recently been unravelled with the use of TEM and AFM, where 

the PLBs first increase in size after Pchlide reduction, immediately followed by 

dispersion into small spherical entities. These described changes to the PLBs have 

been attributed to the degradation of the POR ternary complex, because artificially 

induced degradation of the complex in the dark yields the same results in PLB 

rearrangement (Grzyb et al. 2013). 

Various spectral forms of Pchlide can be found in these membranes isolated from 

etioplasts. The variation in spectral features is believed to be due to the interactions of 

Pchlide with POR and the membranes, along with structural arrangement and pigment 

aggregation (Ryberg & Sundqvist 1982). Disintegration of the POR-Pchlide 

aggregates and the following PLB dispersion, caused by illumination and the 
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formation of Chlide, is accompanied by a short shift in wavelength of the fluorescence 

maximum and absorption of Chlide, termed the Shibata shift (Heyes & Hunter 2009).  

 

 

Figure 1.7. Phylogeny of the POR protein family. There is a clear distinction between 

cyanobacterial (red window), algae (orange window) and eukaryotic PORs (dark green 

window). The bryophyte species are highlighted by a light green dashed window. The scale 

bar represents the evolutionary distance. Species highlighted with a purple box are 

investigated in this thesis, while pink boxes mark species analysed in previous work (Heyes et 

al. 2011).  
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1.3. Structural studies on POR 

Despite extensive studies there is currently still no crystal structure available for POR. 

However, POR has been classified as a member of the short-chain dehydrogenase 

family or ‘SDR’, previously known as the ‘RED’ (Reductases, Epimerases, 

Dehydrogenases) superfamily of enzymes (Baker 1994, Wilks & Timko 1995, 

Kallberg et al. 2002). This large family of proteins are all oxidoreductases that use 

either NAD(P)H or NAD(P)
+
 as a cofactor and typically occur as dimers or tetramers. 

Furthermore, most proteins in this family have two domains, one for binding of the co-

factor and another for binding the substrate (Benyajati et al. 1981). Hence, the 

molecular structures (at atomic resolution) of some of the members of the SDR family 

of oxidoreductases have been used to produce a homology model of light-dependent 

POR from Synechocystis (Townley et al. 2001; see Figure 1.8). It was suggested that 

POR has a secondary structure with a central parallel β sheet consisting of seven β 

strands and surrounded by nine α helices (Dahlin et al. 1999, Townley et al. 2001). A 

unique feature for POR within this group is a large extra loop region of 33 residues in 

between the 5
th

 and 6
th

 β-sheets. The role of this hydrophobic loop-region is unclear 

but roles in protein complex formation, membrane anchoring or Pchlide binding have 

been suggested (Birve et al. 1996, Reinbothe et al. 2003). The amino-terminal region 

of POR is proposed to be the NADPH cofactor binding site, and is characterised by the 

presence of a GxxxGxG nucleotide-binding motif, containing a tight βαβ fold called 

the Rossmann fold (Townley et al. 2001). Charged-to-alanine scanning mutagenesis 

provided more experimental evidence regarding which regions are important for POR-

Pchlide interactions and which are essential for the catalytic activity of POR. 

Mutations to α helical regions of the protein had the least effect on enzyme activity, 

while the β sheet regions showed consistent negative effects in function (Dahlin et al. 

1999). Moreover, amino acid sequence comparison of POR with other members of the 

SDR family highlighted conserved sequences and individually conserved amino acids, 

such as a tyrosine and a lysine residue located in the proposed catalytic side of the 

enzyme, which are important for POR activity (Wilks & Timko 1995, Heyes & Hunter 

2002). It is known that several members of the ‘SDR’ family, such as alcohol 

dehydrogenase, dihydrofolate reductases and carbonyl reductases, have proven to be 

valuable model systems for studying reaction dynamics and theoretical 

thermodynamics calculations (Benkovic & Hammes-Schiffer 2003, Cui & Karplus 
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2002, Hammes 2002, Hammes-Schiffer 2002). In terms of kinetic isotope effects this 

enzyme family was demonstrated to be very useful, especially with the increased 

awareness of the significance of proton and hydride tunneling, as shown by a number 

of experimental reports (Kohen et al. 1999, Scrutton et al. 1999, Kohen & Klinman 

2000, Sutcliffe & Scrutton 2000, Hammes-Schiffer 2004). Consequently, in terms of 

elucidating the mechanisms by which conformational changes and protein dynamics 

shape catalysis, the ‘light-dependence’ of POR offers a unique experimental advantage 

compared to other enzymes in the SDR family. Hence, POR is an excellent model 

system for studying the ‘SDR’ family of proteins and proton and hydride transfer 

enzymes in general. 
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Figure 1.8. homology model of Synechocystis POR. α-helices shown in red and β-strands as 

yellow arrows using the ribbon representation, while Pchlide substrate (green) and the 

NADPH cofactor (blue) are shown in ball and stick representation. The catalytically important 

amino acids Tyr193 and Lys197 are highlighted (Townley et al. 2001). Image generated with 

the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.2r3pre, Schrödinger, LLC. 
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1.4. The reaction mechanism of POR 

1.4.1. Substrate binding 

The different spectroscopic signals of Pchlide and Chlide that are caused by 

association with membranes and POR makes it hard to interpret the results from 

experiments on PLBs isolated from etioplasts. However, the use of heterologous 

expression systems have helped to overcome these problems by providing in vitro 

purified POR proteins (Fujita et al. 1998). This has facilitated studies on the formation 

of the enzyme-substrate (ternary) complex and the analysis of various reaction steps 

by spectroscopic assays, resulting in the complete elucidation of the catalytic POR 

cycle (Heyes & Hunter 2004). These spectroscopic assays showed that there is a 

significant red-shift in the absorbance and fluorescence emission maximum of Pchlide 

when it is bound to the enzyme in the presence of either of the two cofactors, NADPH 

(shift to 644 nm) or NADP
+
 (641 nm). The level of red shift depends on the cofactor 

bound to POR and indicates that interactions between the pigment and the cofactor are 

important for the binding of substrate. Fluorescence line narrowing experiments 

indicated that there is a downshift of 50 cm
-1

 for the keto carbonyl group in Pchlide (in 

the cyclopentanone ring) upon binding to POR, suggestive of strong H-bonding 

between amino acid residues in the enzyme and Pchlide (Sytina et al. 2010). 

Additional stopped-flow and FTIR experiments to study the rate of ternary complex 

formation showed that Pchlide binding is rate limiting in the overall reaction and is 

coupled to slow conformational changes in the enzyme (Heyes et al. 2008). 

Furthermore, Pchlide has limited affinity for the ‘free’ enzyme, and evidence seems to 

suggest that it only binds in the correct orientation when NADPH is present (Hanf et 

al. 2011). This confirms the finding that the initial step in the catalytic cycle is the 

binding of NADPH, followed by the formation of the ternary complex upon binding of 

the Pchlide substrate. These results are in accordance with the reaction mechanism for 

other SDR family members, such as dihydrofolate reductases, in which the cofactor 

(NAD) is also bound before the second substrate can be attached (Cameron & 

Benkovic 1997, Fierke et al. 1987, Schnell et al. 2004). A more complete overview of 

the ternary complex formation is given in Figure 1.9 which has been based on the 

analyses of stopped-flow measurements combined with a mixture of spectroscopic 

probes (Heyes et al. 2008). 
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Figure 1.9. Kinetic scheme of the substrate binding events in POR. The calculated 

apparent rates of all of the binding steps are the sum of the forward and reverse rate constants 

and these initial steps provide a kinetic description of the reaction mechanism of POR. The 

binding of both substrates is controlled by conformational changes in the enzyme (Heyes et al. 

2008). 

 

1.4.2. Pchlide analogues 

In the POR reaction the Pchlide molecule acts as the chromophore and captures the 

light to drive the reaction chemistry. Therefore, a more detailed knowledge of the sites 

of the substrate that are important for catalysis improves our understanding about how 

Pchlide is oriented in the (putative) active site and which amino acids of POR are 

functionally important. One way of extracting such information is by use of substrate 

analogues, which has revealed three sites in the Pchlide molecule that appear to be 

important for reactivity (Townley et al. 2001, Rüdiger et al. 2005). These are the 

complete structure of ring E, the central metal ion, and the propionic acid side chain of 

the D ring (see Figure 1.10). Pigments lacking the central metal (Mg) were not suitable 

as an active POR substrate and replacement of the physiological Mg with Cu, Co or Ni 

did not restore activity (see Figure 1.10). However, replacement with Zn did yield an 

active substrate (Griffiths 1980, Klement et al. 1999). Additionally, it has been shown 

that the structure of the isocyclic ring of the Pchlide substrate is important for the 

reaction. Only the substrate that has the natural 13
2
(R)-Pchlide a structure can bind the 

enzyme and will become hydrogenated, as the 13
2
(S)-Pchlide enantiomer was not 

accepted as a substrate by the enzyme (Helfrich et al. 1996). It was proposed that 

modifications to the C13
1
=O group led to a loss of activity as the Pchlide molecule 

was unable to form tautomers, and thus a protonation of the C13
1
=O was suggested to 

be required for photoreduction (Klement et al. 1999). Also, modifications to the ring 

D, where substitution of the propionate group by an acrylate or a propionic acid 

methylester group, are not tolerated by the enzyme, which confirms the postulated 

rigidity around ring D (Wilks & Timko 1995). Furthermore, enzyme activity is not 

significantly affected by the presence of either ethyl or vinyl groups at the C8 position 
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of ring B (see Figure 1.10), as the divinyl and monovinyl Pchlide molecules will both 

be converted into their respective Chlide products (Klement et al. 1999).  

 

 

Figure 1.10. Pchlide molecule with important modification sites highlighted. The green 

box indicates a site where certain modifications do not significantly affect enzyme activity and 

the red boxes indicate parts of the molecule where chemical alterations result in loss of 

function. (Klement et al. 1999). 

 

1.4.3. Excited state processes 

1.4.3.1. Ultrafast dynamics of free Pchlide 

As POR is a light-driven enzyme the chemical steps in the reaction are completely 

dependent on excited state processes in the Pchlide molecule, which occur on an 

ultrafast timescale. Studies on the excited-state dynamics of the isolated substrate 

Pchlide in solution have been important in extending our understanding of the more 

complex processes within the ternary enzyme-substrate complex. Dietzek et al. (2004) 

developed a branched model where the decay of excited-state Pchlide can proceed 

through two distinct channels (Figure 1.11). The photoexcited Pchlide population can 

branch into a reactive and a non-reactive channel. On the reactive side of the channel 
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an ultrafast excited-state motion out of the Franck-Condon (FC) region generates a 

secondary excited state species (SX) that can further yield a intramolecular charge 

transfer state (SICT) with a time constant of 27 ps. In turn, this SICT intermediate decays 

with a 200 ps time constant back to the ground state. In the non-reactive channel the 

long-lived S1 state population, formed by vibrational cooling of the photoexcited FC 

state, decays back to the ground state with a fluorescence lifetime of 3.5 ns (Dietzek et 

al. 2009). Additional experiments showed that the 3.5 ns decay of the S1 population 

does not yield a considerable repopulation of the electronic ground state but suggests a 

non-radiative relaxation towards a photointermediate. This newly discovered long-

lived photointermediate has been attributed to a triplet state of Pchlide and is 

consistent with the existence of a triplet state in other porphyrin systems (Rodríguez & 

González-Velasco 1990, Reed et al. 1991, Angiolillo et al. 1995, Shediac et al. 2000). 

As a negligible fraction of the S1 state falls back to the ground state an estimate for the 

triplet yield was suggested to be approximately 85%, a value typical for 

metallopophyrins (Spikes & Bommer 1991). The relatively high yield of the triplet 

state in free Pchlide is remarkable, considering that in the POR enzyme the triplet state 

population of the Pchlide molecule could lead to photodestruction and photosensitised 

side reactions (Schoefs et al. 2003, Yang & Cheng 2004). 

 

Figure 1.11. Pchlide light-induced excited state branched relaxation process. The branch 

on the left side of the Q-band excitation is the ‘reactive’ side of the pathway that forms an 

intermediate photoproduct (ICT) in 27 ps and consecutively decays back to the ground state in 

200 ps (τ = lifetime). The ‘non-reactive branch on the right results in the formation of a long-

lived triplet state (Dietzek et al. 2009). 
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In a separate study the effect of different solvents on the way excitation energy is 

channelled through the two different deactivation channels was investigated (Dietzek 

et al. 2006, 2009). The ‘reactive’ pathway of Pchlide was only operational in polar 

solvents, which suggested that a polar environment is a prerequisite to form the 

intermediate SICT state. This indicates that a large dipole moment is formed in the SICT, 

which forms the basis of the assignment of this intermediate as an intramolecular 

charge transfer state. It is likely that the charge transfer character of this intermediate 

results from the electron withdrawing effect of the carbonyl group in the 

cyclopentanone ring that is directly attached to the π-electron conjugation system of 

the porphyrin ring. Non-polar solvents most likely raise the energy of the charge 

transfer state, preventing the excited-state population from transferring to the SICT state 

(Dietzek et al. 2004, 2006, 2009, 2010, Sytina et al. 2010, 2011). 

Separate time-resolved fluorescence and absorption measurements confirmed the 

formation of the SICT state in Pchlide and showed that it was not dependent on the H-

donating properties of the solvent, but rather that the ICT is an intrinsic characteristic 

of Pchlide (Sytina et al. 2010). This new evidence led to the development of a multi-

phasic sequential model, which has an additional solvation step of the ICT before it 

forms the triplet state (Figure 1.12). Solvation of the Pchlide molecule is suggested to 

be due to the strengthening of the H-bonding between specific sites on the Pchlide 

molecule and the solvent, yielding a more optimally coordinated H-bonded 

intermediate (Zhao & Han 2008). It is thought that hydrogen bonding with the keto 

group of ring E (on C13
2
) exerts an electron-withdrawing effect that creates an 

intramolecular charge separation across the Pchlide molecule, leading to other changes 

in C=C and C=N modes of the tetrapyrrole ring (Sytina et al. 2010, Colindres-Rojas et 

al. 2011, Sytina et al. 2011, Scrutton et al. 2012). Although there are discrepancies 

between these two proposed models it is clear that the excited state dynamics of 

Pchlide involve the formation of an ICT and a triplet state. An understanding of the 

excited state chemistry of Pchlide in solution has the potential to suggest how the 

enzyme can harness the light energy to drive the chemistry. It is likely that the ICT 

complex plays an important role, possibly lowering the electron density at the C17 

position to aid the transfer of a negatively charged hydride.  
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Figure 1.12. Sequential model for light-induced excited Pchlide relaxation. The model is 

based on observations that solvation of the ICT strengthens the H-bonding network around the 

Pchlide molecule, leading to formation of the long-lived triplet state (Sytina et al. 2010). 

 

1.4.3.2. Ultrafast reactions during catalysis in POR 

The catalytic process in POR can be divided into three important sections, an initial 

excitation by light of the bound Pchlide that leads to a series of excited state processes, 

followed by a hydride transfer step and a light-independent proton transfer step. This 

is then followed by a series of further distinguishable ‘dark’ reactions as the products 

are released from the enzyme and new substrate can rebind to start a new catalytic 

cycle. By comparing the excited state dynamics of the Pchlide molecule in solution 

and to a ternary POR-Pchlide-NADPH complex it is possible to gain a more detailed 

understanding of the photochemistry and the involvement of stabilisation interactions 

within the enzyme. In pump-probe experiments on the ternary enzyme complex 

ultrafast absorption changes in the 600-750 nm range revealed a bleaching of the 

Pchlide ground state together with stimulated emission from Pchlide, indicated by a 

negative peak around 640 nm (Heyes et al. 2002b, Sytina et al. 2009). In addition, the 

formation of a negative signal at approximately 675 nm was also observed after a few 

picoseconds, corresponding to stimulated emission. This species (termed I675*) 

formed with time constants of 3 and 400 ps and was believed to be a catalytic product 

because of its absence in measurements of Pchlide in solution and for the catalytically 
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inactive Y193F mutant, which lacks the Try193 proton donor (Heyes et al. 2002, 

Sytina et al. 2008, 2012). However, in a more recent study by Heyes et al. (2012), it 

was shown that the I675* spectral feature is not a catalytic intermediate but is the 

result of excited-state energy transfer between two pigment molecules in Pchlide-

Chlide dimers. This is a direct consequence of the build-up of the Chlide product 

during the course of the measurements and shows how complicated it is to accurately 

determine the excited state processes associated with POR catalysis (Heyes et al. 

2012).  

A more detailed understanding of Pchlide excited-state interactions has now been 

achieved by the use of time-resolved UV/Vis and IR spectroscopy over a picosecond-

microsecond timescale after excitation by a 450 nm laser. It was hypothesised that H-

bonding interactions between the OH group of Tyr193 and the carbonyl group at the 

C17 position occur in the Pchlide excited state, which exerts an additional electron-

withdrawing effect on the C17-C18 double bond in Pchlide. The double bond in turn 

becomes an electron-deficient site that is highly polarised and is therefore optimised 

for a nucleophilic attack by the hydride from NADPH to the C17 position. A thorough 

comparison was made of the excited state processes for Pchlide in solution and bound 

to wild-type POR as well as a Y193F POR mutant (Heyes et al. 2015). It was found 

that removal of the OH group of tyrosine in the mutant prevented the formation of this 

so-called ‘reactive’ ICT state (see Figure 1.13; Heyes et al. 2015). Hence, a 

mechanism was proposed where the chemistry of the reaction is facilitated by specific 

H-bonding interactions of residues (e.g. Tyr193) in the active site with the C17 

carboxyl group of Pchlide to create an ICT state with an electron-deficient C17 site, 

allowing nucleophilic attack of the hydride. 
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Figure 1.13. Proposed mechanism for excited state reactivity of Pchlide in the POR 

active site. 40% of the ICT proceeds along the ‘catalytic’ pathway, while 60% becomes 

solvated and forms a triplet state. τ is a measure of the lifetime of each species, and “inf” in 

the ‘catalytic’ pathway refers to the proton transfer that happens at a much slower timescale 

and hence appears unchanged in comparison (Heyes et al. 2015). 

 

1.4.4. Hydride transfer 

Upon excited state activation the chemical reduction of Pchlide starts with a hydride 

transfer from the pro-S face of NADPH to the C17 atom of Pchlide. The 

stereochemistry of this step was resolved by studies using 
3
H-labeling of the 4R and 4S 

positions of NADPH (Begley & Young 1989). Density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations confirmed that the energy of the Pchlide excited state at the lowest 

Franck-Condon state transition (210 kJ/mol) is sufficient to cross the barrier (TS1) for 

hydride transfer (ΔG = 169 kJ/mol) (see Figure 1.14; Heyes et al. 2009). As the 

catalytic cycle of POR is initiated by light it means that the ternary enzyme-substrate 

complex can be cooled down to cryogenic temperatures and a light-driven hydride 

transfer step can still be triggered at a temperature of 120 K (Heyes, Ruban, et al. 

2002). It has been suggested that a ‘near attack’ conformation (Lightstone & Bruice 

1996) is formed prior to freezing that is thought to involve a combination of 

electrostatic and steric interactions for the optimal alignment of substrate and cofactor 
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in the active site of the enzyme, (Benkovic & Hammes-Schiffer 2003, Lightstone & 

Bruice 1996, Durin et al. 2009).  

The first intermediate identified upon illumination at low temperatures was a non-

fluorescent intermediate with a broad absorbance band at 696 nm (Heyes et al. 2002). 

The intermediate does not form when NADPH is substituted by NADP
+
, which 

confirms that the ternary complex with NADPH and POR must be formed before this 

photochemical step can proceed. Initially, due to the significant red-shift in absorbance 

from 642 nm to 696 nm it was suggested that this intermediate might be a Pchlide 

radical. Previous electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR) studies on 

etioplasts membranes and heterologous POR protein have indicated the involvement 

of a radical in the reaction mechanism of POR (Belyaeva et al. 1988, Lebedev & 

Timko 1999). However, other experiments suggest that there are no radical species in 

the reaction chemistry (Townley et al. 1998), and it was proposed that the 696 nm 

intermediate is a charge-transfer state between Pchlide and NADPH (Raskin & 

Schwartz 2002). Further analyses of the intermediate by EPR (electron paramagnetic 

resonance), ENDOR (electron nuclear double resonance), Stark and low temperature 

absorbance spectroscopy confirmed it to be a charge-transfer complex that is formed 

upon hydride transfer from NADPH (Heyes et al. 2006). Subsequent laser flash 

photolysis studies revealed that this species was formed with a rate constant of 2.02 ± 

0.21 x 10
6
 s

-1
 at 25 °C with a KIE of approximately 2 when the deuterated form of the 

cofactor was used. Investigation of the temperature dependence of the hydride transfer 

rate revealed a clear breakpoint at -27 ºC in the Eyring plot. A weak temperature 

dependence can be observed above -27 ºC (ΔH
‡
 = 9.3 kJ mol

-1
) with a temperature-

dependent KIE. In contrast, below the breakpoint the reaction is considerably more 

temperature-dependent (ΔH
‡
 = 27.2 kJ mol

-1
) while the KIE becomes temperature-

independent. It was proposed that fast dynamic searches within the Pchlide excited 

state lifetime in the enzyme complex are required to form degenerate “tunneling-

ready” configurations. The presence of a breakpoint at -27 ºC in the Eyring plot for the 

hydride transfer was hypothesised to reflect the involvement of a promoting 

motion/vibration that becomes ‘frozen out’ below -27 ºC in accordance with the 

Marcus-like model. These features, in addition to the Eyring prefactor ratios (A’H/A’D 

= 3.59), indicate that the hydride transfer occurs by quantum tunneling (Heyes et al. 

2009a). As H-tunneling requires a very short DAD and because hydride transfer in 

POR continues even at temperatures much lower than 200 K (typically the glass 
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transition temperature of proteins) it suggests that the hydride transfer relies only on 

localised motions within the active site (Heyes et al. 2009a). This is supported by data 

showing that the POR hydride transfer is not significantly affected by dielectric or 

viscosity changes in the solvent, and therefore not dependent on long-range solvent-

slaved protein motions for this step (Heyes et al. 2009a, 2009b).  

Further site-directed mutagenesis studies have been used to understand the impact of 

certain residues on the active site chemistry. POR contains a conserved Tyr-X-X-X-

Lys motif and mutation of the conserved active site Tyr and Lys residues result in a 

dramatic decrease in reaction rate (Menon et al. 2009a). These residues were 

presumed to serve multiple roles, including ground state ternary POR-NADPH-

Pchlide complex formation, stabilisation of the excited state Pchlide to ensure a high 

quantum yield (around 40%) for the hydride transfer reaction and a role in providing a 

proton for the proton-transfer step (Heyes et al. 2002, 2015, Sytina et al. 2008). 

Previous studies have reported that phenol groups can be involved in the charge 

transfer stabilisation and other excited state processes (Henneke & Wedding 1975, 

McFarlane et al. 2005) and this was subsequently confirmed in POR (see section 

1.4.3.2.), where stabilisation of the Pchlide excited state is thought to happen by H-

bonding of the Tyr OH group with the carboxyl group on the C17 position (Dietzek et 

al. 2009, Menon et al. 2009, Scrutton et al. 2012, Heyes et al. 2015). These studies 

indicate the reliance on local interactions of the enzyme with the substrate in order to 

stabilise the excited state. Another amino acid residue that plays a significant role in 

the hydride transfer chemistry in POR is a conserved cysteine at location 226 (in T. 

elongatus POR). Mutation of this Cys residue result in major alterations to the 

catalytic mechanism as no charge-transfer complex (696 nm absorbance band) is 

formed. The data suggests that both hydrogens (hydride and proton) are transferred in 

a single kinetic step within the investigated timeframe for this variant. An alternative 

catalytic mechanism was proposed, involving an initial fast electron transfer from 

NADPH upon excitation of Pchlide, followed by a rate-limiting proton transfer 

(presumably from Tyr193) and finally transfer of the remaining proton and electron 

from NADPH (Menon et al. 2010). This alternative mechanism depends to a much 

smaller degree than the wild-type on long-range solvent-slaved motions of the 

enzyme, as there is only a limited influence of solvent viscosity on the proton transfer 

rate and the KIE is temperature-independent (no promoting motions) (Menon et al. 

2010, Heyes et al. 2009). In the absence of any structural data it is difficult to explain 
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the exact molecular active site dynamics that influence this dramatic shift in catalytic 

chemistry, but based on existing homology models it was proposed that Cys-226 

interacts with ring A of Pchlide to ensure a short DAD for hydride transfer (Menon et 

al. 2010). It is possible that the loss of this interaction in the mutant  increases the 

DAD for the hydride transfer but simultaneously this may have shortened the DAD for 

the proton transfer and thereby removed the need for promoting motions and/or 

domain movements (Menon et al. 2010).  

 

1.4.5. Proton transfer 

While the hydride transfer step can occur at temperatures below 200 K (Heyes et al. 

2002), the subsequent thermally-activated proton transfer step can only occur at much 

higher temperature ranges and results in a new intermediate with an absorbance band 

at 681 nm. The restriction of this step to a temperature close to or above the glass 

transition temperature of proteins, suggests a reliance on domain movements and/or 

reorganisations of the protein (Durin et al. 2009; Heyes et al. 2009, 2011). Cryogenic 

spectroscopy measurements confirmed that when the illuminated sample is warmed up 

to temperatures above 200 K the 681 nm absorbance band (fluorescence peak at 684 

nm) appears and is characteristic of a POR-NADP
+
-Chlide product complex. Hence, 

this was proposed to be formed by proton transfer from a conserved Tyr residue in the 

active site (Heyes & Hunter 2004, Heyes et al. 2009a). A conserved Lys residue is 

thought to lower the pKa of this Tyr, thereby facilitating the proton transfer reaction. 

Both of these residues have been shown to be important for catalysis by site-directed 

mutagenesis studies (Wilks & Timko 1995, Menon et al. 2009). 

The rate of proton transfer in T. elongatus POR has been determined to be 25.3 ± 1.5 x 

10
3
 s

-1
 at 25 °C with a SKIE (solvent kinetic isotope effect) of approximately 2 when 

measurements were performed in D2O. Further analysis of the rate showed a strong 

temperature-dependence (ΔH
‡
 = 74.8 kJ mol

-1
) with a temperature-dependent SKIE 

and an inverse extrapolated Eyring prefactor ratio (A’H/A’D=0.041). These results are 

consistent with a proton-tunneling reaction and are supported by DFT calculations that 

show a TS2 barrier (ΔG
‡
 = 67.7 kJ/mol at 25˚C) for proton transfer (see Figure 1.14; 

Heyes et al. 2009a). In contrast to the hydride-tunneling reaction, no breakpoints were 

observed in the Eyring plots, suggesting a reliance on different promoting modes for 

this part of catalysis (Heyes et al. 2009a). This was confirmed by a strong dependence 

on solvent viscosity, suggesting that the proton transfer is controlled by solvent-slaved 
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dynamics (Heyes et al. 2009b). Although viscosity influences the rate of the proton 

transfer,  no significant dependence of SKIE on solvent viscosity was observed (Heyes 

et al. 2009b). According to the Marcus-like model, this means that the promoting 

motions along the reaction coordinate are not significantly solvent-slaved, and 

viscosity is thought to only affect thermally equilibrated motions that cause a 

degeneracy of reactant and product wells, priming the system for H-tunneling (Heyes 

et al. 2009b). 

 

 

Figure 1.14. Energy diagram of the H-transfer reactions in POR, calculated by DFT. The 

excited Pchlide molecule (Franck-Condon S1 state) has enough energy to overcome the barrier 

for hydride transfer (TS1). Proton transfer is an endergonic process with the TS2 barrier to 

yield the Chlide product. The overall endothermic reaction has a 63.9 kJ/mol free energy of 

activation. These values are comparable to experimental data (Heyes et al. 2009a). 

 

1.4.6. Product release 

Further ‘dark’ steps, observed for Synechocystis and T. elongatus POR, have been 

shown to represent a series of ordered product release and substrate rebinding events 

(Heyes et al. 2003, 2007). These only occur at much higher temperatures and the 

intermediates that were identified were shown to represent various bound and unbound 

forms of the Chlide product (Heyes & Hunter 2004, Heyes et al. 2007). Consequently, 

a reaction scheme for the entire catalytic cycle was proposed (Figure 1.15; Heyes et al. 
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2008, 2007, 2015). Upon photoexcitation there is a rapid hydride transfer reaction, 

immediately followed by another rapid proton transfer step to yield the ternary 

enzyme-product complex (see sections 1.4.4 and 1.4.5). This is then followed by the 

release of the NADP
+
 product and replacement with the NADPH substrate. This in 

turn is followed by a slower release of Chlide to yield the free product. Finally, the 

cycle is completed by the re-binding of the Pchlide substrate to form a ternary POR-

NADPH-Pchlide complex, which allows the catalytic cycle to be repeated upon further 

photoexcitation. From this reaction mechanism it can be concluded that the NADP
+
 

release step has a lower energy barrier than the Chlide release step (see Figure 1.15; 

Heyes & Hunter 2004). Furthermore, as these processes can only proceed at 

temperatures well above the ‘glass transition’ phase of proteins it suggests that 

conformational changes in the protein play an important role in the substrate binding 

and product release steps (Heyes et al. 2003, Heyes & Hunter 2004, Heyes & Scrutton 

2009).  

 
Figure 1.15. An overall scheme for the catalytic cycle of T. elongatus POR showing the 

stepwise formation of the reaction intermediates together with the rate constants that have 

been calculated previously (Heyes et al. 2007, Heyes & Scrutton 2009). Starting with the light 

dependent excitation of Pchlide into an excited S1 state, followed by a series of ultrafast steps 

and the Hydride transfer (Heyes et al. 2015). 
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1.5. The evolution of dynamically-coupled tunneling in POR 

The question of whether protein dynamics have evolved to play a role in catalysis is 

still poorly understood (Benkovic et al. 2003; Henzler-Wildman & Kern 2007; 

Yahashiri et al. 2008; Bandaria et al. 2009). Ideally, protein dynamics would be 

studied by comparing the current versions with ‘ancient’ forms of an enzyme, but 

unfortunately there is no easy way to obtain such ‘ancient’ enzyme forms. Perhaps, the 

closest way to approximate this evolutionary analysis is by studying homologous 

enzymes of extant organisms whose ancestors branched off from each other at 

different evolutionary times. It is fortunate that POR is ubiquitous and is present in 

most phototrophs, making it possible to do a comparative analysis made between 

PORs of cyanobacterial, algae and higher plant origin. Sequence comparison shows 

the variable patterns of structural conservation among different PORs. Heyes et al. 

(2011) investigated enzyme dynamics by comparing three cyanobacterial and one 

higher plant POR homologue, including the basal cyanobacterial species (Gloeobacter 

violaceus), which has features in common with cyanobacteria as well as plant PORs. 

In these experiments the viscosity-dependence of the rate and the temperature-

dependence of the KIE for hydride and proton transfer were investigated (Heyes et al. 

2008, Heyes et al. 2011). From this comparison it was shown that two distinct 

approaches for the evolution of dynamics in POR could be identified. Firstly, the 

dynamics required for the light-driven hydride transfer were found to be conserved 

across all of the POR enzymes and it appears as though evolutionary pressure has 

minimised any complex and extensive networks of solvent dynamics and protein 

motions that are required for this step. In contrast, the dynamics required for the 

thermally-activated proton transfer are much more variable. Hence, it was concluded 

that when chemistry stringently depends on the structure, as is the case for the light-

driven hydride transfer step, the configuration of the enzyme active site has been 

optimised early on in evolution. When stringency is less, as is the case for the 

thermally-activated proton transfer step, multiple dynamical and structural possibilities 

exist for the reaction to proceed and hence, optimisation is less important and it can 

take longer for selective pressure to minimise the reliance on solvent dynamics and 

complex dynamical networks (Figure 1.16). 
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Figure 1.16. Evolution of Hydride and proton transfer dynamics catalysed by POR. A. A 

comparison of the solvent-coupled dynamics for the hydride and proton transfer steps was 

made across the evolutionary spectrum. The levels of solvent-slaved dynamics were obtained 

by measuring the viscosity dependence of the rates of hydride and proton transfer (Heyes et al. 

2011). The used abbreviations correspond to POR from the following organisms: A. t., A. 

thaliana POR B; G. v., G. violaceus; Syn., Synechocystis sp.PCC6803; and. T. e., T. elongatus 

BP-1. B. The scheme illustrates the hypothesised twin-track evolution of dynamics in POR. 

The light-driven hydride transfer step depends on localised dynamics and is strongly 

conserved across all PORs studied, due to strong structural conservation across evolutionary 

history. Evolution of the dynamics of the proton transfer step on the other hand, is thought of 

as a more gradual process that evolved towards a smaller reliance on complex dynamic 

networks for plant PORs (Heyes et al. 2011). 

A 
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1.6  Aims and objectives 

1.6.1. Pressure dependence of POR 

The effect of pressure on enzyme chemistry is hard to predict as the effects vary 

greatly between enzymes (Hay et al. 2007, 2012). The influence of pressure on 

catalysis and dynamics is dependent on the enzyme structure and, with only a limited 

amount of pressure data available, there is still no general model for the effects of 

pressure. The objectives of this project therefore were to investigate how pressure 

affects the reaction chemistry in a relatively well understood enzyme model system, 

such as POR, where the temperature dependent and solvent viscosity experiments have 

clearly indicated the roles of local and solvent-slaved dynamics for the two H-

tunneling steps. Laser flash photolysis experiments have been used to follow the rate 

of hydride and proton transfer, for both hydrogen as well as deuterium in order to 

calculate the KIE and SKIE respectively. Measurements of the influence of pressure 

on the isotope effects reports directly on the changes along the reaction coordinate. 

These experiments have been conducted within a certain temperature range to yield 

more information, but it was not possible to go to cryogenic temperatures for pressure 

dependence studies due to experimental limitations. 

 

1.6.2 Evolution of dynamics in POR 

Heyes et al. (2011) have shown that evolutionary pressures have brought about 

variable arrangements in the structural conservation within different POR homologues. 

As only four homologues were analysed with a limited evolutionary sampling (three 

cyanobacteria and one plant enzyme), this analysis has now been extended to an 

additional ten new POR homologues. The analysis involved two cyanobacteria, two 

algae, one liverwort, one moss, and four higher plants. The expression and purification 

of the newly synthesised POR homologues was optimised and the purified enzymes 

were characterised in terms of steady-state and substrate binding properties.  

The twin-track evolutionary hypothesis has been investigated further by analysing the 

rates and viscosity-dependence of the two H-transfer reactions. 
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2.1. Cloning 

2.1.1. Plasmid preparation 

The pET9-His + POR plasmid (gift from Derren Heyes) was transformed and 

overexpressed in XL1-blue (Agilent technologies) supercompetent E. coli cells and 

grown overnight in 5 ml LB (lysogeny broth) growth medium. The plasmid was 

extracted by following the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit protocol (Qiagen). 

 

2.1.2. Gene synthesis 

The genes and their NCBI, GenBank or UniProtKB reference code for POR from 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (XP_001689464.1), Cyanidioschyzon merolae 

(XP_005537439.1), Daucus carota (Q9SDT1.1), Lyngbya majuscule 

(WP_008188115.1), Marchantia paleacea (O80333.1), Nicotiana tabacum 

(BAB93004.1), Nostoc punctiforme (WP_012409292.1), Pinus mugo (AAC60560.2), 

Physcomitrella patens (XP_0011772136.1) and Zea mays (NP_001167680.1) were 

synthesised by Genscript.  

 

2.1.3. Restriction digest 

To transfer the genes to the pET9-His vector the synthesised genes and plasmid were 

digested with BamHI and NdeI restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs Inc.). A 10 

μl reaction mix was prepared, consisting of ± 1 μg DNA (genes or pET9-His vector), 

10 units BamHI-HF, 10 units NdeI, made up in buffer 4 (New England Biolabs Inc.). 

This mix was incubated at 37˚C overnight before the mix was run on a 1 % agarose 

gel to separate the DNA fragments. The desired fragments were cut from the gel and 

extracted by following the protocol for the QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen). 

 

2.1.4. Ligation 

The POR genes were inserted into the pET9-His vector by mixing ± 0.5 μg NdeI / 

BamHI POR insert, ± 1 μg NdeI / BamHI pET9-His vector, 400 units ligase (New 

England Biolabs, Inc.) made up in ligase buffer (New England Biolabs, Inc.). The mix 

was left for 5 min at room temperature to complete the reaction before transformation 

into XL1-Blue cells (Agilent technologies). 
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2.2. Expression and purification of POR from 

Thermosynechococcus elongatus 

2.2.1. Transformation and expression 

The pET9-His+POR plasmid was transformed (heat shock) into Escherichia coli 

BL21(DE3) pLysS competent Cells (Stratagene) and grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) 

medium containing 30 μg/ml of kanamycin and chloramphenicol at 30ºC. When an 

optical density (OD) of 0.1 at 600 nm was reached the temperature was lowered to 

25ºC. Once an OD of 0.6 was reached, indicative of log phase growth, expression was 

induced using 0.1 mM IPTG and cells were grown at 25ºC overnight. Cells were then 

harvested using centrifugation (6000 rpm, 10 min, JLA 8.1000; Beckman Coulter, 

Inc.). 

 

2.2.2. Purification  

Harvested cells (usually from a 6 l culture volume) were re-suspended in a volume of 

approximately 150 ml cold Nickel-Binding buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5; 500 mM 

NaCl; 5 mM imidazole) containing 1 protease inhibitor tablet (complete mini EDTA 

free Protease cocktail inhibitors, Roche Applied Science) and 200 μl DNase (2500 

Kunitz units/mL). Cells were then sonicated for 22 cycles of 20 second pulses at 40% 

amplitude, with 1 min rest in between pulses to keep cells cool (Bandelin, Sonopuls 

probe VT70T/N494). After sonication the cell debris was removed using 

centrifugation (30 mins, 14000 rpm JA16.25 rotor; Beckman Coulter, Inc.) and the 

resulting pellet, containing the cell debris, was discarded. The supernatant was 

subjected to 20% ammonium sulphate precipitation and centrifuged (30 min, 14000 

rpm, JLA16.25; Beckman Coulter, Inc.) again to remove any impurities. All remaining 

proteins, including POR, were precipitated by a 50% ammonium sulphate solution and 

centrifuged (30 min, 14000 rpm, JLA16.25; Beckman Coulter, Inc.).  

 

2.2.2.1. Nickel-column 

The pellet was dissolved in 100-150 ml of Nickel-binding buffer and loaded onto 

nickel-IDA column (25 ml) equilibrated with Ni-binding buffer (at least 3 column 

volumes (cv)). Following this, a wash stage involving 5 cv of Ni-wash buffer (50 mM 

Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 50 mM imidazole) was used to remove the majority 

of impurities. His-tagged POR was subsequently eluted with 5 cv Ni-elute buffer (50 

mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole). The eluted protein was 
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precipitated using 50% ammonium sulphate and centrifuged (20 minutes, 14000 rpm, 

JLA16.25; Beckman Coulter, Inc.) to generate a protein pellet. 

 

2.2.2.2. Blue Sepharose column  

The pellet from the the Ni
2+

 column was re-suspended in 100-150 ml of cold Blue-

start buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 25 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT) and loaded onto a 20 

ml Blue Sepharose column, which had been equilibrated with Blue-start buffer. The 

Blue Sepharose column was washed with >10 cv of 20% Blue-start buffer (50 mM 

Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT) and finally the purified protein was 

eluted with 15 cv of 100% Blue-elute buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2.5 M NaCl, 1 

mM DTT).  

The eluted protein was then subjected to a 50% ammonium sulphate precipitation and 

centrifuged (30 minutes, 14000 rpm, JLA 16.25; Beckman Coulter, Inc.) to give a 

pellet of ‘purified’ Thermophilic POR. This pellet was re-suspended in 100 ml of 

activity buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT) and concentrated 

using a Vivaspin 20 (10kDa MWCO; Sartorius). Figure 2.1 shows the purification 

process for POR from T. elongatus that was used to produce pure protein for the 

experiments in e.g. chapter 3. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Expression and purification of POR from T. elongatus. The desired protein is 

indicated with a red arrow. 1. Precision plus ladder unstained (BioRad) 2. Uninduced cell 

extract 3. Induced cell extract 4. Insoluble fraction 5. Sonicated cell extract 6. Ni column run-

through 7. Ni column wash (20% elution buffer) 8. Ni column elution 9. Blue sepharose run-

through 10. Blue sepharose elution.  
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2.2.3. Determining the concentration of protein  

Protein concentration was measured using BioRad DC assay kit with bovine serum 

albumin (BSA) as a standard. Expression levels in E. coli and purification steps were 

checked by SDS-PAGE on a 12% precast gels (BioRad) and visualised using a 

Criterion Stain Free™ Gel Imaging System (BioRad). 

 

2.3. Phylogeny 

The phylogenetic tree was generated using the phylogeny.fr website (Dereeper et al. 

2008), with a full MUSCLE setting for alignment and one-hundred maximum 

likelihood bootstrap replicates. 

 

2.4. Substrates and other chemicals 

2.4.1. Pchlide synthesis and extraction 

The R. capsulatus ZY5 strain was streaked out (Yang & Bauer 1990, Martin et al. 

1997) on VN (10 g yeast extract, 1 g K2HPO4, 0.5 g MgSO4 at pH 7 in 1 litre) agar 

with rifampicin (25 μg/ml) and grown at 34 ºC for about 48 hours. Several ZY5 

colonies were picked and grown in 100 ml VN rifampicin at 34 ºC for at least 24 

hours. Afterwards, the ZY5 culture were added to 1 litre VN medium with rifampicin 

and grow at 34 ºC for approx. 72 hours with 4 polyurethane foam bungs (foam bungs 

absorb Pchlide). The foam bungs were replaced when they turned dark green due to 

absorption of pigment and throughout the whole process Pchlide was protected from 

light if possible. Once the foam bungs did not appear to absorb anymore pigment, 

which can be observed by them no longer changing colour (to green), they were dried 

in the fume hood. In order to dissolve Pchlide in solution, the dry bungs were 

submerged in (~ 1 litre) methanol. Once most of the Pchlide was removed from the 

bungs the methanol solution was left to evaporate in the fume hood. The remaining 

Pchlide residue with at most 2 % (v/v) methanol was resuspended in 100 % acetone. 

During the evaporation of methanol, the 50 ml CM Sepharose column (Sigma) was set 

up in a Buchner funnel and equilibrated. In a first step Pchlide was recovered by 

washing with of distilled water under suction, followed by resuspending of the resin 

with 100 % acetone, stirring and drying repeatedly. The acetone treatment was 

repeated at least twice (until all water was removed). The resuspended resin (in ~ 100 

ml acetone) was then poured down a column (about 5 cm wide) by gravity flow and 
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left to let the resin settle. Once the column was set up Pchlide could be passed down 

the column. Binding of Pchlide should turn the resin dark green where it binds. The 

column was washed with several column volumes of 100 % acetone until all 

carotenoids (orange) were washed off. Another wash with several column volumes of 

5 % methanol in acetone was conducted to remove phytol/pheophorbide. Pchlide was 

eluted from the column with 25% methanol in acetone. The eluate was evaporated 

down to approx. 50 ml in the fume hood. Finally, 1 – 1.5 ml aliquots were made in 

black Eppendorf tubes, which were left, with the Eppendorf tubes open, in the fume 

hood to let all the acetone and methanol evaporate off. The dry Pchlide was then 

stored at -20 ºC. 

 

2.4.2. Other chemicals 

All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, except for NADPH (Melford 

Laboratories Ltd.). 

 

2.5. Spectroscopy 

2.5.1. Absorption spectroscopy 

A Cary 50 spectrophotometer (Varian) was used for all UV/vis absorbance 

measurements. For steady-state measurements the absorbance increase at 670 nm 

(Chlide absorbance maximum) was followed upon illumination with a LED light-

source (Thorlabs, Inc.) at 455 nm wavelength (Soret band of Pchlide; Figure 2.2). 

The concentrations of the substrates and products were calculated using the following 

extinction coefficients in aqueous solution: NADPH, 6.22 mM
-1

cm
-1

 at 340 nm 

(Cameron & Benkovic 1997); NADP
+
, 17.8 mM

-1
cm

-1
 at 260 nm (Cameron & 

Benkovic 1997); Pchlide, 23.95 mM
-1

cm
-1

 at 630 nm (Brouers & Michel-Wolwertz 

1983, Klement et al. 1999) and Chlide, 69.96 mM
-1

cm
-1

 at 670 nm (Klement et al. 

1999, Griffiths 1975). Typical steady state buffer conditions were 0.1 μM of each POR 

homologue, in activity buffer (0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM ammonium 

acetate pH 7) with 0.1 % Triton X-100 and 0.1 % 2-mercaptoethanol. Substrate 

concentrations are as stated per experiment. 
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Figure 2.2. The Pchlide absorption spectrum and a representation of the corresponding 

Jablonski diagram. The left shows the absorption spectrum of Pchlide in the visible region, 

with a representation of the excitation energies on the right. When the energy gap between the 

ground and electronically excited states of Pchlide match that of the photon, they get absorbed, 

resulting in the shown absorption spectrum. 

 

2.5.2. Pressure spectroscopy 

The set-up for spectroscopy at high pressures is shown in Figure 2.3. The cuvettes 

used are made of quartz and are designed to withstand high pressures. The volume of 

the cells is approximately 1 ml and can be covered with a custom made cap with a 

~0.15 ml volume. The temperature can be controlled by connecting the cell to a water 

bath that can keep the water temperature inside the cell constant. A high-pressure cell 

system (ISS) was mounted into a Cary 50 (Varian) spectrophotometer, and pressure 

was generated by pumping water (Figure 2.3 A.) into the pressure cell (Figure 2.3 C.). 

To determine the NADPH Kd in function of pressure, samples contained 10 µM 

Pchlide, 200 µM NADPH and 0–200 µM POR in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM 

NaCl, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1% Triton X-100. 

For steady-state measurements a Schott KL1500 cold light source (Figure 2.3 B.), 

containing a 450 nm band-pass filter was used to illuminate samples with a flexible 

fibre optic cable aimed through the window of the pressure cell. For standard steady 
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state assays samples contained 100 μM NADPH, 10 μM Pchlide, 0.1% Triton X-100, 

0.1% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol and a volume of activity buffer required to make 1 ml. 

 

 

Figure 2.3. The set-up for pressure spectroscopy for steady-state measurements. 
Pressure is generated by pumping water from a reservoir (A) into a pressure cell (C) 

containing the sample. The pressure cell can be mounted into a Cary 50 (Varian) 

spectrophotometer to conduct steady-state measurements as described. The light source for 

these experiments is a Schott KL1500 cold light source (C), containing a 450 nm band-pass 

filter, with a flexible optical fibre to guide the light into the pressure cell. 

 

2.5.3. Fluorescence 

A Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer (Agilent technologies) was used to 

perform fluorescence measurements. To reduce dilution effects, a 3 ml quartz cuvette 

was used, 1 cm in length and width. Samples contained 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in 

activity buffer (0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM ammonium acetate pH 7) 

containing 0.5 μM POR, with NADPH titrated in 1 μl steps up to a maximum of 1% of 

the total sample volume (30 μl). 

 

2.5.4. Laser flash photolysis 

Laser flash photolysis is a pump-probe technique, which in this case uses a laser pulse 

at 450 nm to trigger the reaction, as depicted in figure 2.4. A neodymium-doped 

yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) laser (Brilliant B, Quantel) generates a 1064 nm 

pulse (~8 ns), which is guided through two harmonics to triple the frequency (to 355 

nm) and finally tuned by an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) to achieve a 450 nm 

pulse. Upon excitation of the sample, spectral changes can be followed by measuring 
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the absorption at a single wavelength using an Applied Photophysics LKS 

spectrometer. A pulsed 150 W Xenon Arc flash lamp produces white light that passes 

through a monochromator to generate a single wavelength probe beam. The scattered 

laser light is cut out by a second monochromator after the sample. Absorbance 

changes are detected by a photomultiplier tube that transfers the information to a 

digital oscilloscope, which in turn is linked to a computer. 

Laser photoexcitation experiments were conducted as outlined previously (Heyes et 

al., 2009). Each data point was the average of at least four measurements. The cuvette 

used had a 2 mm pathlength in the pump direction and 1 cm in the probe direction. 

Samples contained 50 μM enzyme, 250 μM NADPH (except C. reinhardtii, C. 

merolae, L. majuscula, D. carota which had a 2 mM concentration due to the reduced 

affinity for NADPH) and 12 μM Pchlide in activity buffer (0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM 

MOPS, 100 mM ammonium acetate, 0.1 % Genapol X-080, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol). 

Samples for solvent viscosity measurements were prepared using glycerol as the 

viscosogen by weight and the solution viscosity was calculated as previously 

described (Hay et al. 2008). The observed rate was plotted as a function of solvent 

viscosity and fitted to Equation 2.1 (Heyes et al. 2009, Ansari et al. 1992) to explain 

the protein friction contribution to the system friction. 

 

𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

ℎ
(

1+𝜎

𝜂+𝜎
) 𝑒

−∆𝐺

𝑅𝑇        2.1 

 

The absolute viscosity is shown as η, and the protein’s friction contribution is 

represented by σ, in centipoise (cP). 
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Figure 2.4. Laser flash photolysis set-up. A Nd:YAG laser generates a 1064 nm pulse that 

passes through two harmonics (2ω, 3ω) and an optical parametric oscillator (OPO), generating 

a 450 nm pump beam to excite the sample. A 150W Xenon Arc flash lamp produces white 

light that gets converted to a single wavelength by a monochromator and absorbance changes 

are detected by a photomultiplier tube (detector). 

 

2.5.5. Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy 

Transient absorption (Figure 2.5) relies on the same pump-probe principle as the laser 

flash photolysis method. A Ti:sapphire amplifier system (Spectra Physics Solstice 

Ace) produced 6 mJ of 800 nm pulses at 1 kHz with 100 fs pulse duration. A portion 

of the output of the amplifier was used to pump a Topas Prime OPA with associated 

NirUVis unit which was used to generate the pump beam centred at 450 nm, with 

FWHM (full width at half maximum) of ca. 10 nm. A broad band ultrafast pump-

probe transient absorbance spectrometer ‘Helios’ (Ultrafast systems LLC) was used to 

collect data (at random timepoints) from ~1 ps to 2.6 ns with a time resolution of 

around 0.2 ps. The probe beam consisted of a white light continuum generated in a 

sapphire crystal and absorbance changes were monitored between 500 and 750 nm. 

Data from this setup are referred to as the ‘fast’ data. A broad band sub-nanosecond 

pump-probe transient absorbance spectrometer ‘Eos’ (Ultrafast systems LLC) was 

used to collect data (at random timepoints) up to either 0.5 or 2 µs. A 2 kHz white-

light continuum fibre laser was used to generate the probe pulses. The delay between 

pump and probe was controlled electronically. Data from this set-up are referred to as 

the ‘slow’ data. For both sets of measurements samples were excited at 450 nm with 

0.5 μJ power and a beam diameter of ~ 200 μm. Samples were flowed at a rate of 

approximately 30 ml/min through a 0.2 mm pathlength quartz cell (at room 

temperature) to ensure that a different area of the sample is excited with each pump 
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laser pulse. Samples were prepared in the dark containing 500 μM POR, 200 μM 

Pchlide and 4 mM NADPH in activity buffer with 10 % glycerol, 0.1 % 2-

mercaptoethanol, and 0.5 % Triton X-100.  

 

 

Figure 2.5. Ultrafast transient absorption set-up. A Ti:sapphire amplifier system produces a 

800 nm laser pulse that is split to generate pump and probe beams. The pump pulse gets 

converted to 450 nm by an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) and a chopper ensures the right 

pulse frequency is achieved before exciting the sample. The probe beam can be set to two 

different modes dependent on the desired time frame, with a ‘fast’ setting using the ‘Helios’ 

set-up and ‘slow’ the ‘Eos’ setting. For the ‘fast’ set-up an optical delay stage is used and a 

sapphire crystal to produce white light, while an electronic delay stage and a 2 kHz white laser 

continuum fibre laser gets seeded to generate the white light.  

 

2.5.6. Global analysis.  

The datasets were analysed globally using the open-source software Glotaran 

(Snellenburg et al. 2012). This procedure reduces the matrix of change in absorbance 

as a function of time and wavelength, to a model of one or more exponentially 

decaying time components, as described in results section 5.4.2, each with a 

corresponding difference spectrum (species associated difference spectra (SADS)). 

Errors quoted with the lifetime values are the standard errors calculated during the 

global analysis. For the analysis, the pre-excitation background was subtracted and 
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both the 'fast' and 'slow' datasets were fitted to a simple sequential model where one 

species converts to another, which then persists for the lifetime of the experiment. The 

'fast' datasets were the result of one scan of <3 minute duration with data analysed 

from 1 ps to 2.6 ns. The 'slow' datasets were selected after a collection time such that 

the ratio of the ground state bleach intensity of Pchlide:Chlide was similar in all cases 

(ca. 4) with data analysed from 5 ns to 500 (or 2000) ns. 
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3.1. Abstract 

The temperature dependence of kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) has emerged as the main 

experimental probe of enzymatic H-transfer by quantum tunneling. Implicit in the 

interpretation is a presumed role for dynamic coupling of H-transfer chemistry to the 

protein environment, the so-called ‘promoting motions/vibrations hypothesis’. This 

idea remains contentious, and others have questioned the importance and/or existence 

of promoting motions/vibrations. New experimental methods of addressing this 

problem are emerging, including use of mass-modulated enzymes and time-resolved 

spectroscopy. The pressure dependence of KIEs has been considered as a potential 

probe of quantum tunneling reactions, because semi-classical KIEs, which are defined 

by differences in zero-point vibrational energy, are relatively insensitive to kbar 

changes in pressure. Reported combined pressure and temperature (p-T) dependence 

studies of H-transfer reactions are, however, limited. Here, we extend and review the 

available p-T studies that have utilized well-defined experimental systems in which 

quantum mechanical tunneling is established. These include flavoproteins, 

quinoproteins, light-activated enzymes and chemical model systems. We show that 

there is no clear general trend between the p-T dependencies of the KIEs in these 

systems. Given the complex nature of p-T studies, we conclude that computational 

simulations using determined (e.g. X-ray) structures are also needed alongside 

experimental measurements of reaction rates/KIEs to guide the interpretation of p-T 

effects. In providing new insight into H-transfer/environmental coupling, combined 

approaches that unite both atomistic understanding with experimental rate 

measurements will require careful evaluation on a case-by-case basis. Although 

individually informative, we conclude that p-T studies do not provide the more 

generalized insight that has come from studies of the temperature dependence of KIEs. 
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3.2. Isotope effects and dynamics in enzyme catalysed reactions 

A central paradigm in biochemistry is that protein function is defined by structure. 

However, in solution proteins are inherently dynamic molecules, exhibiting motions 

on timescales ranging from bond stretches (~ 10
3
 cm

-1
; fs) through to slow domain 

motions and normal mode vibrations (< 1 cm
-1

; ms). An important open question in 

enzymology remains the role of such dynamics, and whether motions/vibrations on 

time-scales faster than turnover (i.e. kcat) can couple to chemical steps during catalysis 

(i.e. to the reaction coordinate) (Hay & Scrutton 2012). There has been good progress 

using NMR approaches in establishing the role of ms–ns dynamics such as loop 

opening/closing during enzyme turnover (Boehr et al. 2006, Henzler-Wildman et al. 

2007), but direct evidence for the coupling of faster (sub-ns) dynamics to chemistry 

remains illusive and controversial (Kamerlin & Warshel 2010, Adamczyk et al. 2011, 

Glowacki et al. 2012, Hay & Scrutton 2012, Klinman & Kohen 2013, Schwartz 2013) 

and is inferred largely on the anomalous temperature dependencies of primary kinetic 

isotope effects (KIEs; e.g. kH/kD) (Kohen et al. 1999, Maglia & Allemann 2003, Hay et 

al. 2007, Heyes et al. 2009). The role of fast dynamics remains an important question, 

because motions on similar timescales to chemistry (ps–fs; specifically, the time 

required to traverse the transition state) have the potential to profoundly affect the 

reaction outcome, and thus offer a means to control (enzyme) reactivity (Thomas et al. 

2008, Hay & Scrutton 2012, Hong & Tantillo 2014). The potential importance of fast 

motions in H-transfer reactions where quantum mechanical tunneling is a feature of 

the reaction has been debated intensely (Kamerlin et al. 2010, Glowacki et al. 2012, 

Hay & Scrutton 2012, Klinman & Kohen 2013, Schwartz 2013). KIEs and analysis of 

their temperature dependence are now established as a general approach to investigate 

quantum mechanical tunneling reactions in enzymes (Basran et al. 1999, Kohen et al. 

1999, Maglia & Allemann 2003, Klinman & Kohen 2013). In the absence of 

complicating issues (e.g. reaction branching Thibblin & Ahlberg 1989), inflated KIEs 

(values above the semi-classical limit of ~ 7 at 298 K) are generally taken to be a 

definitive hallmark of quantum mechanical hydrogen tunneling (Bell 1980). Quantum 

tunneling is also a feature of many reactions in which intrinsic KIEs are numerically 

below the maximum value (attributed to the difference in zero point vibrational 

energies of the C–H and C–D bonds) predicted by semi-classical transition state theory 

(Pang et al. 2008). These findings have been rationalized in the context of simple 
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Marcus-like (vibronic) models of H-transfer (Bruno & Bialek 1992, Antoniou & 

Schwartz 1997, Knapp & Klinman 2002, Hay & Scrutton 2008), which have been 

used widely by the experimental enzymology community to study quantum 

mechanical tunneling and the inferred importance of dynamics in H-transfer reactions. 

The limitations of these models have been discussed, and alternative explanations of 

the temperature dependence of KIEs have been advanced (Nunez et al. 2006, Liu & 

Warshel 2007, Adamczyk et al. 2011, Glowacki et al. 2012, Roston et al. 2012), but 

semi-quantitatively these simple vibronic models have enabled comparisons to be 

made of tunneling and inferred dynamics in enzymes, for example, across a reaction 

series where active site structure and dynamics are altered by site-directed 

mutagenesis (Meyer et al. 2008, Pudney et al. 2010) or where studies are made with a 

single enzyme using multiple substrates (Hothi et al. 2008, Pudney et al. 2009). 

Despite their limitations, vibronic models have provided some useful insight into 

tunneling and the inferred importance of dynamics (Bruno & Bialek 1992, Antoniou & 

Schwartz 1997, Knapp & Klinman 2002, Hay & Scrutton 2008), especially for 

estimating the frequencies of inferred compressive dynamics/promoting motions and 

donor–acceptor distances (Hay et al. 2007, Johannissen et al. 2007, Meyer et al. 2008, 

Pudney et al. 2010, Roston et al. 2012). Experimental studies of this type are best 

interpreted alongside more detailed atomistic simulations of the reaction chemistry 

where possible, to provide quantitative insight into the reaction free energy barrier, the 

extent of tunneling, and coupling of the protein environment to the reaction 

coordinated (Masgrau et al. 2006, Pu et al. 2006, Pang et al. 2008, Luk et al. 2013, 

Ruiz-Pernia et al. 2013, Schwartz 2013). More recently, analysis of the temperature 

dependence of primary KIEs in relation to quantum tunneling and the inferred 

importance of dynamics have taken on a new direction by employing mass modulated 

(‘heavy’) enzymes. For many years, investigators have exploited the use of stable 

isotope-labelled proteins (typically labelled with 
2
H, 

13
C and/or 

15
N) as an 

experimental tool, particularly in the NMR and vibrational spectroscopy communities 

(e.g. 
13

C and 
15

N are used as NMR probes, whereas amino acid isotopic labelling is 

used in FTIR experiments to shift vibrational spectra and to aid in peak assignment). 

The implicit assumption has generally been that isotopic labelling does not 

significantly perturb protein function. However, D2O has been shown to promote 

rigidification and unfolding of some proteins (Cioni & Strambini 2002), whereas 

perdeuteration has long been known to significantly reduce the rate of turnover of 
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alkaline phosphatase (Rokop et al. 1969). Recently, Schramm and colleagues showed 

that isotopically labelled ‘heavy’ purine nucleoside phosphorylase and HIV-1 protease 

enzymes have measurably slower reaction kinetics (Kipp et al. 2011, Silva et al. 

2011). These data were interpreted in terms of the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, 

in which increased protein mass (due to labelling) alters bond vibrational frequencies 

without affecting electrostatic properties of the enzyme (ionisable protons were not 

labelled). The authors suggested that the lower frequency of (fs) bond vibrations in the 

‘heavy enzymes’ may lead to a reduction in conformational sampling and thus 

chemical barrier crossing; the rate of reaction is proportional to the rate of barrier 

crossing. Clearly, the ‘heavy enzyme’ methodology can be used as a powerful tool to 

study enzyme dynamics and others have adopted this approach. We have extended this 

approach to perturb the temperature dependence of a KIE on the Old Yellow 

flavoenzyme pentaerythritol tetranitrate reductase (PETNR) catalysed hydride transfer 

reaction (Pudney et al. 2013), although others have measured isotope effects on 

‘heavy’ alanine racemase (Toney et al. 2013) and dihydrofolate reductase enzymes 

(Luk et al. 2013, Ruiz-Pernia et al. 2013). A common finding is that in each case, the 

catalysed reaction is slower in the ‘heavy’ enzyme suggesting that vibrational coupling 

of the protein to the reaction coordinate may be a general feature. However, important 

questions remain. Mass perturbation will affect all vibrations within the protein, so 

experimental observation of the timescale(s) of any vibrational coupling between 

protein and chemical coordinate is highly desirable in order to firmly establish the 

origin of the ‘heavy enzyme’ effect. Further, a computational study of a ‘heavy’ 

dihydrofolate reductase variant suggests that an increased dynamic coupling to the 

chemical coordinate is detrimental to dihydrofolate reductase catalysis (Luk et al. 

2013). It is now timely to also consider whether the dynamic coupling of enzyme 

motions to the chemical coordinate is generally optimized (e.g. by evolution). ‘Heavy’ 

enzymes offer a more refined alternative to traditional mutagenesis approaches to 

study such questions and provide new experimental tools with which to explore the 

potential importance of dynamics/environmental coupling to the reaction coordinate.  
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3.3. Pressure–temperature dependence of KIEs 

An alternative and complementary experimental approach is to analyse the combined 

pressure–temperature (p-T) dependence of KIEs with a view to correlating outcomes 

with T dependence studies of KIEs with conventional and mass-modulated enzymes. 

However, the usefulness of p-T dependence studies as a probe of environmental 

coupling/dynamics in enzymatic H-tunneling reactions is uncertain because of the 

limited subset of reactions that have been studied. Here, we review and extend p-T 

dependence studies of primary KIEs for H-transfer reactions catalysed by enzyme and 

simple model systems to investigate their general utility as experimental probes of 

dynamics. We provide first an overview of the theory that we have developed for 

analysis of KIEs as a function of pressure and temperature. We then discuss our recent 

p-T dependence studies with selected flavoprotein and quinoprotein systems, which 

highlight the utility (and potential problems) of this approach. Finally, we present new 

p-T dependence studies with the light-activated enzyme protochlorophyllide 

oxidoreductase (POR) and explore relationships/correlations across multiple datasets 

(including those from non-enzymatic model chemical studies) to understand how p-T 

dependence studies can inform on tunneling and/or environmental coupling, and to 

highlight the strengths and limitations of such an approach. Although a number of 

vibronic models have been developed to describe H-transfer by vibrationally assisted 

quantum tunneling (Antoniou & Schwartz 1997, Knapp & Klinman 2002, Hay & 

Scrutton 2008 and below), the analysis of the temperature and/or pressure dependence 

of observed rate constants using transition state theory in parallel facilitates 

comparison with other work; the apparent activation enthalpy, ΔH
‡
, and entropy, ΔS

‡
 

(or equivalent; i.e. Ea and A, respectively) are obtained from the Eyring or Arrhenius 

equations (Eqn 3.1) (Gladstone et al. 1941), whereas the apparent activation volume, 

ΔV
‡
, and activation isothermal compressibility, Δβ

‡
, are obtained from the pressure 

dependency (Eqn 3.2) (Isaacs et al.1977, Northrop 1999, Hay & Scrutton 2002, 

Masson & Balny 2005). 

 

𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠(𝑇) = 𝑘𝐵𝑇 ℎ⁄ exp(𝛥𝑆‡ 𝑅⁄ ) exp(−𝛥𝐻‡ 𝑅𝑇⁄ )  

                = 𝐴 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸𝑎 𝑅𝑇⁄ )       (3.1) 

𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠(𝑝, 𝑇) = 𝑘0 exp(−𝛥𝑉‡𝑝 𝑅𝑇⁄ ) exp (𝛥𝛽‡𝑝2 2𝑅𝑇⁄ )   (3.2) 
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The temperature and pressure dependencies of KIEs can likewise be fitted to Eqns 

(3.1) and (3.2) by substituting KIE values for kobs. In this case, the temperature 

dependence of the KIE is described by the difference in the entropy of activation, 

ΔΔS
‡
 = ΔS

‡D
 - ΔS

‡H
 ~ R ln(-A

H
/A

D
) and the difference in the enthalpy of activation, 

ΔΔH
‡
 = ΔH

‡D
 - ΔH

‡H
 ~ ΔEa. Likewise, the pressure dependence of the KIE is 

described by KIE0 (the KIE extrapolated to zero pressure), the difference in the 

activation volume ΔΔV
‡
 = ΔV

‡H
 - ΔV

‡D
 and the difference in the activation isothermal 

compressibility ΔΔβ
‡
 = Δβ

‡H
 - Δβ

‡D
. A complication arises in that KIE0, (Δ)ΔV

‡
 and 

(Δ)Δβ
‡
 may be significantly temperature dependent, so ideally rate constants and KIEs 

should be measured over a matrix of pressure and temperature values, i.e. a p-T matrix 

(Hay et al. 2007, 2012). Isaacs et al. showed that H-transfer reactions with a 

significant degree of quantum tunneling of the transferred H could exhibit pressure-

dependent KIEs (Isaacs et al. 1977). Later, Northrop developed a model (Northrop 

1999) for the pressure dependence of H-transfer reactions with a small tunneling 

component (Q), which is based on the Bell correction (Bell 1980): 

 

𝐾𝐼𝐸𝑜𝑏𝑠(𝑝, 𝑇) = 𝐾𝐼𝐸0(𝑄𝐻 𝑄𝐷⁄ − 1)exp (−𝛥𝑉𝑄𝑝 𝑅𝑇⁄ )   (3.3) 

 

Functionally, Eqn (3.3) is similar to Eqn (3.2) if (Δ)Δβ
‡
 is fixed to zero, because the 

observed KIE has an exponential dependence on pressure. Consequently ΔV
Q
 and 

ΔΔV
‡
 should be comparable. More recently, we developed a model to account for the 

p–T dependence of H-tunneling reactions (Eqn 21 in Ref. Hay & Scrutton 2008) based 

on an approximate vibronic formulism, which can be expressed by: 

 

𝐾𝐼𝐸𝑜𝑏𝑠(𝑝, 𝑇) ≈ 𝐾𝐼𝐸0 exp(−2𝐸𝑘𝐵𝑇(𝜅0 + 𝛥𝜅 ∙ 𝑝)) exp(𝐸(𝑟0 − 𝛥𝑟 ∙ 𝑝)2)  

𝐸 = (𝜇ℎ𝜔ℎ − 𝜇l𝜔l) 2ℏ⁄        (3.4) 

 

In this case, the observed KIE has a similar pressure response as Eqn (3.2); i.e. the 

pressure dependence of ln(KIEobs) is a quadratic function of pressure. A more general 

effect of pressure is to perturb pre-existing equilibrium, favouring species with smaller 

volumes (Northrop 1999, Masson & Balny 2005). Consequently, if multiple 

conformational states (heterogeneity) are involved in the reaction (as has been 

proposed by some workers in the field (Nunez et al. 2006, Pudney et al. 2007, 
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Glowacki et al. 2012, Roston et al. 2012), then pressure may perturb rate constants 

and/or KIEs by perturbing the relative concentration(s) of reactive states (Pudney et al. 

2009, Hay et al. 2012). In this case, the pressure dependence of the KIE may not be 

well defined, especially for KIEs measured under steady-state turnover conditions in 

which measured KIEs are an average of those for individual conformational states, 

weighted to reflect the distribution of these states at a defined pressure (Pudney et al. 

2009). 

 

3.4. p-T dependence of KIEs in flavoproteins 

We initially examined the p–T dependence of the primary KIE on hydride transfer 

during the reductive half reaction (RHR) of the flavin-containing enzyme morphinone 

reductase (MR) with the coenzyme NADH (Hay et al. 2007, Hay & Scrutton 2008). 

This reaction involves hydride transfer from the C4 R-hydrogen of NADH to the N5 

atom of FMN (Figure 3.1) and can be observed directly using a (variable pressure) 

stopped-flow instrument. The reaction transients reporting on the chemical step, 

display a primary and alpha secondary isotope effect and are consistent with transfer 

by quantum mechanical tunneling (Pudney et al. 2006, Pang et al. 2008). The 

temperature dependence of the primary KIE has been described within the context of 

environmentally coupled (vibronic) Marcus-like models for H-transfer, and the 

potential importance of fast promoting motions to move the nicotinamide C4 H close 

to the flavin N5 to optimize H-transfer has been inferred from these data (Hay et al. 

2007, Pudney et al. 2010). 
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Figure 3.1. Overlay of the FMN and nicotinamide coenzyme within the active sites of 

NADH4-bound MR (2R14.pdb, green carbons) and PETNR (3KFT.pdb, teal carbons) 

(Pudney et al. 2007, 2009). The nicotinamide C4 (hydride donor atom) is indicated with a red 

arrow and the FMN N5 (acceptor) with a black arrow. Hydrostatic pressure appears to reduce 

the C4–N5 distance due to compression roughly along the vertical axis (Hay et al. 2009, 

Johannissen et al. 2011). 

 

More recently, we used mass modulated forms of the flavoenzyme pentaerythritol 

tetranitrate reductase (PETNR, which is structurally and functionally related to MR) to 

show that stable isotope labelling of the enzyme perturbs the temperature dependence 

of the primary KIE. This has been interpreted as establishing a causal relationship 

between fast motions and enzyme chemistry for hydride transfer from NADH to FMN 

in this class of enzyme (Pudney et al. 2013). In p-T studies with MR, both the 

observed rate constants and primary KIE for hydride transfer from NADH to FMN 

were found to increase with pressure, whereas ΔΔH‡ was not significantly temperature 

dependent and the secondary KIE decreased with pressure (Hay et al. 2007, 2010). 

Similar pressure dependencies of the rate and KIE on the RHR of PETNR with NADH 

and NADPH were observed (Pudney et al. 2009). A positive correlation between 

ΔΔH‡ and ΔΔβ‡ across these three experiments led us to propose that ΔΔβ‡ may be an 

alternative probe of fast dynamics in enzymes (Pudney et al. 2009, Hay & Scrutton 

2011). Numerical modelling of the p-T dependence of the MR primary KIE using an 

environmentally coupled H-tunneling model has suggested, to a first approximation, 

that the experimental data are consistent with the donor–acceptor distance oscillating 

around an equilibrium separation (ro) (Hay et al. 2007, Hay & Scrutton 2008). It is 
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implied in this analysis that the magnitude of the KIE can increase if the frequency of 

the oscillation (i.e. the inferred promoting motion) is allowed to increase while the 

equilibrium separation is simultaneously decreased. This modelling was used to 

rationalize the observed trend in KIE (and rate constant) for hydride/deuteride transfer 

as the hydrostatic pressure is increased. As pressure is increased, the inferred effect is 

to shorten the equilibrium separation between donor and acceptor. This increases the 

rate of hydride transfer – the transfer of which still involves quantum mechanical 

tunneling – and leads to both a stiffening of (i.e. increase in oscillator force constant) 

and a reduction in distance sampling by the inferred promoting motion. Numerical 

modelling implies that the effect of pressure is to reduce donor–acceptor distance in 

MR and PETNR. In both enzymes, the nicotinamide moiety of the NAD(P)H 

coenzyme stacks over the FMN isoalloxazine via a π–π stacking interaction (Figure 

3.1) giving rise to a transient long-wavelength charge-transfer species in stopped-flow 

studies of the reductive half reaction. This charge-transfer species can be stabilized 

using the coenzyme mimic NAD(P)H4 – a form of the coenzyme that is unable to 

transfer hydride from the coenzyme to FMN, but retains its ability to charge transfer 

with the FMN isoalloxazine ring. Pressure spectroscopy of the ternary complex of MR 

saturated with NADH4 has demonstrated a compression of the charge-transfer bond at 

high pressure (Hay et al. 2009), which has been corroborated by molecular dynamics 

simulations of the MR–NADH complex (Hay et al. 2009, Johannissen et al. 2011). 

We have also demonstrated that high pressure leads to a decrease in the observed α-2° 

KIE on the pre-steady-state hydride transfer from NADH to FMN in MR (Hay et al. 

2010). This was also rationalized as a reduction in macroscopic reaction barrier width 

for this reaction, and vibrational analysis by density functional theory of a simple 

active site model indicated that the decrease in the α-2° KIE with pressure is attributed 

to a decrease in vibrational coupling between the NADH primary (transferred) and 

secondary hydrogens in the ‘tunneling ready conformation’ (Hay et al. 2010). 

Numerical models developed for MR (and PETNR) based on the extensive p-T 

analysis of KIEs for MR provide a framework for understanding how modulation of 

donor–acceptor distances influences the hydride transfer process. Use of these models 

has been extended to studies with variant forms of MR in which donor–acceptor 

distances are changed by site-directed mutagenesis in the coenzyme-binding pocket 

(Pudney et al. 2010). Likewise, the effects of using alternative coenzymes (e.g. NADH 

in place of NADPH, the natural coenzyme for PETNR) to modulate donor–acceptor 
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distances and the force constant for inferred promoting motions have been discussed 

(Pudney et al. 2010). What is clear is that sub-Angstrom changes in donor–acceptor 

distance can have a major effect on the rate of hydride transfer, the KIEs obtained and 

the presumed importance (or otherwise) of promoting motions in facilitating the 

reaction. Detecting such small perturbations in donor–acceptor distance is 

experimentally challenging. Recent work, however, shows that ultrafast transient 

absorption spectroscopy of photoinduced electron transfer rates in NAD(P)H4-bound 

MR and PETNR is a sensitive probe of donor–acceptor distance, providing a ‘kinetic 

ruler’ for probing small perturbations in donor–acceptor distance (Hardman et al. 

2013). 

 

3.5. p-T dependence of KIEs for aromatic amine dehydrogenase 

Our work with flavoprotein systems provided motivation to study the p-T dependence 

of primary KIEs with the quinoprotein aromatic amine dehydrogenase (AADH). Our 

studies with MR and PETNR had suggested that pressure might be a useful general 

probe for both quantum tunneling and compression of the reaction coordinate, and we 

were keen to investigate the generality of this finding with other systems such as 

AADH, which is known to catalyse proton transfer by quantum mechanical tunneling 

(Hay et al. 2012). With the substrate tryptamine the KIE for proton/deuterium transfer 

in the reductive half reaction of AADH is large (~ 55) and variational transition state 

theory calculations/spectral density analysis from molecular dynamics simulations are 

consistent with this being a quantum mechanical tunneling reaction, assisted by an 

inferred promoting vibration (Masgrau et al. 2006, Johannissen et al. 2007). We have 

also explored the reaction with alternative substrates (parasubstituted 

phenylethylamines), mainly because the reaction kinetics are more readily accessed by 

the stopped-flow method over a temperature range. In these cases, KIEs are smaller (~ 

20–30, depending on reaction conditions) and show varying degrees of temperature 

dependence consistent with the coupling of promoting motions to the reaction 

coordinate (Hothi et al. 2008). The p-T dependence was recently studied with the 

substrate phenylethylamine, and this highlighted a complex response attributed to a 

pressure-mediated anisotropic (de)compression of the enzyme (Hay et al. 2012). With 

AADH, increasing pressure was found to decrease the rate of proton transfer, but this 

is not attributed to significant changes in donor–acceptor distance across the pressure 
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range. Constant-pressure molecular dynamics simulations have indicated that the 

average radius of gyration <Rgyr> for the AADH–phenylethylamine complex is, as 

expected, reduced at higher pressures. However, the effect of pressure on the structure 

of AADH is anisotropic – principal component analysis on the absolute change in 

atomic coordinates as a function of pressure revealed that the change in the average 

<Rgyr> can be deconvoluted along three vectors, with the majority of the change in 

<Rgyr> occurring in one dimension. Importantly, this vector is not aligned with the 

reaction coordinate and thus significant alteration (compression or decompression) of 

the reaction coordinate is not observed in AADH on changing pressure. Our work with 

AADH has indicated that more complete understanding of pressure effects on KIEs in 

enzymes is also dependent on gaining atomistic understanding derived from molecular 

dynamics calculations of known structures, and ultimately through, for example, the 

use of a computation to generate an ensemble of reactive geometries followed by 

identification of a rigorous reaction coordinate. Importantly, our work established that 

a pressure-dependent KIE is not necessarily a definitive hallmark of quantum 

tunneling. With AADH we observed pressure-independent KIEs even though proton 

transfer is known to occur, from the temperature dependence of the KIE, by quantum 

mechanical tunneling. Thus, although semiclassical KIEs are expected to be pressure 

independent, KIEs for tunneling reactions are variably pressure dependent and in 

general terms a pressure-independent KIE cannot be used to rule out a tunneling 

contribution. 

 

3.6. Model chemistry (ascorbate and ferricyanide) 

Recently, we analysed the p-T dependence of the KIE on proton-coupled electron 

transfer (PCET) during ascorbate oxidation by ferricyanide, and demonstrated that this 

reaction was consistent with vibrationally assisted tunneling of the transferred proton 

(Kandathil et al. 2014). This model chemical system (Figure 3.2) is a potential 

reference reaction for biochemical transformations catalysed by ascorbate peroxidases 

and cytochrome b561 proteins. Solvent isotope effects have been reported on the first 

kinetic step (oxidation of ascorbic acid by ferricyanide; k1) consistent with a PCET 

reaction. Temperature dependence studies have indicated that: (a) the reaction occurs 

by quantum mechanical tunneling (Bell 1980); (b) the KIE is temperature dependent, 

consistent with the promoting motions hypothesis (Karkovic et al. 2011, Brala et al. 

2012); and (c) the temperature dependence is strongly influenced by the solvent 
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composition (Brala et al. 2012). In extending this work, we determined the p-T 

dependencies of ferricyanide reduction by ascorbate to experimentally evaluate the 

rate constant for PCET using rapid mixing stopped-flow spectroscopy in H2O and 

D2O-buffered solutions (Kandathil et al. 2014). The temperature dependence of the 

KIE for PCET was found to depend strongly on the presence or absence of 

tetraethylammonum chloride (TEA) in the reaction buffer, being more pronounced in 

the presence of TEA. In the absence of TEA, the KIE was marginally temperature 

dependent; the KIE was, however, found to be significantly pressure dependent, 

consistent with transfer by quantum tunneling. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Ascorbate (L-Asc-) oxidation by ferricyanide ([Fe(CN)6]
3-

) in aqueous solution 
occurs in two sequential one-electron transfer reactions to produce dehydroascorbic acid (L-

DHA). 

 

Of interest was the finding that, in the presence of TEA, the magnitude of the KIE was 

increased (beyond the maximum expected for semiclassical descriptions of H-

transfer), but its pressure dependence was negligible (although maintaining a strong 

temperature dependence). Like the p-T dependence of the KIE on the AADH reaction 

(above), the data led us to conclude that, despite previous reports (Isaacs et al. 1977, 

Northrop et al. 1999), the absence of a pressure dependence of a KIE on H-transfer is 

not evidence for a lack of tunneling during the reaction. Instead, we interpreted the 

combined p-T dependence of the ascorbate KIE such that that: (a) the PCET involves 

quantum mechanical tunneling of the transferred proton, because the KIE > 7 in the 

presence of TEA; and (b) the presence of TEA influences vibrational coupling of H-

transfer to the environment (i.e. the apparent promoting motion), reflected in changes 

to the temperature and pressure dependencies of the KIEs. Because the kinetic 
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properties of the model chemistry are readily modulated by changes in solvent 

composition, this reaction is suited to exploring in detail the potential role of 

promoting motions in quantum tunneling in ways not readily achievable with enzyme 

systems. In many enzyme systems, changes to the temperature and pressure 

dependence will often require modifications in the immediate protein environment 

using site-directed mutagenesis, which does not allow one to alter the tunneling 

characteristics in a relatively straightforward and predictable way. Studies with model 

systems might, therefore, add significantly to the body of data in the literature and 

provide tractable systems with which to rigorously test the promoting motions 

hypotheses often discussed in the enzyme tunneling literature. 

 

3.7. Light-activated POR 

In contrast to the thermally activated systems described above, the light-driven 

chlorophyll biosynthetic enzyme POR provides a unique opportunity to trigger 

catalysis by using a single pulse of light (Heyes & Hunter 2005, Scrutton et al. 2012). 

POR catalyses the reduction of the C17–C18 double bond of the protochlorophyllide 

(Pchlide) substrate and has become an important model system for studying the 

mechanisms of H-transfer reactions (Heyes & Hunter 2005, Scrutton et al. 2012). 

Following illumination, a hydride anion is transferred from the pro-S face of NADPH 

to the C17 position of Pchlide (Heyes et al. 2006) and a conserved Tyr residue is 

proposed to donate a proton to the C18 position (Menon et al. 2009). Our previous 

laser photoexcitation studies have revealed that these two enzymatic H-transfer 

reactions occur in a sequential mechanism on the microsecond timescale (Heyes et al. 

2009). By combining studies of the temperature and isotopic dependence, it was 

shown that both H-transfer reactions proceed by quantum mechanical tunneling and 

are coupled to promoting motions or vibrations in the enzyme–substrate complex 

(Heyes et al. 2009). Moreover, a breakpoint at -27 °C in the temperature dependence 

of the hydride transfer rate suggests that motions/vibrations that are important for 

promoting light-activated hydride tunneling are quenched below -27 °C. We observed 

no such breakpoint for the proton tunneling reaction, indicating a reliance on different 

promoting modes for this reaction in the enzyme–substrate complex (Heyes et al. 

2009). We have now investigated the pressure dependence of both H-transfer steps in 

POR to examine whether there are any inherent differences in the pressure 
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dependencies of the proton and hydride transfer reactions. Because catalysis is 

triggered by photoexcitation of the dark-assembled ternary complex of POR with 

NADPH and Pchlide, the pressure dependence of the POR–NADPH–Pchlide ternary 

complex formation was examined first (Figure 3.3). It was found that the Kd for 

Pchlide increased significantly with increasing pressure (Figure 3.3), likely because of 

the increased solvation of the active site at higher pressures. Stable ternary complexes 

were formed at all pressures studied (1 bar to 2 kbar) by using an excess of NADPH/D 

and POR over Pchlide and by varying the concentration of POR as a function of 

pressure (Table 3.1). 
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Figure 3.3. Pressure dependence of the ternary enzyme–substrate formation for POR. (A) 

Absorption spectra of the ternary complex formed from 7 µM Pchlide, 200 µM NADPH and 

100 µM POR measured at 1 bar, 1 kbar and 2 kbar. Spectra were taken at room temperature 

and are compared with that of Pchlide measured at 1 bar. The arrows show the peak maxima 

for Pchlide and the redshift due to formation of the ternary complex. (B) The pressure 

dependence of the Kd for Pchlide. The data were fitted to Eqn (3.5) in the Materials and 

methods. (Inset) The level of ternary complex formation as a function of POR concentration at 

1 bar (black), 1 kbar (red) and 2 kbar (blue). The data were fitted to a hyperbolic function to 

determine apparent Kd values. 
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The rate of hydride transfer was measured at a range of pressures between 1 bar and 2 

kbar by following the increase in absorbance at 696 nm over 5 µs in the presence of 

NADPH and pro-S NADP
2
H upon photoexcitation with a laser pulse at 450 nm 

(selective transients are shown in Figure 3.4). There is a slight decrease in the hydride 

transfer rate at higher pressures in the presence of NADPH, whereas the rate for 

deuteride transfer increases at higher pressure (Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1). The rate of 

the subsequent proton transfer reaction was measured at a range of pressures between 

1 bar and 2 kbar by following the decrease in absorbance at 696 nm over 500 µs in 

both protiated and deuterated buffers. There is a more marked decrease in the proton 

transfer rate at higher pressures compared with hydride transfer, whereas there is a 

minimal pressure effect on the rate of deuteron transfer (Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1). 

The data for both the hydride and proton transfer reactions were fitted to Eqn (3.2) to 

yield pressure-dependent changes in the activation volume and activation isothermal 

compressibility (Table 3.2). The pressure dependence of the KIEs on the hydride and 

proton transfers catalysed by POR (Figure 3.5 and Table 3.3) reveal that the isotope 

effect for both H-transfer reactions decreases significantly at higher pressures. Hence, 

although there are no clear trends in the pressure dependencies of kobs, the pressure 

dependence of both KIEs are essentially superimposable, suggesting that there are 

unlikely to be large differences between the generic pressure response of hydride and 

proton transfers. If the pressure dependencies of the sequential KIEs on the POR-

catalysed reaction are dominated by distance compression rather than changes in 

vibrational coupling, the KIE data could be interpreted such that the reaction 

coordinate for both the hydride and proton transfers lay along a similar direction. 

Further analysis will likely require atomistic structural information (X-ray crystal or 

NMR structure). 
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Table 3.1. Tabulated rate constants for the POR-catalysed hydride and proton transfer 

data shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Pressure 

(bar) 

 

[POR]
a
(μM) 

kobs hydride (s
-1

) kobs proton (s
-1

) 

H D H D 

1 50 
2.26 ± 0.21 
× 106 

1.01 ± 0.12 
× 106 

2.39 ± 0.18 
×  104 

1.10 ± 0.05 
× 104 

250 52 
2.11 ± 0.18 
× 106 

1.03 ± 0.13 
× 106 

2.31 ± 0.23 
×  104 

0.96 ± 0.08 
× 104 

500 60 
2.12 ± 0.17 
× 106 

0.99 ± 0.17 
× 106 

2.11 ± 0.21 
×  104 

0.93 ± 0.07 
× 104 

750 70 
2.05 ± 0.12 
× 106 

0.99 ± 0.12 
× 106 

2.10 ± 0.10 
×  104 

0.91 ± 0.14 
× 104 

1000 85 
2.01 ± 0.20 
× 106 

1.02 ± 0.06 
× 106 

2.02 ± 0.08 
×  104 

0.90 ± 0.11 
× 104 

1250 110 
1.8 ± 0.12 
× 106 

1.11 ± 0.21 
× 106 

1.89 ± 0.09 
×  104 

0.86 ± 0.11 
× 104 

1500 156 
1.99 ± 0.25 
× 106 

1.14 ± 0.17 
× 106 

1.71 ± 0.12 
×  104 

0.81 ± 0.09 
× 104 

1750 200 
1.85 ± 0.20 
× 106 

1.29 ± 0.26 
× 106 

1.55 ± 0.17 
×  104 

0.83 ± 0.10 
× 104 

2000 260 
2.02 ± 0.15 
× 106 

1.56 ± 0.31 
× 106 

1.36 ± 0.26 
×  104 

0.99 ± 0.12 
× 104 

aThe enzyme concentration used to maintain a saturated ternary complex (see Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.4. Representative POR photolysis transients measuring hydride transfer (upper, 

left), deuteride transfer (upper, right), proton transfer (lower, left) and deuteron transfer (lower, 

right) at 1 bar (black), 1 kbar (red) and 2 kbar (blue). Transients are fitted to a single 

exponential function (solid line), with averaged rate constants given in Table 3.1. Conditions: 

50–260 µM POR (Table 3.1), 10 µM Pchlide, 500 µM NADPH, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol, 

0.1% Triton X-100, 50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5, 298 K. Deuteride transfer was 

measured using (S) - [4-
2
H]-NADPH and deuteron transfer was measured in D2O buffer, pD 

7.5. 
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Figure 3.5. (A) Pressure dependencies of the observed rate constants for the sequential 

hydride and proton transfers catalysed by POR at 25 °C. The rate of hydride transfer from 

NADPH (black) and proton transfer in H2O (red) are indicated by filled symbols and the rate of 

deuteride transfer from pro-S NADP
2
H (black) and deuteron transfer in D2O are indicated by 

open symbols. (B) The pressure dependence of the resulting KIEs. The data have been fitted to 

Eqn (3.2), with fitting parameters given in Table 3.2 and the KIEs on these parameters given in 

Table 3.3. The rate constants are listed in Table 3.1. 
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3.8. Correlating the pressure and temperature of KIEs 

As described above, the p–T dependence of a KIE can be largely described by the five 

parameters: ΔΔH
‡
, ΔΔS

‡
, KIE0, ΔΔV

‡
 and ΔΔβ

‡
. These parameters are listed in Table 

3.3 for the MR, PETNR, AADH, ascorbate and POR experiments described above. 

We are not aware of other enzyme/biological systems in which both the temperature 

and pressure dependence of the KIE have been measured, but Table 3.3 should not be 

taken to be exhaustive. Because the focus of this work is to determine whether 

pressure offers an alternative probe of the temperature dependence of KIEs, we 

examined the correlation of ΔΔS
‡
, KIE0, ΔΔV

‡
 and ΔΔβ

‡
 with ΔΔH

‡
 (Figure 3.6). 

ΔΔS
‡
 shows a strong linear correlation with ΔΔH

‡
, a trend we have previously 

demonstrated in the context of Arrhenius parameters; ΔΔS
‡
 ~ Rln(–A

H
/A

D
), and we 

showed that ln(A
H
/A

D
) is a linear function of ΔEa for the KIE on the RHRs of a range 

of isotopically substituted PETNR enzymes (Pudney et al. 2013). There is some 

correlation between ΔΔV
‡
 and ΔΔH

‡
, with more temperature-dependent KIEs 

exhibiting more negative ΔΔV
‡
 values (Figure 3.6). However, there is no correlation 

between ΔΔβ
‡
 or KIE0 and ΔΔH

‡
. In the context of Eqn (3.4), ΔΔV

‡
 and ΔΔβ

‡
 report 

on the change with pressure in the vibrational coupling (j) and distance sampling (r), 

respectively, of the transferred H isotope (Hay & Scrutton 2008). Although this is a 

simplification, temperature-dependent KIEs have been used as evidence of the 

vibrational coupling of protein dynamics to the reaction coordinate (Kohen et al. 1999, 

Maglia & Allemann 2003, Hay et al. 2007, Heyes et al. 2009), so the correlation of 

ΔΔV
‡
 with ΔΔH

‡
 is not unexpected.  
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Figure 3.6. Linear correlations of ΔΔH
‡
 with ΔΔβ

‡
, ΔΔV

‡
, ΔΔS

‡
 and KIE0 for the data in 

Table 3.3. Adjusted R
2
 values were determined for the error-weighted linear fits as shown.  
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3.9. Trends/outlooks/unifying concepts 

To date, fast dynamics in enzymes have largely been inferred from the anomalous 

temperature dependencies of KIEs on H-transfer reactions (Kohen et al. 1999, Maglia 

& Allemann 2003, Hay et al. 2007, Heyes et al. 2009). However, the atomistic origin 

of the, sometimes large, temperature dependencies of KIEs remains unresolved, and 

alternative probes of fast enzyme dynamics are desirable. Hydrostatic pressure offers a 

fairly convenient and unique method to perturb existing equilibria in chemical systems 

including enzymes, and we have demonstrated that a range of KIEs on enzyme-

catalysed and biochemical reactions are pressure dependent (Table 3.3). However, 

there is no clear trend between the pressure and temperature dependencies of the KIEs 

we have examined (Figure 3.6), suggesting that the atomistic origin of these two 

perturbations are not equivalent. Coupled with this atomistic understanding of pressure 

responses, studies of the p-T dependence of reaction rates and KIEs provide rich new 

datasets from which to infer the importance (or otherwise) of dynamics coupled to the 

reaction coordinate. These datasets should be considered on a case-by-case basis, 

where they can support/enrich the more generalized conclusions that have emerged 

from temperature dependence studies of KIEs in relation to enzymatic H-transfer.  

 

Table 3.2. Pressure dependencies of the rate of hydride and proton transfer catalysed by 

POR. 

 Hydride Proton 

H D H D 

k0(s
-1

) (2.30 ± 0.09)  

×  106 

(1.03 ± 0.02) 

×  106 

(2.35 ± 0.04)  

×  104 

(1.08 ± 0.03) 

×  104 

ΔV
‡
(cm

3
∙mol

-1
) 6.6 ± 2.2 5.0 ± 1.2 1.7 ± 1.0 7.5 ± 2.3 

Δβ
‡
(cm

3
∙mol

-1
∙kbar

-1
) 4.7 ± 2.0 9.5 ± 1.3 −4.7 ± 1.1 4.9 ± 2.5 
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Table 3.3. Pressure and temperature dependencies of selected 1° KIEs on biological H-

transfers. Data were taken from parameters obtained by fitting Eqns (3.1) and (3.2) to 

experiments performed at 293–298 K. Systems are: MR RHR with NADH (Hay et al. 2007, 

Hay & Scrutton 2008); PETNR RHR with NADH and NADPH (Pudney et al. 2009); AADH 

with phenylethylamine (Hay et al. 2012), POR (Heyes et al. 2009) and this work; ascorbate 

oxidation by ferricyanide ± tetraethylammonium chloride (Kandathil et al. 2014). 

System KIE0 ΔΔH
‡  

kJ mol
-1

 

ΔΔS
‡ 

J 

mol
-1

 K
-1

 

ΔΔV
‡  

cm
3 

mol
-1

 

ΔΔβ
‡
cm

3 

mol
-1 

kbar
-1 

MR 6.8 ± 0.1 7.2 ± 1.5 20 ± 13 -8.8 ± 1.3 4.8 ± 1.1 

PETNR, 

NADPH 

7.0 ± 0.1 6.5 ± 2.8 7 ± 6 0.6 ± 6.1 2.6 ± 6.5 

PETNR, 

NADH 

8.1 ± 0.1 -1.1 ± 2.1 -20 ± 6 5.4 ± 3.0 -1.9 ± 3.2 

AADH 12.8 ± 0.8 6.8 ± 3.9 1.6 ± 13.5 1.9 ± 2.7 0.9 ± 2.3 

POR, hydride 2.2 ± 0.1 8.2 ± 0.6 21.2 ± 3.3 1.6 ± 3.3 -4.8 ± 3.3 

POR, proton 2.2 ± 0.1 9.8 ± 0.8 26.5 ± 1.2 -5.8 ± 3.3 -9.6 ± 3.6 

Asc, FeCyn 5.1 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.9 -10 ± 3 7.5 ± 0.4 0
c
 

Asc, FeCyn, 

TEA 

9.9 ± 0.1 6.1 ± 0.9 2 ± 3 1.8 ± 1.4 0
c
 

aData fitted with Δβ fixed to 0. 

 

3.10. Materials and methods 

Both recombinant POR from Thermosynechococcus elongates and Pchlide were 

prepared as described previously (Heyes & Hunter 2004). (S) - [4-
2
H] -NADPH was 

prepared and characterized as previously (Pudney et al. 2006). All high-pressure 

experiments were performed using a high-pressure cell system (ISS Inc., Champaign, 

IL, USA) with the sample contained in cylindrical cuvette bottles with a 1 cm path 

length. Absorbance spectra were measured using a Cary 50 spectrometer (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, California, USA) with the pressure cell mounted using a 

custom-made platform. Upon binding to the enzyme, the peak maxima of Pchlide 

becomes red-shifted from 630 to 642 nm (Figure 3.1 A.). The Kd for Pchlide was 

determined by measuring the ratio of the absorbance peaks at 642 and 630 nm at 

increasing concentrations of POR and fitted to a hyperbolic function  

( 
𝐴642

𝐴630
=

𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥∗[𝑃𝑂𝑅]

𝐾𝑑+[𝑃𝑂𝑅]
 ). Measurements were repeated at a range of pressures from 1 to 

2000 bar in 250 bar increments. Samples contained 10 µM Pchlide, 200 µM NADPH 

and 0–200 µM POR in 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol, 

0.1% Triton X-100. The pressure dependence of the Kd for Pchlide (Figure 3.3) was 

determined by fitting to Eqn (3.5): 

 

𝐾𝑑(𝑝) = 𝐾𝑑,0 exp(−∆𝑉𝑝 𝑅𝑇⁄ ) exp (∆𝛽𝑝2 2𝑅𝑇⁄ )    (3.5) 
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where Kd,0 is the Pchlide Kd at 0 bar (3.7 ± 0.4 µM), ΔV is the activation volume (-15.9 

± 3.6 cm
3
·mol

-1
) and Δβ is the compressibility (12.5 ± 2.5 cm

3
·mol

-1
·kbar

-1
).  

 

Laser photolysis experiments were performed essentially as described in Heyes et al. 

(2009). Briefly, rate constants for the POR-catalysed hydride and proton transfer were 

measured using laser photoexcitation of the dark assembled ternary complex (POR–

NADPH–Pchlide) at 25 °C. Samples were made up to a total volume of 1300 µL, 

comprising 50–260 µM POR (increasing concentration at higher pressures), 320 µM 

NADPH and 15 µM Pchlide in 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% (v/v) 2-

mercaptoethanol, 0.1% Triton X-100. Samples were excited at 450 nm using an 

optical parametric oscillator of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Brilliant B, Quantel) that 

produces between 6 and 8 ns laser pulses (30 mJ). The detection system is an LKS-60 

flash photolysis instrument (Applied Photophysics Ltd., Leatherhead, UK) and is at a 

right angle to the incident laser beam. Transients were collected at 696 nm and were 

fitted using a single exponential function to obtain rate constants for the hydride and 

proton transfer reactions (Figure 3.4). Typically, each data point is an average of two 

or three separate samples, with two or three shots measured per sample. 
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4.1. Abstract 

Chlorophyll plays an essential role in photosynthetic organisms, and hence, it is 

important to understand how it is synthesised. One of the key enzymes in the 

chlorophyll biosynthesis pathway is protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (POR), which 

is uniquely dependent on light for catalysis. More specifically, POR is responsible for 

the reduction of a double bond at the C17-C18 position of the protochlorophyllide 

(Pchlide) substrate, resulting in the formation of the chlorophyllide (Chlide) product. 

Upon excitation of the Pchlide substrate the reaction proceeds via a hydride transfer 

from NADPH to the C17 position followed by a proton transfer from a conserved Tyr 

residue in the active site to the C18 position. However, it is unclear how such a unique 

light-activated process has evolved. Therefore, we have overexpressed and purified a 

number of POR homologues from a wide range of species, spanning the entire 

evolutionary timescale. The purified enzymes been characterised in terms of their 

kinetic and substrate binding properties to obtain estimates for Km, Kd, Ki, Vmax and kcat 

values. In addition, thermodynamic parameters for the two H-transfer steps were 

acquired for three of the homologues. Consequently, this work provides the important 

foundations for future studies to elucidate the evolutionary origins of this unique light 

activated catalytic process.  
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4.2. Introduction 

Only two enzymes are known to require light for catalysis, DNA photolyase and 

protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (POR; EC 1.3.1.33) (Lebedev & Timko 1998). 

This requirement for light makes POR an important regulatory enzyme in the 

biosynthetic pathway of chlorophyll and the subsequent development of the 

photosynthetic apparatus (Aubert et al. 2000). The reaction catalysed by POR involves 

the reduction of the C17-C18 double bond of Pchlide to form Chlide, which is a highly 

endergonic process that requires light energy to proceed. The excited Pchlide molecule 

is proposed to form an intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) state due to the interaction 

of a conserved Tyr residue with the propionate group, facilitating the transfer of a 

hydride from NADPH (pro-S face) to the C17 position of Pchlide (Heyes et al. 2015). 

This is immediately followed by a slower proton transfer from a conserved Tyr residue 

to the negatively charged C18 position of Pchlide, resulting in the formation of the 

chlorophyllide (Chlide) product (see Figure 4.1; Wilks & Timko 1995, Menon et al. 

2009, Heyes et al. 2009).  

In addition to POR, non-angiosperm plants, algae and cyanobacteria contain a light-

independent Pchlide reductase, also referred to as dark POR (DPOR), which allows 

these organisms to produce Chlide in the dark. The DPOR enzyme consists of three 

separate subunits and uses ATP instead of light to drive the reaction (Fujita & Bauer 

2000). As these organisms can produce chlorophyll in the dark the availability of both 

enzymes maximises the amount of chlorophyll that can be produced (Fujita et al. 

1992, Suzuki & Bauer 1992, Lidholm & Gustafsson 1991). The existence of DPOR is 

thought to be why the POR-NADPH-Pchlide ternary complex does not accumulate in 

dark grown cyanobacteria, with only very low concentrations of POR found in 

thylakoid and plasma membranes (Rowe & Griffiths 1995, Fujita et al. 1998, Heyes et 

al. 2000).  
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Figure 4.1. Proposed reaction mechanism of POR. Interaction with a conserved Tyr residue 

(numbering according to Thermosynechococcus elongatus) in the active site leads to the 

formation of a transient intramolecular charge-transfer state of the excited Pchlide molecule, 

priming the molecule for hydride transfer from NADPH. The ensuing negative charge at the 

C18 position facilitates proton transfer from a conserved Tyr residue in a subsequent, slower 

reaction step, forming the Chlide product. 

 

From an evolutionary point of view POR is an attractive model system to understand 

how catalysis has evolved. The enzyme was introduced into plant cells during the 

primary symbiosis of an ancestral cyanobacterium and mirrors the transformation from 

anoxygenic to oxygenic photosynthesis (Burke et al. 1993, Fujita 1996, Armstrong 

1998). Amongst prokaryotic phototrophs, which also contain the DPOR enzyme, POR 

is only found in cyanobacteria, suggesting that light-dependent chlorophyll 

biosynthesis was established prior to eukaryotic photosynthesis (Suzuki & Bauer 

1995, Armstrong 1998). Hence, a phylogenetic analysis of POR shows a broad 

separation into two groups, the ‘ancient’ PORs from a prokaryotic origin, including 

cyanobacteria and prochlorophytes and the ‘evolved’ PORs from eukaryotes, 

including algae, liverwort, moss and higher plants (Figure 4.2; Fujita 1996, Heyes et 

al. 2009). Previous studies have shown that the dynamic processes that govern the two 

H-transfer steps in Pchlide reduction have been differentially optimised during 

evolution (Heyes et al. 2011). In the case of the hydride transfer step, the chemistry is 

stringently linked to active site structure, and a highly optimised geometry was 

achieved early in evolution. However, the proton transfer reaction is more variable, 

and therefore allows for a ‘slower’ optimisation of the protein dynamics to take place. 
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Figure 4.2. Phylogenetic tree of the POR genes. The different groups are marked with 

boxes, the red box is ‘ancient’ PORs of cyanobacterial and prochlorophyte origin, while the 

‘evolved’ PORs include algae (orange) and land plant species (embryophyta; dark green). 

 

In order to provide a more comprehensive study of the evolutionary aspects of POR 

catalysis a comparative study of a range of different PORs that span the evolutionary 

timescales has now been carried out. These include ‘ancient’ PORs from 

cyanobacteria and prochlorophytes (Nostoc punctiforme, Lyngbya majuscula) and 
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‘evolved’ PORs from red (Cyanidioschyzon merolae) and green algae 

(Chlamydomonas reinhardtii), liverwort (Marchantia paleacea), moss (Physcomitrella 

patens), gymnosperm (Pinus mugo) and angiosperms (Daucus carota, Nicotiana 

tabacum, Zea mays). In the current work the expression, purification and kinetic 

characterisation of these POR homologues are presented and discussed.  

 

4.3. Materials and methods 

4.3.1. Construction of expression vector 

The POR genes from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Cyanidioschyzon merolae, Daucus 

carota, Lyngbya majuscule, Marchantia paleacea, Nicotiana tabacum, Nostoc 

punctiforme, Pinus mugo, Physcomitrella patens, and Zea mays were synthesised by 

GenScript (GenScript Inc.) and digested with NdeI and BamHI HF restriction enzymes 

(New England Biolabs Ltd.). The genes were cloned into an NdeI and BamHI digested 

pET9-His vector (derivative of pET9a from Novagen; Heyes et al. 2000) and 

confirmed by sequencing of the plasmid (Eurofins Scientific). 

 

4.3.2. Protein overexpression and purification 

The construct were transformed into chemically competent Escherichia coli BL21 

(DE3) pLysS cells (Agilent Technologies) using the heat-shock method. Transformed 

cells (pET9-His-POR) were grown in (typically 12) 2 L flasks containing 0.5 L of 

lysogeny broth (LB) medium and 30 μg/ml of kanamycin and chloramphenicol at 

30˚C. Upon reaching an optical density (OD) of 0.1 at 600 nm, the growth temperature 

was lowered to 25˚C. Gene expression was induced with 0.1 mM IPTG once an OD of 

0.6 was reached, indicative of log phase growth, and the cells were left to grow 

overnight at 20˚C. Finally, harvesting of the cells occurred by centrifugation at 6000 

rpm for 10 min in a JLA 8.1000 rotor (Beckman Coulter, Inc.). 

The resulting cell pellets of the POR homologues were resuspended in cold binding 

buffer (500 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole, 0.1% Triton X-100, 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM 

ammonium acetate pH 7) and disrupted by 25 cycles of 20 s pulses of sonication 

(Bandelin, sonopuls probe VT70T/N494) at 40 % intensity. A centrifugation step at 20 

k rpm for 30 min in a JA25:50 rotor (Beckman Coulter Inc.) followed to remove cell 

debris. Purification of the N-terminally tagged POR proteins was performed by 

binding to a 5 ml HisTrap FF column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) pre-equilibrated 
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with 10 column volumes (cv) of binding buffer using an Ӓkta protein purification 

system (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). The column was washed with buffer containing 

50 mM and 100 mM imidazole, and the final elution consisted of a gradient from 100 

mM to 500 mM imidazole. A second purification step with a blue sepharose 6 fast 

flow column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences) was performed to remove remaining 

contaminants. Samples were loaded onto 20 ml column pre-equilibration with blue 

start buffer (500 mM NaCl, 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM ammonium acetate pH 7), 

followed by a wash step with 10 cv of blue start buffer. Protein was eluted by a NaCl 

gradient, from 500 mM to 2.5 M using the BioLogic LP low pressure chromatography 

system (Bio-Rad laboratories Inc.). The fractions were visualised by SDS-PAGE (12 

%; Bio-Rad laboratories Inc.) and the fractions containing the purified POR protein 

were pooled and concentrated using a Vivaspin 20 (10 kDa MWCO; Sartorius AG). 

This was followed by buffer exchange into activity buffer (500 mM NaCl, 50 mM 

MOPS, 100 mM ammonium acetate pH 7) using a CentriPure P100 column (Generon 

Ltd.) to remove salt. Finally, the protein samples were concentrated to a typical 

volume of around 4 ml with a Vivaspin 20 (10 kDa MWCO; Sartorius AG), aliquoted 

in smaller volumes and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, to be stored at -80˚C. 

Protein concentrations were determined using the Bio-Rad DC assay kit with bovine 

serum albumin as a standard. A western blot with anti-His-tag antibody was performed 

on an SDS-PAGE gel. Transfer of the protein to the membrane was carried out by the 

Trans-Blot
®
 Turbo™ System (Bio-Rad laboratories Inc.), followed by treatment of the 

membrane with blocking solution and antibodies as described previously (Lindner et 

al. 1997). Visualisation was carried out after treatment of the membrane with luminol 

and involves the exposure of X-Omat™ Blue (XB) Film (Eastman Kodak) in a dark 

room to the membrane.  

 

4.3.3. Substrates and other chemicals 

Pchlide was prepared as shown previously (Heyes et al. 2003). 

All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, except for NADPH (Melford 

Laboratories Ltd.). 
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4.3.4. Laser flash photolysis 

Laser flash photolysis experiments were performed as outlined previously (Heyes et 

al. 2009). The samples were excited in the Soret band of Pchlide with a 450 nm pulse 

from an optical parametric oscillator of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Brilliant B, 

Quantel). Each data point is the average of at least four measurements. The cuvette 

used has a 2 mm path length in the pump direction and 1 cm in the probe direction. 

Samples were 750 μl in volume, containing 50 μM enzyme, 250 μM of NADPH 

(except C. reinhardtii, C. merolae, L. majuscule, D. carota, which had a 2 mM 

concentration), and 12 μM Pchlide, in activity buffer (0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM MOPS, 100 

mM ammonium acetate, 0.1% Genapol X-080, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol). Assembly in 

the dark prevents turnover and at least 5 min time was given for the ternary complex to 

form. 

 

4.3.5. Steady-state measurements and binding titrations 

UV/vis absorption data were acquired using a Varian Cary 50 UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer with samples in a 100 μl quartz cuvette (1 cm path length). 

Illumination of the samples was carried out with a 455 nm LED (Thorlabs.Inc) fitted 

with a converging lens and held in place to focus the light onto the sample from above. 

Chlide formation was followed by measuring the absorbance change at 670 nm, and 

the initial slope was used to calculate the initial rate of turnover. The concentrations of 

the substrates and products were calculated using the following extinction coefficients 

in aqueous solution: NADPH, 6.22 mM
-1

cm
-1

 at 340 nm; NADP
+
, 17.8 mM

-1
cm

-1
 at 

260 nm; Pchlide, 23.95 mM
-1

cm
-1

 at 630 nm and Chlide, 69.96 mM
-1

cm
-1

 at 670 nm.  

Fluorescence measurements were performed in a Cary Eclipse fluorescence 

spectrophotometer (Agilent technologies). To reduce dilution effects 3 ml of sample 

was used in a quartz cuvette with dimensions of 1 cm in length and width. 

 

4.3.6. Phylogeny 

The phylogenetic tree was generated using the phylogeny.fr website (Dereeper et al. 

2008), with a full MUSCLE (Multiple sequence comparison by log-expectation) 

setting for alignment and one-hundred maximum likelihood bootstrap replicates. 
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4.4. Results 

4.4.1. Vector design 

The synthesised genes were successfully cloned into the pET9-His vector, which adds 

an N-terminal hexahistidine tag, consisting of an extra 20 amino acid residues, to the 

expressed proteins. The resulting constructs were confirmed to contain the correct 

insert by restriction digest with NdeI and BamHI HF restriction enzymes. Furthermore, 

the vectors were sequenced, which identified the insertion of the correct gene 

sequences for each homologue.  

 

4.4.2. Expression and purification of His-tagged POR homologues 

BL21(DE3) pLysS E.coli cells were transformed with each of the separate plasmid 

clones and grown as described in materials and methods, to overexpress the desired 

proteins. Presence of the hexahistidine tag allowed the protein to bind the Ni-column 

and because of POR’s affinity for NADPH it can also bind to the blue sepharose 

column. The resulting SDS-PAGE images and their corresponding Western blots of 

the purification process are shown in Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.6, 4.7. The original 

purification protocol contained a few steps that involved precipitating the protein with 

high concentrations of ammonium sulphate salt, followed by resuspension in a 

different buffer e.g. blue start buffer (500 mM NaCl, 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM 

ammonium acetate pH 7; Menon 2009). This procedure rendered all of the POR 

homologues discussed here unstable, and resuspension was difficult or not possible. 

Hence, the ammonium sulphate precipitation steps were omitted from the purification 

protocol. Furthermore, the use of an Ӓkta protein purification system and an imidazole 

gradient often resulted in clean enough protein fractions that did not require an 

additional blue sepharose column purification step. Consequently, less of the POR 

protein was lost in the wash step and a faster purification protocol reduced the amount 

of precipitation, resulting in a higher yield.  

The purification process for POR homologues from cyanobacteria is shown in figure 

4.3. Both homologues (L. majuscula and N. punctiforme) have good expression levels, 

but not all of the protein is soluble, as shown by the POR band in the insoluble fraction 

in lane 4 (Figure 4.3). Both enzymes slowly degrade in solution during the purification 

process, especially L. majuscula POR, which starts to precipitate when concentrating. 

When this occurred, concentrating was stopped and the formed precipitant was 
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centrifuged with a benchtop centrifuge (13 000 rpm, 1 min) before the samples were 

aliquoted and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen to be stored in a -80˚C freezer. The 

average yields after purification and concentrating for L. majuscula and N. 

punctiforme are 5 and 20 mg per litre of medium, respectively (Table 4.1). The 

relatively large difference in yield is mostly due to the precipitation of L. majuscula 

POR. 

 

Figure 4.3. Expression and purification of PORs from cyanobacteria. The gels on the left 

are SDS-PAGE gels, with the corresponding Western-blot on the right hand side, using an 

anti-His tag antibody. The desired protein is indicated with a red arrow. 1. Precision plus 

ladder unstained (BioRad) 2. Uninduced cell extract 3. Induced cell extract 4. Insoluble 

fraction 5. Sonicated cell extract 6. Ni column run-through 7. Ni column wash (20% elution 

buffer) 8. Ni column elute 9. Blue sepharose run-through 10. Blue sepharose elution. A. SDS-

PAGE gel and Western blot for POR from L. majuscula. B. SDS-PAGE gel and Western blot 

for N. punctiforme. 
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The purification process for POR from algae (C. reinhardtii, C. merolae) is shown in 

figure 4.4. Expression levels of both enzymes are sufficient, but again not all of the 

protein is soluble and some loss occurs in the insoluble fraction (lane 4 Figure 4.4). 

After purification C. reinhardtii POR has a good level of yield with an average around 

18 mg per litre of medium (Table 4.1), while C. merolae POR has a poor average yield 

of less than 1 mg per litre of medium. The instability of the C. merolae protein may be 

attributed to a misfolding of the enzyme and hence, an expression trial was performed 

to improve the yield of the protein (Figure 4.5). By using 10 µM IPTG for induction, 

rather than 100 µM, more C. merolae POR was expressed, which increased the 

average yield after purification to about 3 mg per litre medium (Table 4.1). 

Unfortunately, there were still issues with precipitation during the final concentrating 

stage. In which case, aggregated protein was removed by centrifugation (13 000 rpm, 

1 min) and then the supernatant was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, prior to storing the 

protein at -80˚C. 
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Figure 4.4. Expression and purification of PORs from algae. The gels on the left are SDS-

PAGE gels, with the corresponding Western-blot on the right hand side, using an anti-His tag 

antibody. The desired protein is indicated with a red arrow. 1. Precision plus ladder unstained 

(BioRad) 2. Uninduced cell extract 3. Induced cell extract 4. Insoluble fraction 5. Sonicated 

cell extract 6. Ni column run-through 7. Ni column wash (20% elution buffer) 8. Ni column 

elute 9. Blue sepharose run-through 10. Blue sepharose elution. A. SDS-PAGE gel and 

Western blot for POR from C. reinhardtii. B. SDS-PAGE gel and Western blot for C. 

merolae. 
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Figure 4.5. Soluble fractions of C. merolae from an expression trial using different IPTG 

concentrations. In the first 5 lanes cells were grown overnight at 25˚C and in the 5 lanes on 

the right side of the Precision plus ladder unstained (Biorad) cells were grown at 16˚C 

overnight. IPTG concentrations were varied for each temperature as follows: (from left to 

right) 1 mM, 0.5 mM, 0.1 mM, 50 μM, 10 μM. The highest levels of soluble protein were 

achieved with 10 μM IPTG and with cells grown overnight at 25˚C. Red arrows indicate POR 

protein band a little below the 37 kDa marker. The cells were broken open using a detergent-

based BugBuster (Novagen) method to obtain the soluble fraction. 

 

In figure 4.7 the purification process for POR from non-angiosperm land plants, 

including liverwort (M. paleacea), a bryophyte (moss; P. patens), and a gymnosperm 

(P. mugo), is shown. All enzymes express well, but a large fraction of the M. paleacea 

and P. mugo protein is insoluble (lane 4 Figure 4.7) leading to a particularly low yield 

after purification of 1 mg per litre of medium in the case of M. paleacea (Table 4.1). 

POR from P. patens has a higher average yield after purification of around 8 mg per 

litre of medium and despite significant loss in the insoluble fraction of P. mugo POR it 

has an average yield after purification of 19 mg per litre of medium (Table 4.1). The 

relatively low average yield of M. paleacea and P. patens POR is due to precipitation 

at the final concentrating stage at which point the precipitant was centrifuged (13 000 

rpm, 1 min) and the supernatant flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. P. patens POR is more 

amenable to concentrating and was not found to readily precipitate, leading to a higher 

yield despite a significant fraction of the protein being insoluble. To improve the M. 

paleacea POR yield a variety of growth conditions were tested to try to increase the 

amount of soluble protein and/or reduce the precipitation of clean protein fractions. 

Protein expression was induced with 0 and 0.1 mM IPTG concentrations in the 

presence and absence of 1 % (w/w) glucose. By adding glucose the promoter of the 

POR gene on the pET9-His plasmid is repressed until the glucose is consumed by the 

cells, which strongly suppresses leaky-expression and thereby is thought to reduce 
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cell-death during the growth phase (Monod et al. 1952, Cai et al. 2006). However, 

none of these conditions resulted in any significant improvement in the expression 

levels of soluble protein (Figure 4.6 A.). Secondly, autoinduction TB medium was 

used to grow the BL21 (DE3) pLysS cells to regulate the time of induction of POR 

expression. This resulted in a slight increase in the amount of soluble M. paleacea 

POR, but the overall yield remained low in comparison to other homologues (Figure 

4.6 B.). 

 

Figure 4.6. Total and soluble fractions of M. paleacea POR from an expression trial. A. In 

the first 4 lanes after the Precision plus ladder unstained (Biorad) the total cell extract is shown 

for 0 and 0.1 mM IPTG, with or without 1 % glucose. The 4 lanes starting from the right 

contain the soluble fractions for 0 and 0.1 mM IPTG, with or without 1 % glucose. The cells 

were grown overnight at 20˚C after induction. B. Cells grown in autoinduction medium for 24 

hours (after induction) at 20˚C contain more soluble protein compared to comparable lanes in 

panel A. Red arrows indicate the POR protein band a little below the 37 kDa marker. Soluble 

protein was obtained by breaking open the cells using a detergent-based BugBuster (Novagen) 

method. A higher level of soluble protein is achieved for autoinduction medium grown for 24 

hours after induction. 
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Figure 4.7. Expression and purification of PORs from non-angiosperm land plants. The 

gels on the left are SDS-PAGE gels, with the corresponding Western-blots on the right hand 

side using an anti-His tag antibody. The desired protein is indicated with a red arrow. 1. 

Precision plus ladder unstained (BioRad) 2. Uninduced cell extract 3. Induced cell extract 4. 

Insoluble fraction 5. Sonicated cell extract 6. Ni column run-through 7. Ni column wash (20% 

elution buffer) 8. Ni column elute 9. Blue sepharose run-through 10. Blue sepharose elution. 

A. SDS-PAGE gel and Western blot for POR from M. paleacea. B. SDS-PAGE gel and 

Western blot for P. patens. C. SDS-PAGE gel and Western blot for POR from P. mugo. 
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The purification process for PORs from angiosperms is shown in figure 4.8, which 

includes D. carota, N. tabacum, and Z. mays. All the enzymes have a good level of 

expression, but for D. carota and N. tabacum POR a significant amount of this protein 

is insoluble and is therefore lost (lane 4 Figure 4.8). The average yields of D. carota, 

N. tabacum, and Z. mays POR after purification are 14, 10 and 18 mg per litre of 

medium, respectively (Table 4.1). Lower yields for the enzymes from D. carota and N. 

tabacum are due to insolubility, as well as precipitation that occurs during the final 

concentrating step.  

The Western-blot analysis detects His-tagged protein and reports on the desired His-

tagged POR proteins that have been overexpressed. However, in the case of N. 

tabacum POR very clear additional bands can be observed with a lower molecular 

weight. Mass spectrometry analysis of these bands confirmed that they were POR 

from N. tabacum (see Figure 4.9). It can be concluded that during the purification 

process some of the protein degrades into smaller polypeptides (see Figure 4.9 B.). 

This, together with the observed precipitation, confirms the instability of the enzyme 

and demands for a short purification protocol to minimise the time for the protein to 

unfold. 
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Figure 4.8. Expression and purification of PORs from angiosperms. The gels on the left 

are SDS-PAGE gels, with the corresponding Western-blot on the right hand side using an anti-

His tag antibody. The desired protein is indicated with a red arrow. 1. Precision plus ladder 

unstained (BioRad) 2. Uninduced cell extract 3. Induced cell extract 4. Insoluble fraction 5. 

Sonicated cell extract 6. Ni column run-through 7. Ni column wash (20% elution buffer) 8. Ni 

column elute 9. Blue sepharose run-through 10. Blue sepharose elution. A. SDS-PAGE gel 

and Western blot for POR from D.carota. B. SDS-PAGE gel and Western blot for N.tabacum. 

C. SDS-PAGE gel and Western blot for POR from Z. mays. 
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Figure 4.9. Mass spectrometry of indicated bands of N. tabacum purification. Bands A, B, 

and C are shown with an arrow on the SDS-PAGE gel. The numbers for each band in the table 

represent the number of unique peptides matched to the identified protein. For 2-3 unique 

peptides, this represents a probable identification, and for 4 or over indicates an almost certain 

characterisation. All three bands can therefore be identified as POR from N. tabacum and it is 

likely that bands B and C are degradation products. 

 

Table 4.1. The average protein yield after purification for the POR homologues. A 

summary of the yield for POR from cyanobacteria (red), algae (gold), non-angiosperm land 

plants (green), and angiosperms (blue). 

 

Average yield 

(mg/litre of medium) 

L. majuscula 5 

N. punctiforme 20 

C. reinhardtii 18 

C. merolae 1 

M. paleacea 3 

P. patens 8 

P. mugo 19 

D. carota 14 

N. tabacum 10 

Z. mays 18 

 

In summary, all of the POR homologues had a good expression level, but for most of 

the homologues a significant fraction of the protein was lost due to insolubility and 

degradation. Furthermore, there were problems with precipitation during the final 

concentrating step, after which the precipitant was removed by centrifugation and the 

resulting supernatant was aliquoted and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen to finally be 

stored at -80˚C. A small improvement in the stability of these enzymes can be 

achieved by addition of 10 % glycerol to the activity buffer. Additionally, the 

formation of enzyme-substrate complex with NADPH (and Pchlide) seemed to 

Identified protein A B C 

POR N. tabacum 23 20 25 

POR P. patens 2 2 2 

Predicted protein Populus trichocarpa 2 2  

POR D. carota 3   

POR P. mugo   2 

Uncharacterised protein Oryza sativa   2 

Uncharacterised protein Brassica rapa 3   

A 
B 
C 
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provide further stability and hence allowed assays to be carried out with less 

precipitation issues than during purification. 

 

4.4.3. Kinetic parameters 

All of the purified POR enzymes were tested for catalytic activity and were shown to 

convert Pchlide into Chlide under steady-state conditions upon exposure to light 

(Figure 4.10). The steady-state kinetic parameters for each POR enzyme were 

determined by measuring the initial rate of Chlide formation at 670 nm over a range of 

different substrate concentrations. All of the POR enzymes followed Michaelis-

Menten kinetics upon varying the NADPH concentration (Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 

4.14) and the initial rates were fitted to equation 4.1 to obtain Vmax and Km values: 

 

𝑣 =
𝑑[𝑃]

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑆]

𝐾𝑚+[𝑆]
         4.1 

where v is the initial rate of product formation, Vmax is the maximum rate at saturating 

substrate concentration, [S] is the substrate concentration, while Km is the 

concentration of substrate at which half the Vmax is reached (Michaelis & Menten 

1913).  

 

Figure 4.10. Spectral changes associated with POR catalysis. Upon binding of Pchlide to 

POR (red spectrum) a shift occurs in the Pchlide spectrum (black) of the 633 nm absorption 

maximum to a maximum around 642 nm (red arrow). Turnover of Pchlide into Chlide results 

in the formation of an absorbance maximum at approximately 670 nm (blue spectrum and blue 

arrow). 
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Figure 4.11 shows the dependence of the rate on NADPH concentration for PORs 

from cyanobacteria. The Vmax for L. majuscula POR is approximately three-fold higher 

and the Km for NADPH is greater than ten-fold higher compared to the N. punctiforme 

enzyme (Table 4.2). For the algal enzymes (Figure 4.12) the Km and Vmax values for C. 

reinhardtii POR (157 μM, 0.0043 μM/s) are very similar to C. merolae POR (172 μM, 

0.0042 μM/s). However, the Km values for NADPH for both algal PORs are 

significantly higher than for most of the other POR enzymes (Table 4.2). Similar Vmax 

values of approximately 0.002 μM s
-1

 were obtained for all 3 PORs from non-

angiosperm land plants (Figure 4.13). The Km for NADPH within this group exhibits 

much greater variability, with low values observed for both P. patens (2.21 μM) and 

P. mugo (9.8 μM) PORs, whereas M. paleacea POR (138 μM) has a Km that is more 

comparable to the algal enzymes. For the PORs from angiosperms (Figure 4.14) the 

kinetic parameters for the enzyme from D. carota POR are significantly different from 

the other two enzymes with higher Vmax and Km values (Table 4.2).  

 

 

Figure 4.11. The dependence of the initial rate of Chlide formation on the concentration 

of NADPH for PORs from cyanobacteria. Samples contained 0.1 μM of each POR enzyme, 

12 μM Pchlide, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer. Initial rates 

were measured by following the increase in absorbance at 670 nm upon illumination with a 

455 nm LED at a fixed distance and a fixed power setting. The data were fitted to equation 4.1 

to obtain Vmax and Km for NADPH. Graph A is for POR from L. majuscula and graph B is for 

POR from N. punctiforme. 
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Figure 4.12. The dependence of the initial rate of Chlide formation on the concentration 

of NADPH for PORs from algae. Samples contained 0.1 μM of each POR enzyme, 12 μM 

Pchlide, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer. Initial rates were 

measured by following the increase in absorbance at 670 nm upon illumination with a 455 nm 

LED at a fixed distance and a fixed power setting. The data were fitted to equation 4.1 to 

obtain Vmax and Km for NADPH. Graph A is for POR from C. reinhardtii and graph B is for 

POR from C. merolae. 

Figure 4.13. The dependence of the initial rate of Chlide formation on the concentration 

of NADPH for PORs from non-angiosperm land plants. Samples contained 0.1 μM of each 

POR enzyme, 12 μM Pchlide, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer. 

Initial rates were measured by following the increase in absorbance at 670 nm upon 

illumination with a 455 nm LED at a fixed distance and a fixed power setting. The data were 

fitted to equation 4.1 to obtain Vmax and Km for NADPH. Graph A is for POR from M. 

paleacea, graph B is for POR from P. patens, and graph C is for POR from P. mugo. 
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Figure 4.14. The dependence of the initial rate of Chlide formation on the concentration 

of NADPH for PORs from angiosperms. Samples contained 0.1 μM of each POR enzyme, 

12 μM Pchlide, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer. Initial rates 

were measured by following the increase in absorbance at 670 nm upon illumination with a 

455 nm LED at a fixed distance and a fixed power setting. The data were fitted to equation 4.1 

to obtain Vmax and Km for NADPH. Graph A is for POR from D. carota, graph B is for POR 

from N. tabacum, and graph C is for POR from Z. mays. 
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Similarly, the initial rate of Chlide formation was also measured at a range of Pchlide 

concentrations for each of the POR enzymes (Figures 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, 4.18). In 

contrast to the Km for NADPH, there is very little variation in the Km values for 

Pchlide across all of the POR enzymes, with values ranging from 0.8 μM for P. patens 

POR to 7.8 μM for L. majuscula POR. However, it is interesting to note that the 

dependence of the steady-state rate on Pchlide concentration has evolved a slight 

substrate inhibition mechanism (see) for PORs from P. mugo, N. tabacum and Z. mays 

(Figures 4.17 and 4.18). In these cases the data were fitted to equation 4.2 to calculate 

the inhibition constant (Ki) : 

 

𝑣 =
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥∗[𝑆]

𝐾𝑚+{[𝑆]∗(1+
[𝑆]

𝐾𝑖
)}

         4.2 

 

This equation assumes that two substrate units can bind to the enzyme, which leads to 

a decrease in the rate (v) at higher substrate concentrations. Consequently, Ki values 

for Pchlide of 7.33 μM, 2.36 μM and 3.22 μM were calculated for P. mugo, N. 

tabacum and Z. mays PORs, respectively, although there is a relatively large error on 

the fitting for the enzyme from N. tabacum. For the cyanobacterial or algae enzymes it 

was not possible to determine if substrate inhibition occurs at higher Pchlide 

concentrations due to experimental limitations. At higher concentrations of Pchlide 

(>16 μM) inaccuracies in measuring the initial rate occur due to inner-filter effects. 

Due to the high extinction coefficient of Pchlide in the Soret region most of the 455 

nm excitation light is absorbed by sample at the top of the cuvette at higher Pchlide 

concentrations and the light does not penetrate uniformly throughout the sample (see 

Figure 4.19). It is important to consider that due to these experimental limitations an 

underestimation of the Km can sometimes occur. All of the kinetic parameters obtained 

from the initial rate data for each of the POR enzymes are summarised in table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.15. The dependence of the initial rate of Chlide formation on the concentration 

of Pchlide for PORs from cyanobacteria. Samples contained 0.1 μM of each POR enzyme, 

0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer with the NADPH concentration 

ten times the NADPH Km for the respective protein. Initial rates were measured by following 

the increase in absorbance at 670 nm upon illumination with a 455 nm LED at a fixed distance 

and a fixed power setting. The data were fitted to equation 4.1 to obtain the Km for Pchlide. 

Graph A is for POR from L. majuscula, and graph B is for POR from N. punctiforme. 

 

 

Figure 4.16. The dependence of the initial rate of Chlide formation on the concentration 

of Pchlide for PORs from algae. Samples contained 0.1 μM of each POR enzyme, 0.1% 

Triton X-100, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer with the NADPH concentration ten 

times the NADPH Km for the respective protein. Initial rates were measured by following the 

increase in absorbance at 670 nm upon illumination with a 455 nm LED at a fixed distance 

and a fixed power setting. The data were fitted to equation 4.1 to obtain the Km for Pchlide. 

Graph A is for POR from C. reinhardtii, and graph B is for POR from C. merolae. 
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Figure 4.17. The dependence of the initial rate of Chlide formation on the concentration 

of Pchlide for PORs from non-angiosperm land plants. Samples contained 0.1 μM of each 

POR enzyme, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer with the NADPH 

concentration ten times the NADPH Km for the respective protein. Initial rates were measured 

by following the increase in absorbance at 670 nm upon illumination with a 455 nm LED at a 

fixed distance and a fixed power setting. The data were fitted to equation 4.1 to obtain the Km 

for Pchlide, while graph C (P. mugo) was fitted to equation 4.2 to obtain the Km and Ki for 

Pchlide. Graph A is for POR from M. paleacea, graph B is for POR from P. patens, and graph 

C is for POR from P. mugo. 
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Figure 4.18. The dependence of the initial rate of Chlide formation on the concentration 

of Pchlide for PORs from angiosperms. Samples contained 0.1 μM of each POR enzyme, 

0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer with the NADPH concentration 

ten times the NADPH Km for the respective protein. Initial rates were measured by following 

the increase in absorbance at 670 nm upon illumination with a 455 nm LED at a fixed distance 

and a fixed power setting. Graphs B and C were fitted to equation 4.2 to obtain the Km and Ki 

for Pchlide, while graph A was fitted to equation 4.1 to obtain the Km for Pchlide. Graph A is 

for POR from D. carota, graph B is for POR from N. tabacum, and graph C is for POR from 

Z. mays. 
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Figure 4.19. Representation of the inner-filter effects observed at high Pchlide 

concentrations. In the “normal” panel the entire sample is illuminated by the 455 nm light 

(hν), causing an increased absorbance of 670 nm due to Chlide formation. The inner-filter 

effect is caused at high Pchlide concentrations (> 16 μM) where the top of the sample receives 

more photons than the bottom. The incident 670 nm light of the spectrophotometer therefore 

measures a lower change in absorption than would be expected without inner-filter effect. 

 

Table 4.2. Summary of Km, Ki, Vmax and kcat values for each of the POR homologues. 

Kinetic parameters for POR from cyanobacteria (red), algae (gold), non-angiosperm land 

plants (green), and angiosperms (blue) are shown. 

 NADPH Km 

(μM) 

Pchlide Km 

(μM) 

Pchlide Ki 

(μM) 

Vmax (μM 

min
-1

 x10
-1

) 

kcat (s
-1

 x10
-2

) 

L. majuscula 57.8 ± 13 7.8 ± 1.8  6.12 ± 0.6 10.2 ± 0.9 

N. punctiforme 4.8 ± 0.9 2.0 ± 0.3  2.09 ± 0.1 3.5 ± 0.2 

C. reinhardtii 157 ± 51 1.7 ± 0.20  2.58 ± 0.13 4.3 ± 0.2 

C. merolae 172 ± 17 1.2 ± 0.2  2.52 ± 0.12 4.2 ± 0.2 

M. paleacea 138 ± 16 2.3 ± 0.3  1.14 ± 0.04 1.9 ± 0.1 

P. patens 2.2 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 0.3  1.16 ± 0.09 1.9 ± 0.2 

P. mugo 9.8 ± 0.9 2.4 ± 0.7 7.3 ± 2.2 1.21 ± 0.05 2.0 ± 0.1 

D. carota 124 ± 28 5.5 ± 0.7  3.45 ± 0.32 5.8 ± 0.5 

N. tabacum 5.9 ± 1.3 4.0 ± 4.0 0.194 ± 0.04 1.03 ± 0.06 1.7 ± 0.1 

Z. mays 1.3 ± 0.1 7.7 ± 1.8 3.22 ± 0.82 1.59 ± 0.03 2.6 ± 0.1 
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4.4.4. NADPH binding constant 

In previous studies fluorescence changes have been used to determine the Kd for 

NADPH binding by measuring Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) from a 

conserved tryptophan residue in the active site to NADPH (McFarlane et al. 2005, 

Heyes et al. 2008). A similar approach was initially used to measure the binding 

affinity of NADPH to all of the POR enzymes in the current study. However, a FRET 

signal could only be observed for two of the POR homologues, C. merolae and N. 

tabacum, (Figures 4.20) to determine the binding constant (Figure 4.21). The 

tryptophans were excited at 280 (N. tabacum POR) or 295 nm (C. merolae POR), but 

these wavelengths also excite NADPH directly. This was corrected for by using a 

NADPH only control (Figure 4.20 B.), which was subtracted from spectra containing 

enzyme (Figure 4.20 A.) to obtain the FRET signal (Figure 4.20 C.). Finally, the 

integral of these spectra was taken from 440 to 490 nm and plotted as a function of 

NADPH concentration (Figure 4.21). Kd values were obtained by fitting the data to a 

hyperbolic function (Equation 4.3). 

 

𝑦 =
𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥∗[𝑆]

𝐾𝑑+[𝑆]
          4.3 

 

where y is the integral of the fluorescence change from 440 nm to 490 nm, Amax is the 

maximum signal observed, Kd is the binding constant and [S] is the concentration of 

NADPH. 
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Figure 4.20. Fluorescence spectra associated with NADPH binding for POR from C. 

merolae upon excitation at 295 nm. Samples contained 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in activity 

buffer made up to a 3 ml volume, with NADPH titrated in 1 μl steps up to a maximum of 1% 

of the total sample volume (30 μl). A. Samples contain 0.5 μM of C. merolae POR added to 

standard conditions. B. Samples contain only buffer. C. Subtraction of the spectra in panel B 

from those in panel A results in the FRET signal. The peak at approximately 350 nm decreases 

(red arrow) and the signal at approximately 470 nm increases (green arrow) with more 

NADPH bound. 
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Figure 4.21. Binding titration of NADPH to C. merolae and N. tabacum POR measured 

by FRET. Samples containing 0.5 μM C. merolae (A) or N. tabacum (B) POR in activity 

buffer (to a total of 3 ml), with 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol, and were titrated with NADPH (with 

a stock concentration of ± 30 mM for A. and ± 0.75 mM for B.) titrated in 1 μl steps (10 μM 

and 0.25 μM steps for A and B, respectively) up to a maximum of 1% of the total sample 

volume (30 μl). An excitation wavelength of 295 nm was used and the FRET signal was 

measured using the integral of the 440 to 490 nm emission of the spectra in figure 4.20 C. 

Equation 4.3 was used to fit the data points to obtain the Kd for NADPH and is shown as a red 

line. 

 

The remaining eight enzymes did not show a clear FRET signal upon binding NADPH 

(Figure 4.22). This may be due to the lack of a tryptophan residue in close enough 

proximity to the bound NADPH or differences in the conformation of the binding 

pocket. In addition, in some cases with high Kd values, the concentration of NADPH 

used would be so high that inner filter effects would be a problem at the excitation 

wavelength used. 
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Figure 4.22. Fluorescence spectra associated with NADPH binding for POR from Z. 

mays upon excitation at 295 nm. Samples contained 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol in activity 

buffer made up to a 3 ml volume, with NADPH titrated in 1 μl steps up to a maximum of 1% 

of the total sample volume (30 μl). A. Samples contain 0.5 μM of Z. mays POR added to 

standard conditions. B. Samples contain only buffer. C. Subtraction of the spectra in panel B 

from those in panel A results in the FRET signal. The peak at approximately 350 nm decreases 

(red arrow) at higher NADPH concentrations but no increase in the signal at approximately 

470 nm was observed. 
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Consequently, an alternative approach was used to determine the Kd for NADPH that 

makes use of the shift in the absorbance maximum of Pchlide from 633 nm to 

approximately 642 nm upon formation of the ternary complex (POR-NADPH-POR; 

see Figure 4.10). It is possible to measure this absorbance change by plotting the ratio 

of absorbance at 642 nm over 633 nm at increasing concentrations of NADPH (see 

Figures 4.23, 4.24, 4.25, 4.26). The resulting data can be fitted to a tight-binding 

equation to determine the NADPH Kd value (see Equation 4.4), which takes into 

account the enzyme concentration used. 

 

𝑦 =
𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥

2∗[𝐸]
∗ {([𝐸] + [𝑆] + 𝐾𝑑) − √([𝐸] + [𝑆] + 𝐾𝑑)2 − 4 ∗ [𝐸] ∗ [𝑆]} + 𝑐  4.4 

 

Within the tight-binding or Morrison equation y is the absorbance ratio between 642 

nm and 633 nm, Amax is the maximum change in absorbance upon binding, [E] and [S] 

are enzyme and substrate concentration respectively, Kd is the substrate binding 

constant and c is a constant (Morrison 1969). The equation was used to fit graphs that 

are assumed to be tight-binding, when the concentration of enzyme and Pchlide is 

greater than the concentration of NADPH, or for non-saturating concentrations of 

NADPH (about 10 times the Kd). All the obtained binding constants for NADPH 

(Figure 4.23, 4.24, 4.25, 4.26) are summarised in table 4.3 for each POR homologue 

and divided into the four sub-groups. For the two enzymes (C. merolae and N. 

tabacum) where it was possible to use both experimental approaches to measure 

NADPH binding similar Kd values were obtained in each case (Table 4.3), confirming 

that the absorbance method is a good alternative to the established fluorescence 

approach. 
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Figure 4.23. The dependence of the POR-Pchlide-NADPH ternary complex formation on 

the concentration of NADPH for PORs from cyanobacteria. Samples contained 10 μM of 

each POR enzyme, 5 μM Pchlide, 0.1 % Triton X-100, 0.1 % 2-mercaptoethanol in activity 

buffer. Ternary complex (POR-Pchlide-NADPH) formation was followed by the measuring 

the increase in the 642 nm over 633 nm absorbance ratio. The data were fitted to equation 4.4 

to obtain the Kd for NADPH. Graph A is for POR from L. majuscula and graph B is for POR 

from N. punctiforme. 

 

 

Figure 4.24. The dependence of the POR-Pchlide-NADPH ternary complex formation on 

the concentration of NADPH for PORs from algae. Samples contained 10 μM of each POR 

enzyme, 5 μM Pchlide, 0.1 % Triton X-100, 0.1 % 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer. 

Ternary complex (POR-Pchlide-NADPH) formation was followed by measuring the increase 

in the 642 nm over 633 nm absorbance ratio. The data were fitted to equation 4.4 to obtain the 

Kd for NADPH. Graph A is for POR from C. reinhardtii and graph B is for POR from C. 

merolae. 
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Figure 4.25. The dependence of the POR-Pchlide-NADPH ternary complex formation on 

the concentration of NADPH for PORs from non-angiosperm land plants. Samples 

contained 10 μM of each POR enzyme, 5 μM Pchlide, 0.1 % Triton X-100, 0.1 % 2-

mercaptoethanol in activity buffer. Ternary complex (POR-Pchlide-NADPH) formation was 

followed by measuring the increase in the 642 nm over 633 nm absorbance ratio. The data 

were fitted to equation 4.4 to obtain the Kd for NADPH. Graph A is for POR from M. 

paleacea, graph B is for POR from P. patens and graph C is for POR from P. mugo. 
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Figure 4.26. The dependence of the POR-Pchlide-NADPH ternary complex formation on 

the concentration of NADPH for PORs from angiosperms. Samples contained 10 μM of 

each POR enzyme, 5 μM Pchlide, 0.1 % Triton X-100, 0.1 % 2-mercaptoethanol in activity 

buffer. Ternary complex (POR-Pchlide-NADPH) formation was followed by measuring the 

increase in the 642 nm over 633 nm absorbance ratio. The data were fitted to equation 4.4 to 

obtain the Kd for NADPH. Graph A is for POR from D. carota, graph B is for POR from N. 

tabacum and graph C is for POR from Z. mays. 
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Table 4.3. Comparison of Kd values for NADPH binding from fluorescence and 

absorbance experiments for the different POR enzymes. 

 NADPH Kd (μM) fluorescence NADPH Kd (μM) Absorbance 

L. majuscula  65.6 ±29 

N. punctiforme  46.3 ±9 

C. reinhardtii  382 ±61 

C. merolae 132 ±29 176 ±47 

M. paleacea  36.1 ±10 

P. patens  57.3 ±14 

P. mugo  4.46 ±0.9 

D. carota  103 ±20 

N. tabacum 1.92 ±0.99 2.13 ± 0.09 

Z. mays  1.9 ±0.3 

 

4.5. Discussion 

In order to provide a more detailed understanding of the evolutionary aspects of POR 

catalysis ten POR homologues have been selected that span the evolutionary 

timeframe. The genes for the enzymes from organisms that cover cyanobacteria (L. 

majuscula, N. punctiforme), algae (C. reinhardtii, C. merolae), bryophytes (P. patens, 

M. paleacea), gymnosperms (P. mugo) and angiosperms (D. carota, N. tabacum, Z. 

mays) were synthesised and successfully cloned into an expression vector. 

Heterologous expression in E. coli allowed sufficient amounts of catalytically active 

protein to be extracted and purified in vitro. The purity of each enzyme was checked 

by SDS-PAGE, which also confirmed the correct protein molecular weight of each of 

the POR homologues. Furthermore, the enzymes were confirmed to contain a His-tag 

by an anti-His Western blot. In the case of N. tabacum POR additional bands were 

observed that were confirmed by mass-spectrometry to be smaller polypeptide 

fractions of the POR protein. This suggests that the protein degrades slowly in solution 

and during the purification process (see Figure 4.8 B. and 4.9). 

A steady-state kinetic characterisation was possible for all of the new POR enzymes, 

allowing the determination of classical enzymology parameters, such as Km (Ki), Kd, 

Vmax, and kcat for both NADPH and Pchlide (where possible; see table 4.2). The Km for 

NADPH varies quite significantly across the different POR homologues, although 

there is no particular pattern in reference to the age of each group. The difference in 
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Km for POR from different organisms might be due to different levels of cellular 

NADPH concentration in each of the organisms.  

In addition, we have developed a new method to determine the Kd for NADPH binding 

that relies on a shift in the absorbance spectrum upon formation of the POR-Pchlide-

NADPH ternary complex (Figure 4.10). A comparison of the Kd with the established 

fluorescence method (McFarlane et al. 2005, Heyes et al. 2008) for N. tabacum and C. 

merolae POR (Table 4.3) confirmed the validity of this technique and provides an 

alternative approach when FRET is not possible. A comparison of the Kd and Km 

values obtained for NADPH in tables 4.2 and 4.3 reveals that they are very similar for 

the majority of the POR homologues. This suggests that in these cases the binding 

step, or any conformational changes associated with binding, is rate limiting, which is 

in agreement with the findings from previous studies (Masuda & Takamiya 2004, 

Lebedev et al. 2001, Heyes et al. 2000, Heyes et al. 2002). However, the Kd for 

NADPH for the PORs from N. punctiforme and P. patens is significantly higher than 

the Km, suggesting that one of the subsequent steps in catalysis, such as product 

release, is rate-limiting at higher NADPH concentrations in these enzymes. 

Conversely, the Kd for NADPH for the PORs from M. paleacea and N. tabacum is 

considerably lower than the Km, which possibly arises from a POR-Chlide product 

complex having a higher affinity for NADPH than a POR-Pchlide substrate complex 

during the catalytic cycle.  

In contrast to the Km for NADPH the Km for Pchlide shows very little variation 

amongst the different POR homologues. Interestingly, three of the plant PORs exhibit 

substrate inhibition for Pchlide, even at relatively low concentrations of Pchlide (<10 

µM). Work by Reed et al. (2010) suggests that substrate inhibition can be more than a 

mere biochemical oddity and has postulated that it can play an important biological 

role in certain enzymes. As this phenomenon is only observed in plant PORs it is 

therefore tempting to speculate that substrate inhibition may play a role in prolamellar 

body formation, which is important for the correct development of chloroplasts and 

the plant as a whole (Grzyb et al. 2013, Cortleven & Schmulling 2015). It is plausible 

that inhibition of the POR enzyme at higher Pchlide concentrations in in higher plants 

is involved in regulation of prolamellar body formation and/or control chloroplast 

development. However, in order to move beyond speculation regarding a functional 

role of substrate inhibition in higher plant PORs will require further investigation 

through experimental and mathematical methods (Reed et al. 2010). As with the Km 
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for Pchlide there is also relatively little variation in the kcat values, with the 

cyanobacterial POR from L. majuscula exhibiting the fastest turnover rate at 0.102 s
-1

. 

The relatively low kcat values compared to the rate of the H-transfer steps (at least 10
3
 

s
-1

; Heyes et al. 2009, 2011) confirm that substrate binding and/or product release 

steps are rate limiting, in the catalytic cycle. However, it should be noted that the 

protein samples used were not completely pure, and we do not know how much of the 

enzyme is catalytically active. Therefore, it is advisable to be cautious in the 

interpretation and comparison of the Vmax and kcat values. 

In conclusion, we have produced a number of POR enzymes from a wide evolutionary 

background, ranging from ‘‘ancient’ cyanobacteria to ‘‘evolved’ angiosperms. The 

kinetic parameters have been determined for all of the POR homologues and have 

provided information about the rate-limiting steps in catalysis. As POR has been 

proven to be an excellent model system to study the effects of protein motions on 

catalysis this work provides the basis for more detailed studies on the evolutionary 

aspects of the catalytic mechanism and any protein dynamics that are required for the 

reaction chemistry.  
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5.1. Abstract 

The catalytic power of enzymes is highly dependent on protein dynamics but it is 

currently unclear how motions have evolved to achieve these huge rate enhancements. 

The light-driven enzyme, protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (POR) has proven to be 

an excellent model system to study the link between protein dynamics and catalysis. 

The catalytic mechanism of POR involves a sequential hydride and proton transfer 

step, with the first catalytic step requiring light-excitation of the protochlorophyllide 

(Pchlide) substrate. This obligatory requirement for light provides a unique 

experimental advantage, compared to thermally-activated enzymes that can only be 

studied by using rapid mixing strategies, as catalysis can be triggered with a laser 

pulse and measurements can be made at high solvent viscosities, which is an excellent 

probe of protein dynamics. Previous measurements on a limited subset of POR 

enzymes revealed that the protein dynamics required for the two catalytic steps are 

likely to have evolved along distinct pathways. Here, we have used solvent viscosity 

measurements to analyse the dynamics coupled to the hydride and proton transfer 

steps for POR enzymes from a broad evolutionary origin, including cyanobacteria, 

algae, embryophytes and angiosperms. A significant rate enhancement of both H-

transfer steps was observed for all eukaryotic homologues compared to their 

prokaryotic ancestors, suggesting that optimisation of the active site architecture is 

likely to have occurred upon endosymbiosis. Moreover, our findings confirm that 

light-driven hydride transfer is reliant only on localised motion within the active site 

across all POR enzymes. In contrast, those linked to thermally-activated proton 

transfer are variable, whereby cyanobacterial PORs require a high level of solvent-

coupled protein dynamics to optimise the proton donor-acceptor distance, but 

evolutionary pressures have acted to remove or minimise such networks in algal and 

plant PORs. Finally, the excited-state processes involved leading up to hydride 

transfer were investigated and compared between different evolutionary lineages, 

which showed the ultrafast excitation steps to be conserved across the lineages. 
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5.2. Introduction 

Enzymes are inherently dynamic molecules but the role of protein dynamics in 

catalysis remains a key question in providing a detailed mechanistic understanding of 

how enzymes function (Eisenmesser et al. 2002, Henzler-Wildman & Kern 2007, 

Yahashiri et al. 2008, Nagel & Klinman 2010, Bandaria et al. 2009, Heyes et al. 2009, 

Pisliakov et al. 2009, Klinman & Kohen 2013). The importance of conformational 

changes within the active site and how these local changes are coupled to longer range 

conformational changes has been hotly debated (Benkovic & Hammes-Schiffer 2003, 

Kohen et al. 1999, Eisenmesser et al. 2005, Masgrau et al. 2006). Indeed, one of the 

most challenging questions to address is how the intrinsic motions of enzyme 

molecules have evolved to achieve catalysis (Yahashiri et al. 2008). It is now well 

established that protein motions are closely linked to the solvent environment and the 

effects of solvent viscosity on catalysis can provide important information on the 

dynamics of an enzyme system (Loveridge et al. 2011, Hay et al. 2008, Heyes et al. 

2009, Frauenfelder et al. 2009, Durin et al. 2009). Hence, a detailed, comparative 

study of the effects of solvent fluctuations on catalysis between enzymes from species 

that span the evolutionary timescale can provide significant insight into how protein 

dynamics have been affected by millions of years of evolutionary pressure. However, 

studies relating solvent perturbation to protein dynamics are often hindered for 

thermally-activated enzymes due to the limitations of rapid mixing strategies to initiate 

catalysis. This problem can be overcome by using the light-activated enzyme 

protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (POR; EC1.3.1.33), which allows synchronous 

triggering of catalysis with a laser pulse in a ‘dark–assembled’ enzyme-substrate 

complex (Heyes & Hunter 2005). POR is also found in a wide range of organisms and 

is therefore an excellent model system for providing an evolutionary perspective of 

protein dynamics linked to enzyme catalysis (Yang & Cheng 2004 Heyes et al. 2011). 

POR catalyses the reduction of the C17-C18 double bond of the protochlorophyllide 

(Pchlide) substrate to form chlorophyllide (Chlide), an essential step in the chlorophyll 

biosynthesis pathway and subsequent assembly of the photosynthetic apparatus (Heyes 

& Hunter 2005, Lebedev & Timko 1998). The enzyme-bound Pchlide molecule acts as 

the photoreceptor in the reaction and upon absorption of light it is proposed to form an 

intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) state across the C17-C18 double bond, due to 

excited state interactions with a conserved tyrosine (Tyr193) residue in the enzyme 
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(Heyes et al. 2015). This creates a transient electron-deficient site at the C17 position, 

which facilitates the nucleophilic attack of a hydride from the pro-S face of NADPH 

on the microsecond timescale (Begley & Young 1989, Heyes et al. 2006, Heyes et al. 

2009). The resulting negative charge at the C18 position allows the subsequent transfer 

of a proton from the conserved Tyr193 to form the Chlide product (see Figure 5.1; 

Wilks & Timko 1995, Menon et al. 2009). It has been shown that both H-transfer 

reactions proceed by quantum mechanical tunneling with each step coupled to a 

different set of fast motions (promoting motions or vibrations) in the enzyme-substrate 

complex (Heyes et al. 2009a, 2009b). Following hydride and proton transfer, a series 

of ordered product release and coenzyme binding steps are required to complete the 

catalytic cycle, which are linked to major conformational changes in the enzyme 

(Heyes et al. 2007).  

 

 

Figure 5.1. The reaction mechanism of protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (POR). The 

first step involves the light-activated hydride transfer from NADPH (red) to the C17 position 

of Pchlide, followed by a proton transfer from a conserved Tyr residue (purple) in the active 

site to the C18 position. 

 

A previous study on POR has shown that it is an attractive model system for studying 

the evolution of dynamics linked to catalysis (Heyes et al. 2011). It is likely that POR 

arose around 2.4 billion years ago with the rise in atmospheric oxygen levels and was 

introduced into plant cells during the primary symbiosis of an ancestral 

cyanobacterium (Reinbothe et al. 1996, Hohmann-Marriott & Blankenship 2011, 

Crowe et al. 2013, Suzuki & Bauer 1995, Masuda & Takamiya 2004). Apart from 

angiosperms, most oxygenic phototrophs still have a light-independent enzyme to 

reduce Pchlide, but amongst prokaryotic phototrophs POR is found only in 
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cyanobacteria, suggesting that light-dependent chlorophyll biosynthesis was 

established prior to eukaryotic photosynthesis (Hohmann-Marriott & Blankenship 

2011, Yang & Cheng 2004). Based on this evolutionary diversity, it was shown that the 

protein dynamics coupled to each of H-transfer steps in the reaction may have a 

distinct evolutionary origin although the study was limited to just 4 POR enzymes (3 

cyanobacterial and 1 plant POR; Heyes et al. 2011). It was proposed that any motions 

linked to light-driven hydride transfer are localised to the enzyme active site and are 

conserved across all POR enzymes due to the difficult of the chemistry catalysed. 

However, the dynamics coupled to the proton transfer step vary, where cyanobacterial 

PORs require complex and solvent-coupled dynamic networks to optimise proton 

donor-acceptor distances but these networks have been minimised or removed in plant 

PORs. This twin-track approach to the evolution of protein dynamics has now been 

investigated in much more detail by expanding the study to include a wide range of 

new POR enzymes that span the evolutionary timescale, including PORs from 

cyanobacteria, algae, liverwort, moss, and a number of higher plant species. A full 

kinetic characterisation and solvent viscosity dependence for the two H-transfer has 

been undertaken and differences in the dynamic profiles of each enzyme have been 

correlated to their evolutionary origin. 

 

5.3. Materials and methods 

5.3.1. Expression and purification of POR homologues 

The POR genes of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Cyanidioschyzon merolae, Daucus 

carota, Lyngbya majuscule, Nicotiana tabacum, Nostoc punctiforme, Pinus mugo, 

Physcomitrella patens and Zea mays were synthesised by GenScript (GenScript Inc.) 

and digested with NdeI and BamHI HF restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs 

Ltd.). The genes were cloned into an NdeI and BamHI digested pET9-His vector 

(derivative of pET9a from Novagen; Heyes et al. 2000) and confirmed by sequencing 

of the plasmid (Eurofins Scientific). The full protein sequences encoded by each gene 

can be found in the Supplementary Data (Figure S5.1). 

All POR proteins were overexpressed with an N-terminal His-tag as previously 

described (Heyes et al. 2000). The cell pellets were resuspended in cold binding buffer 

(500 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole, 0.1 % Triton X-100, 50 mM MOPS, 100 mM 

ammonium acetate pH 7) and disrupted by 25 cycles of 20 s pulses of sonication 
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(Bandelin, sonopuls probe VT70T/N494) at 40 % intensity. Cell debris was removed 

by centrifugation at 20 krpm for 30 min in a JA25:50 (Beckman Coulter Inc.) and 

proteins were purified by binding the His-tagged protein to a 5 ml HisTrap FF column 

(GE Healthcare Life Sciences) pre-equilibrated with 10 column volumes of binding 

buffer. The column was washed with buffer containing 50 mM and 100 mM 

imidazole, followed by a final elution consisting of a gradient from 100 mM to 500 

mM imidazole. The fractions were visualised by SDS-PAGE (12 %; Bio-Rad 

laboratories Inc.) and those containing purified POR protein were pooled and 

concentrated using a Vivaspin 20 (10 kDa MWCO; Sartorius AG). Finally, the protein 

underwent buffer exchange into activity buffer (500 mM NaCl, 50 mM MOPS, 100 

mM ammonium acetate pH 7) using a CentriPure P100 column (Generon Ltd.) to 

remove the imidazole. Protein concentrations were determined using the Bio-Rad DC 

assay kit with bovine serum albumin as a standard. Pchlide was prepared as described 

previously (Heyes et al. 2003). All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, 

except for NADPH (Melford Laboratories Ltd.) 

 

5.3.2. Laser flash photolysis 

Laser photoexcitation experiments were conducted as outlined previously (Heyes et 

al., 2009). Each data point was the average of at least four measurements. The cuvette 

used had a 2 mm pathlength in the pump direction and 1 cm in the probe direction. 

Samples contained 50 μM enzyme, 250 μM NADPH (except C. reinhardtii, C. 

merolae, L. majuscula, D. carota which had a 2 mM concentration due to the reduced 

affinity for NADPH) and 12 μM Pchlide in activity buffer (0.5 M NaCl, 50 mM 

MOPS, 100 mM ammonium acetate, 0.1 % Genapol X-080, 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol). 

Samples for solvent viscosity measurements were prepared using glycerol as the 

viscosogen by weight and the solution viscosity was calculated as previously 

described (Hay et al. 2008). The observed rate was plotted as a function of solvent 

viscosity and fitted to Equation 5.1 (Heyes et al. 2009, Ansari et al. 1992) to explain 

the protein friction contribution to the system friction. 

 

𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

ℎ
(

1+𝜎

𝜂+𝜎
) 𝑒

−∆𝐺

𝑅𝑇         5.1 
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The absolute viscosity is shown as η, and the protein’s friction contribution is 

represented by σ, in centipoise (cP). 

 

5.3.3. Ultrafast transient pump-probe spectroscopy 

A Ti:sapphire amplifier system (Spectra Physics Solstice Ace) produced 6 mJ of 800 

nm pulses at 1 kHz with 100 fs pulse duration. A portion of the output of the amplifier 

was used to pump a Topas Prime OPA (optical parametric amplifier) with associated 

NirUVis unit which was used to generate the pump beam centred at 450 nm, with 

FWHM of ca. 10 nm. A broad band ultrafast pump-probe transient absorbance 

spectrometer ‘Helios’ (Ultrafast systems LLC) was used to collect data (at random 

timepoints) from ~1 ps to 2.6 ns with a time resolution of around 0.2 ps. The probe 

beam consisted of a white light continuum generated in a sapphire crystal and 

absorbance changes were monitored between 500 and 750 nm. Data from this setup 

are referred to as the ‘fast’ data. A broad band sub-nanosecond pump-probe transient 

absorbance spectrometer ‘Eos’ (Ultrafast systems LLC) was used to collect data (at 

random timepoints) up to either 0.5 or 2 µs. A 2 kHz white-light continuum fibre laser 

was used to generate the probe pulses. The delay between pump and probe was 

controlled electronically. Data from this set-up are referred to as the ‘slow’ data. For 

both sets of measurements samples were excited at 450 nm with 0.5 μJ power and a 

beam diameter of ~ 200 μm. Samples were flowed at a rate of approximately 30 

ml/min through a 0.2 mm pathlength quartz cell (at room temperature) to ensure that a 

different area of the sample is excited with each pump laser pulse. Samples were 

prepared in the dark containing 500 μM POR, 200 μM Pchlide and 4 mM NADPH in 

activity buffer with 10 % glycerol, 0.1 % 2-mercaptoethanol, and 0.5 % Triton X-100. 

 

5.3.4. Global analysis 

The datasets were analysed globally using the open-source software Glotaran 

(Snellenburg et al. 2012). This procedure reduces the matrix of change in absorbance 

as a function of time and wavelength, to a model of one or more exponentially 

decaying time components, as described in the main manuscript, each with a 

corresponding difference spectrum (species associated difference spectra (SADS)). 

Errors quoted with the lifetime values are the standard errors calculated during the 

global analysis. For the analysis, the pre-excitation background was subtracted and 

both the 'fast' and 'slow' datasets were fitted to a simple sequential model where one 
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species converts to another, which then persists for the lifetime of the experiment. The 

'fast' datasets were the result of one scan of <3 minute duration with data analysed 

from 1 ps to 2.6 ns. The 'slow' datasets were selected after a collection time such that 

the ratio of the ground state bleach intensity of Pchlide:Chlide was similar in all cases 

(ca. 4) with data analysed from 5 ns to 500 (or 2000) ns. 

 

5.3.5. Phylogeny 

The phylogenetic tree was generated using the phylogeny.fr website (Dereeper et al. 

2008), with a full MUSCLE setting for alignment and one-hundred maximum 

likelihood bootstrap replicates. 

 

5.4. Results 

5.4.1. Steady-state characterisation of PORs from different evolutionary origins  

The phylogeny of POR is widespread among photosynthetic organisms, ranging from 

prokaryotes, in the form of cyanobacteria, to the most advanced eukaryotes, in the 

form of higher plants. A phylogenetic analysis of the available gene sequences for 

POR show broad separation into these two groups (Figure 5.2), although the 

cyanobacterial group is more diverse than the plant group, indicated by the longer 

branch lengths. This is in accordance with previous observations, which also showed 

that adaptation to evolutionary pressures resulted in variable patterns of structural 

conservation in the different POR enzymes (Nelissen et al. 1995, Gupta & Mathews 

2010, Heyes et al. 2011). Furthermore, during the transition from cyanobacteria to 

higher plants a third cluster of proteins can be identified from algae. Consequently, to 

ensure a broad spread of POR enzymes across all evolutionary timescales we have 

selected PORs from cyanobacteria (L. majuscula and N. punctiforme), algae (C. 

reinhardtii and C. merolae), moss (P. patens), a gymnosperm (P. mugo) and different 

higher plant origins (D. carota, N. tabacum and Z. mays) for further analysis. Initially, 

the catalytic activity of all POR enzymes was measured under steady-state conditions 

to determine the kinetic parameters for the reaction (Table 4.2). Values for kcat vary 

from 0.017 s
-1

 for N. tabacum POR to 0.10 s
-1

 for POR from L. majuscula, although 

these values show no discernible dependence on evolutionary origin. Similarly, there 

is also a broad spread of values for the Km for NADPH, ranging from 1.3 µM to 

approximately 170 µM. However, there is little variability in the Km values for 
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Pchlide, although significantly three of the plant PORs exhibit a considerable degree 

of substrate inhibition that is not observed for the other POR enzymes (Figure 4.17 

and 4.18). 

 
Figure 5.2. Phylogenetic tree of the POR genes. The cyanobacteria and prochlorophytes 

group (red) is located at the top, while the plants (dark green) are at the bottom, with the 

branches in between as algae species (gold). The bryophytes (liverwort and moss) are 

highlighted by the dashed light green box. The scale bar indicates how many amino acids are 

replacements per site. 
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5.4.2. Excited state hydride transfer step 

The catalytic reaction of POR can be triggered by laser photoactivation, allowing the 

rates of both the hydride and proton transfer steps to be determined by following the 

absorbance change at 696 nm (Heyes et al. 2009, Heyes et al. 2002). These 

measurements have confirmed that the kinetic mechanism of hydride and proton 

transfer is sequential (i.e. hydride precedes proton transfer) for each POR enzyme 

(Figure S5.2). Interestingly, the rate constants for the initial light-activated hydride 

transfer differ significantly between cyanobacterial PORs and PORs from a eukaryotic 

origin, with a much higher rate observed for all eukaryotic PORs (Figure 5.3, table 

5.1). Consequently, due to the time resolution of the laser flash photolysis 

instrumentation (~50 ns) all measurements were performed at 4˚C to ensure accurate 

rates for hydride transfer were obtained. In addition, the amplitude of the absorbance 

change at 696 nm is a lot higher for the cyanobacterial PORs compared to the enzymes 

from algae and plants (table 5.1), which is likely to reflect differences in the quantum 

yield of the reaction. Information on the nature of any protein motions linked to the 

hydride and proton transfer steps can be gained by measuring the dependence of the 

reaction rates on solvent viscosity (Ansari et al. 1992, Heyes et al. 2009, Heyes et al. 

2011). Hence, the rate of hydride transfer was measured at a high glycerol 

concentration (60 % or ±23.7 cP; Chen & Pearlstein 1987) for all of the POR enzymes 

(Figure S5.3; table 5.1). Importantly, no major differences were observed in the rate of 

hydride transfer at higher viscosity for any of the POR enzymes, confirming that this 

step is not influenced by solvent viscosity. 

The time-dependent increase in absorbance at 696 nm appears to occur in a biphasic 

process for the cyanobacterial PORs and hence, these transients were also fitted to a 

double exponential equation (Figure 5.3). The first exponential rise largely occurs 

within the dead time of the laser flash instrument and therefore, this value was fixed at 

3 x10
7
 for the purposes of data fitting. Similar rates were obtained for the hydride 

transfer step using this analysis (Table S5.1) compared to the fitting with a single 

exponential equation (table 5.1) and again the effects of solvent viscosity were shown 

to be limited.  
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Table 5.1. The rates of hydride transfer of the POR homologues at 4˚C. The data from 

approximately 100 ns onwards were fitted to a single exponential equation to obtain the rate 

constants and amplitudes for the absorbance increase at 696 nm for POR from cyanobacteria 

(red), algae (gold), bryophyte (green), gymnosperm (purple) and angiosperms (blue). The 

effects of viscosity on the rate of the hydride transfer step were monitored by repeating 

measurements in the presence of 60 % glycerol.  

 
0 % glycerol 60 % glycerol 

 

khydride  

(s
-1

, x 10
5
) 

Amplitude 

(Abs) 

khydride  

(s
-1

, x 10
5
) 

Amplitude 

(Abs) 

L. majuscula 11.6 ± 0.1 0.16 ± 0.02 7.7 ± 0.5 0.091 ± 0.024 

N. punctiforme 9.4 ± 0.1 0.085 ± 0.017 7.3 ± 0.7 0.082 ± 0.059  

T. elongatus 12.6 ± 1.0 0.075 ± 0.022 11.1 ± 1.8 0.073 ± 0.009 

C. reinhardtii 41. 2 ± 1.5 0.024 ± 0.005 38.3 ± 3.7 0.050 ± 0.011 

P. patens 48.1 ± 13 0.043 ± 0.003 54.6 ± 13 0.058 ± 0.016 

P. mugo 48.4 ± 5.0 0.028 ± 0.01 48.8 ± 7.5 0.054 ± 0.017 

D. carota 39.4 ± 8.6 0.016 ± 0.002 43.6 ± 4.4 0.045 ± 0.014 

N. tabacum 48.5 ± 15 0.027 ± 0.002 48.1 ± 5.4 0.030 ± 0.013 

Z. mays 30.0 ± 4.6 0.012 ± 0.003 34.4 ± 4.8 0.048 ± 0.008 
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Figure 5.3. Kinetic transients at 696 nm showing rates of hydride and proton transfer for 

N. punctiforme (red) and N. tabacum (blue) POR. Samples contained 100 μM of each POR 

enzyme, 30 μM Pchlide, 3 mM NADPH, 0.1 % genapol, 0.1 % 2-mercaptoethanol in activity 

buffer (black). The absorbance changes at 696 nm were measured following laser 

photoexcitation at 450 nm at 4 (A) and 25°C (B) as described in the Materials and Methods. 

A. The increase in absorbance at 696 nm was fitted to a single exponential (black and cyan) to 

obtain the rate of hydride transfer. In the case of N. punctiforme (cyanobacterium) POR the 

data were also fitted to a double exponential equation (green) to achieve a better fit. B. The 

decrease in absorbance was fitted to a single exponential (black and cyan) to obtain the rate of 

proton transfer. 

 

To explore the origin of the faster rate of hydride transfer the excited state dynamics 

were investigated by transient pump-probe spectroscopy in the visible region for 5 

POR homologues that span the evolutionary timescale. Conventional ultrafast pump-

visible absorption-probe measurements over timescales up to ~3 ns (‘fast’ datasets) 

were coupled to those using a transient absorption spectrometer that uses an 

electronical delay of the probe pulse (‘slow’ datasets) to provide continuous temporal 

coverage from ps to µs. The time-resolved absorption difference spectra from these 

measurements were then modelled using global analysis to yield species associated 

difference spectra (SADS). For clarity only the SADS are shown in the main 

manuscript, whereas the raw time-resolved data (Figures S5.5) can be found in the 

supporting information. In all cases, the observed transient spectral changes appear to 

fairly similar for all PORs for the ‘fast’ datasets with a ground state bleach (GSB) of 

Pchlide at approximately 635 nm and the formation of excited state absorption (ESA) 

bands on either side of this band (Figure 5.4). The decay of these excited state features 

can be fitted to a single exponential function for the ‘fast’ datasets to form SADS, 2 on 

timescales ranging from ~350 ps to 1.3 ns. It should be noted that the negative feature 

at approximately 675 nm is a result of the Chlide product that accumulates during the 
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course of the measurements and therefore this was minimised by limiting the length of 

data acquisition to <5 minutes. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Species associated difference spectra (SADS) resulting from a global analysis 

of time-resolved ‘fast’ absorption data for different POR homologues. SADS are shown 

for POR from N. punctiforme (A), C. reinhardtii (B), P. patens (C), D. carota (D), and Z. 

mays (E) after excitation at 450 nm. The data were fitted to the sequential model as shown 

within each panel as described in the Materials and Methods, and the transition lifetime is 

shown as τ. 

 

In the ‘slow’ datasets the time-resolved spectral changes from 5 ns to 0.5 μs (or 2 μs 

for the cyanobacterial PORs) were fitted to a single step, sequential model to yield the 

SADS shown in figure 5.5. The formation of the hydride transfer intermediate, with 

the characteristic absorbance band at 696 nm, can be observed for all of the POR 

enzymes. Although previous models have shown that a long-lived triplet state is 

present on these timescale (Heyes et al. 2015), for clarity we have modelled the data 

based on the assumption that the triplet state is formed within the 5 ns time window of 

the ‘slow’ data with only minor decay of the species over the 2 μs timescale. Hence, 

the spectral features associated with the hydride transfer step will also contain a minor 

component from the triplet state, although this should be consistent for all of the POR 

homologues. The resulting lifetimes show clear differences for the formation of 

hydride transfer intermediate for each of the homologues, in accordance with the rates 
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of hydride transfer obtained in the laser-flash photolysis experiments (Table 5.1). This 

confirms that the rate of hydride transfer is approximately 5-10 fold higher for the 

eukaryotic PORs compared to the cyanobacterial enzymes.  

 

 

Figure 5.5. Species associated difference spectra (SADS) resulting from a global analysis 

of time-resolved ‘slow’ absorption data (5 ns to 0.5 µs or 2 µs) for different POR 

homologues. SADS are shown for POR from N. punctiforme (A), C. reinhardtii (B), P. patens 

(C), D. carota (D), N. tabacum (E), and Z. mays (F) after excitation at 450 nm. The data were 

fitted to the sequential model above the panel as described in the Materials and Methods. 
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5.4.3. Proton transfer step: 

The rate of the thermally-activated proton transfer step was measured by fitting the 

decrease in absorbance at 696 nm that follows the hydride transfer step to a single 

exponential equation (figures 5.3 B, S5.5 and Table 5.2). Proton transfer is faster for 

all eukaryotic PORs compared to the cyanobacterial enzymes (Table 5.2), consistent 

with a smaller reaction barrier for the reaction. The dependence of solvent viscosity on 

the rate of proton transfer was investigated to study the extent of solvent control on the 

internal protein dynamics for this reaction. There were major differences in the 

viscosity dependence of the proton transfer reaction for each of the POR enzymes, 

reflecting different dynamical control (Figures 5.5, S5.6 and Table 5.2, S5.2). The 

effect of viscosity on the observed rate of proton transfer was fitted to equation 5.1 to 

describe the contribution of the protein friction to the total friction of the system, 

where a low σ-value indicates a high level of solvent-coupled dynamics required for 

the reaction (Heyes et al. 2009, Ansari et al. 1992, Ivkovic-Jensen & Kostic 1997). 

The rate constant for proton transfer in the cyanobacterial enzymes is very sensitive to 

changes in the solvent viscosity (~0.2 and 0.5 cP), suggesting that a network of long-

range and solvent-slaved protein motions are required for proton transfer. In contrast, 

the rate constant for proton transfer exhibits only a minimal or no dependence on 

solvent viscosity for the eukaryotic POR proteins.  
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Table 5.2. Rates and solvent viscosity-dependence of the proton transfer step for the POR 

homologues. The rates of proton transfer for POR from cyanobacteria (red), algae (gold), 

bryophyte (green), gymnosperm (purple) and angiosperms (blue) were measured following 

laser photoexcitation at 450 nm at 25°C as described in the Materials and Methods. The 

viscosity-dependence of the rate was fitted to equation 5.1 to obtain the protein’s friction 

contribution (σ) and an estimate for the free energy of the reaction (ΔG). A low σ-value 

indicates a bigger influence of viscosity on the rate. 

 Protonation rate (s
-1

, x10
4
) σ-value (cP) ΔG (kJ/mol) 

L. majuscula 1.0 ±0.2  0.47 ± 0.25 47.4 ± 0.2 

N. punctiforme 3.1 ± 0.2  0.21 ± 0.14 50.1 ± 0.2 

C. reinhardtii 23.5 ± 2.9 71.0 ± 19 42.8 ± 0.1 

C. merolae 21.5 ± 1.7 33.3 ± 10 42.6 ± 0.1 

P. patens 24.1 ± 1.8 90.5 ± 104 42.2 ± 0.1 

P. mugo 22.5 ± 0.1 37.3 ± 22 42.2 ± 0.1 

D. carota 22.7 ± 2.3 >>300 42.6 ± 0.1 

N. tabacum 40.8 ± 3.3 16.3 ± 3.4 40.9 ± 0.1 

Z. mays 17.6 ± 0.7 19.4 ± 5.7 42.8 ± 0.1 
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Figure 5.6. Proton transfer rate as a function of solvent viscosity for all POR homologues. 
The rates of proton transfer were measured at different glycerol concentrations following laser 

photoexcitation at 450 nm at 25°C as described in the Materials and Methods. The data were 

fitted to equation 5.1 to derive the σ value as an estimate of the level of solvent-coupled 

protein dynamics. A. Data for the cyanobacterial PORs, including L. majuscula (black 

squares) and N. punctiforme (red circles). B. Data for the PORs from algae, including C. 

reinhardtii (black squares) and C. merolae (red circles). C. Data for the enzymes from non-

flowering land plants, including P. patens (black squares) and P. mugo (red circles). D. Data 

for the angiosperm PORs, including D. carota (black squares), N. tabacum (red circles) and Z. 

mays (blue triangles). 

 

5.4.4. Thermodynamic analysis of the proton transfer step 

A thermodynamic analysis of the proton transfer step was performed for three of the 

POR homologues from different evolutionary origins, one from cyanobacteria (N. 

punctiforme), one from algae (C. reinhardtii) and one from angiosperms (Z. mays). 

Laser photoexcitation experiments were repeated at a range of temperatures between 5 

˚C and 40 ˚C and the temperature-dependence of the proton transfer rates were 

analysed in the form of an Eyring plot (Figure 5.6). Activation enthalpies (ΔH
‡
) and 

entropies (ΔS
‡
) were estimated from fitting the data to the Eyring equation (equation 

5.2):  

 

ln (
𝑘

𝑇
) =

−𝛥𝐻‡

𝑅𝑇
+

𝛥𝑆‡

𝑅
+ ln (

𝑘𝐵

ℎ
)       5.2 
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where k is the rate of the reaction in s
-1

; T is temperature; ΔH
‡
 and ΔS

‡
 are the standard 

enthalpy and entropy of the transition state; kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, h is the 

Planck constant and R is the universal gas constant. A non-linear function was used to 

fit the curvature in the Eyring plot of Z. mays (Figure 5.7 C.) as shown by the dashed 

line (equation 5.3; Sharma & First 2009). The Gibbs free energy (ΔG
‡
) at 298K was 

calculated with equation 5.4 (Segal 1976, Sharma & First 2009). All of the calculated 

thermodynamic parameters are shown in table 5.3.  

 

𝐿𝑛 (
𝑘

𝑇
) =

−∆𝐻‡

𝑅 𝑇
+

∆𝑆‡

𝑅
+

∆𝐶𝑝

𝑅
∗ {−1 +

𝑇0

𝑇
+ 𝐿𝑛 (

𝑇0

𝑇
)} + 𝐿𝑛 (

𝑘𝑏

ℎ
)   5.3 

 

With k is the rate of proton transfer; R the universal gas constant; h is Planck’s 

constant; kB the Boltzmann constant; T0 and T are the reference temperature at 298 K 

and temperature, respectively; ΔS, ΔH, and ΔCp are entropy, enthalpy, and heat 

capacity for the transition state, respectively. 

 

∆𝐺 = ∆𝐻 − 𝑇∆𝑆         5.4 
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Figure 5.7. Temperature dependence of the rate constants for the proton transfer step 

for three POR homologues. Eyring plots of ln (kobs/T) versus 1/T for the proton transfer step 

are shown for POR from the cyanobacteria N. punctiforme (A), the algae C. reinhardtii (B) 

and for the higher plant Z. mays (C). Data are shown fitted to the Eyring equation although a 

more accurate fit of data in graph C is achieved by using equation 5.3 due to the curvature of 

the Eyring plot. Activation enthalpies, ∆H
‡
, and activation entropies, ∆S

‡
, are shown in table 

5.3. Error bars are calculated from the average of at least 5 kinetic traces. 
 

Table 5.3. The thermodynamic parameters derived from fitting the data in figure 5.6. 

ΔG
‡
 was calculated by using equation 5.4 and a temperature of 298 K. 

 N. punctiforme C. reinhardtii Z. mays 

ΔH
‡
 (kJ/mol) 47.9 ±1.4 26.6 ±1.0 33.6 ±3.4 

ΔS
‡
 (J/mol) 1.57 ±4.8 -54.3 ±3.2 -31.6 ±11 

ΔG
‡
 (kJ/mol) 47.5 ±1.4 42.8 ±1.0 43.0 ±3.4 

 

5.5. Discussion 

How enzymes have evolved to optimise the protein dynamics that allow their 

extraordinary rate enhancements is currently one of the most challenging questions in 

enzymology (Eisenmesser et al. 2002, Henzler-Wildman et al. 2007, Yahashiri et al. 
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2008, Nagel & Klinman 2010, Bandaria et al. 2009, Heyes et al. 2009, Pisliakov et al. 

2009, Klinman & Kohen 2013). The light-driven enzyme POR is one of the few 

enzyme systems that allow this problem to be addressed as the catalytic mechanism is 

well understood and it has an evolutionary history with distinct cyanobacterial and 

eukaryotic lineages (Yang & Cheng 2004). Previous studies have shown that variable 

patterns of structural conservation are found among POR enzymes from different 

evolutionary backgrounds, which has led to the hypothesis that two distinct 

approaches exist for the evolution of dynamics associated with catalysis (Heyes et al. 

2011). Based on results on a very limited subset of POR enzymes it was proposed that 

only localised, conserved protein motions are required for light-driven hydride 

transfer, whereas the dynamics coupled to the proton transfer step vary depending on 

evolutionary origin (Heyes et al. 2011). However, it is important to note that only 4 

different POR enzymes were used in this study and as only one of those was from a 

eukaryotic, plant origin (Arabidopsis thaliana) further validation of this hypothesis is 

required. Consequently, we have now extended this analysis to include a range of 

PORs from a broad evolutionary background, including cyanobacteria, algae, 

bryophytes, gymnosperms and angiosperms. We have measured rates for the two H-

transfer steps in the reaction for all of the POR enzymes and have used the solvent 

viscosity-dependence of the reaction rates to provide further information on the nature 

of any protein motions linked to the reaction chemistry.  

Steady-state measurements on the POR enzymes revealed that some of the plant 

enzymes show substrate inhibition, even at relatively low Pchlide concentrations (<10 

μM; see Table 4.2 and Figure 4.17 and 4.18). As no inhibition was observed for the 

homologues from any of the other organisms, it can be proposed that this phenomenon 

may play a role in prolamellar body formation. This in turn is known to be important 

for chloroplast development and consequently for the plant as a whole (Grzyb et al. 

2013, Cortleven & Schmulling 2015). It is possible that in higher plants prolamellar 

body formation is regulated by the rate of turnover of POR, which then becomes 

inhibited at higher concentrations of Pchlide. 

Significantly, there is a considerable increase (approximately 5-10 fold) in the rate of 

the hydride transfer step for all eukaryotic POR enzymes compared to those from a 

prokaryotic, cyanobacterial origin, implying a closer positioning of the NADPH and 

Pchlide molecules in the active site. This rate of hydride transfer for the plant and algal 

PORs (~10
7
 s

-1
 at 298 K) is significantly faster than any other known hydride transfer 
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reaction in biology. However, it appears as though the excited state processes that lead 

to hydride transfer are very similar in all of the POR enzymes, with almost identical 

spectral changes and only minor differences in the lifetime of a proposed excited state 

charge transfer state, suggesting that the initial photochemistry has been optimised 

early in evolution. As this initial step has been shown to involve interactions between 

the excited state Pchlide and a conserved Tyr residue it is logical that the active site 

geometry is optimally configured in all POR enzymes to facilitate this energetically 

unfavourable light-driven chemistry (Menon et al. 2009, Heyes et al. 2015). In 

agreement with previous findings, the rate of hydride transfer for all POR enzymes is 

independent of solvent viscosity (Heyes et al. 2009, 2011). Hence, this implies a lack 

of large-scale rearrangements for hydride transfer in all POR enzymes and confirms 

that this reaction chemistry is only controlled by localised protein motions through 

conservation of protein structure within the enzyme active site (Loveridge et al. 2011, 

Hay et al. 2008, Heyes et al. 2009, Frauenfelder et al. 2009). 

The rate of proton transfer was also found to increase significantly for all eukaryotic 

POR homologues compared to their prokaryotic ancestors. However, in contrast to the 

hydride transfer step there were major differences in the dependence of the rate of the 

proton transfer reaction on solvent viscosity for each of the POR enzymes, which can 

be correlated with variability in the degree of solvent control on the protein dynamics 

required for this step. In agreement with previous measurements, all of the 

cyanobacterial enzymes showed a high degree of viscosity-dependence, which 

suggests that they require significant protein reorganisation to ensure that an optimum 

proton donor-acceptor distance is achieved (Heyes et al. 2011). Conversely, in the 

eukaryotic POR enzymes there is only a minimal dependence on solvent viscosity for 

the rate of proton transfer, implying that there is little, or no, role for large-scale, 

solvent-coupled protein dynamics during this stage of catalysis. It is likely that the 

faster proton transfers observed for all of the eukaryotic POR enzymes require only 

localised motions and suggests that optimisation of the active site architecture is likely 

to have occurred upon endosymbiosis for this step. Previous measurements have 

shown that evolutionary pressures have resulted in a much higher level of overall 

structural conservation among the eukaryotic PORs compared to the cyanobacterial 

enzymes (Heyes et al 2011). This conservation of protein structure is likely to have 

reduced or removed the dependence on complex dynamical networks and coupling to 

solvent dynamics for the proton transfer step. Consequently, as the dynamic ‘reach’ 
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from the active site is minimised in the eukaryotic enzymes, it can be concluded that 

evolution has ensured that the active site chemistry is less susceptible to the possible 

negative effects of distal mutations in the protein. In terms of the thermodynamic data 

for this step the algal and plant PORs have lower ΔH
‡
, ΔS

‡
, and ΔG

‡
 values than the 

cyanobacterial POR, suggesting a low energy barrier for proton transfer in those 

enzymes. However, the curvature observed in the Eyring plot of Z. mays (Figure 5.6 

C.) may be caused by a temperature-dependent change in enthalpy or alternatively, 

may be due to the presence of a number of different enzyme conformations (Sharma & 

First 2009). 

In conclusion, we have now carried out a comprehensive evolutionary analysis of the 

dynamics required for catalysis in the light-activated POR enzyme. By extending out 

studies to include many new POR enzymes from a broad evolutionary spread we have 

been able to provide further evidence that the dynamics coupled to each step in the 

reaction has a distinct evolutionary origin. Protein dynamics coupled to the light-

driven hydride transfer are conserved across all POR enzymes and are likely to be 

localised to the enzyme active site. This is suggestive of a strong evolutionary pressure 

to maintain an optimised reaction geometry in the active site due to the high stringency 

of this catalytic step. In contrast, the dynamical control of proton transfer is more 

variable, although it is likely that evolution has acted to optimise the reaction 

chemistry by employing only localised active site dynamics. It is likely that 

evolutionary pressures to localise the dynamics protects the enzyme from any 

deleterious, distal mutations in the protein and is more efficient than the long-range, 

complex networks of protein dynamics observed in the prokaryotic enzymes. 
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Figure S5.1. Alignment of the protein sequence of POR homologues using Clustal W 2.0 

with important regions highlighted (Larkin et al. 2007, Goujon et al. 2010). The typical 

SDR coenzyme (NADPH) binding motif, TGxxxGxG, is highlighted in light blue and located 

near the N-terminal. The highly conserved YxxxK motif indicates the location of the active 

site, highlighted in purple. Other conserved regions that were found to be conserved in a study 

by Heyes et al. (2011) are highlighted in orange, along with the red bracket indicating 4 extra 

residues in the cyanobacteria PORs and Cyanidioschyzon merolae. 
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Figure S5.2. Representative transients showing the absorbance changes at 696 nm for the 

hydride and proton transfer steps on a log scale. The data in red are for the ‘slow’ 

cyanobacterial POR from N. punctiforme, while the data in blue are from a ‘fast’ reaction for 

the ‘evolved’ higher plant enzyme from P. mugo. Formation of an intermediate (hydride 

transfer) with an absorbance maximum at 696 nm is followed by proton transfer (decay in 

absorbance at 696 nm) to form the Chlide product. 
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Figure S5.3. Transients for hydride transfer for all POR homologues at 4˚C. Samples 

contained 100 μM of each POR enzyme, 30 μM Pchlide, 3 mM NADPH, 0.1 % Genapol and 

0.1 % 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer with 0 % glycerol (black) and with 60 % glycerol 

(red). Fitting of the data was done to both a single (blue and cyan) and a double (green and 

purple) exponential equation for POR from L. majuscula (A) and N. punctiforme (B). POR 

from C. reinhardtii (C), P. patens (D), P. mugo (E), D. carota (F), N. tabacum (G) and Z. mays 

(H) were fitted to a single exponential equation from approximately 100 ns onwards. 
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Table S5.1. The rates of hydride transfer for the cyanobacterial POR homologues at 4˚C 

obtained by fitting to a double exponential equation. The data were fitted to a double 

exponential equation, where the first rate constant (k1) was fixed at 3 x10
7
 s

-1
 and the 

calculated rate constants for hydride transfer (k2) and their respective amplitudes are shown. 

 0 % glycerol 60 % glycerol 

 

khydride  

(s
-1

, x 10
5
) 

Amplitude (Abs) khydride  

(s
-1

, x 10
5
) 

Amplitude (Abs) 

L. majuscula 11.1 ± 0.4 0.149 ± 0.013 x10
-1

 7.6 ± 0.4  0.089 ± 0.023 

N. punctiforme 9.1 ± 0.9 0.083 ± 0.017 7.1 ± 0.7  0.081 ± 0.058 

T. elongatus 9.9 ± 0.3 0.072 ± 0.023 9.0 ± 0.5 0.069 ± 0.009 

 

 

Figure S5.4. Time-resolved spectroscopy data for three representative POR homologues 

after photoexcitation with a laser pulse centred at ~450 nm. Time-resolved difference 

spectra were recorded between 1 ps and 2 μs (A) or 0.5 μs (B, C, D, E, and F) as described in 

Materials and methods for POR from N. punctiforme (A), C. reinhardtii (B), P. patens (C), D. 

carota (D), N. tabacum (E), and Z. mays (F). 
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Figure S5.5. Transients for proton transfer for all POR homologues at 25˚C. Samples 

contained 100 μM of each POR enzyme, 30 μM Pchlide, 3 mM NADPH, 0.1 % Triton X-100 

and 0.1 % 2-mercaptoethanol in activity buffer. The red lines are the single exponential fits 

used to calculate the rates of proton transfer (table 5.2) for POR from L. majuscula (A), N. 

punctiforme (B), C. reinhardtii (C), C. merolae (D), P. patens (E), P. mugo (F), D. carota (G), 

N. tabacum (H) and Z. mays (I).  
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Figure S5.6. Comparison of the proton transfer transients for a viscosity-dependent and 

viscosity-independent POR homologue. Samples contained 50 μM of each POR enzyme, 15 

μM Pchlide, NADPH is 10x NADPH Km for  respective protein, 0.1 % Triton X-100, 0.1 % 2-

mercaptoethanol in activity buffer with added glycerol to make up a solvent viscosity of 0.9 cP 

(black), 1.42 cP (blue), and 3.98 cP (green). A Rate of proton transfer for N. punctiforme 

decreases with increase in solvent-viscosity. B. Rate of proton transfer for D. carota remains 

similar at all solvent-viscosities. 
 

Table S5.2. Rates of proton transfer at different solvent viscosities for all POR 

homologues. The data were fitted to a single exponential equation and the resulting rate 

constants at each of the solvent-viscosities are shown for POR from cyanobacteria (red), algae 

(gold), bryophyte (green), gymnosperm (purple) and angiosperms (blue). kproton is the 

protonation  rate constant. 

 L. majuscula N. punctiforme C. reinhardtii C. merolae 

η (cP) kproton (s
-1

, x10
3
) kproton (s

-1
, x10

4
) kproton (s

-1
, x10

5
) kproton (s

-1
, x10

5
) 

0.90 9.97 ±1.5 3.08 2.35 ±0.3 2.02 ±0.2 

1.17 8.10 ±1.2 2.94 2.01 ±0.3 1.95 ±0.2 

1.56 7.41 ±0.7 2.23 1.95 ±0.2 1.91 ±0.3 

2.49 5.76 ±0.1 2.07 1.98 ±0.4 1.89 ±0.2 

3.22 4.72 ±0.3 1.48 1.99 ±0.3 1.85 ±0.3 

5.11 2.75 ±0.2 0.63 2.05 ±0.2 1.96 ±0.2 

7.45 1.59 ±0.04 0.57 1.65 ±0.2 1.89 ±0.3 

9.0 1.22 ±0.1 0.57 1.65 ±0.1 1.75 ±0.1 

 

 P. patens P. mugo D. carota N. tabacum Z. mays 

η (cP) kproton (s
-1

, 

x10
5
) 

kproton (s
-1

, 

x10
5
) 

kproton (s
-1

, 

x10
5
) 

kproton (s
-1

, 

x10
5
) 

kproton (s
-1

, 

x10
5
) 

0.9 2.41 ±0.2 2.25 ±0.1 1.95 ±0.1 4.08 ±0.3 1.76 ±0.1 

1.17 2.34 ±0.1 2.43 ±0.1 2.01 ±0.2 3.92 ±0.2 1.94 ±0.04 

1.56 2.54 ±0.1 2.44 ±0.1 2.06 ±0.2 3.93 ±0.2 1.89 ±0.1 

2.49 2.73 ±0.1 2.61 ±0.1 2.30 ±0.3 4.16 ±0.2 2.01 ±0.1 

3.22 2.24 ±0.1 2.10 ±0.2 2.24 ±0.2 3.76 ±0.3 1.65 ±0.1 

5.11 2.48 ±0.1 2.15 ±0.1 2.36 ±0.3 3.30 ±0.1 1.53 ±0.1 

7.45 2.19 ±0.1 2.08 ±0.3 2.36 ±0.3 3.78 ±0.4 1.47 ±0.1 

9.0 2.22 ±0.2 1.98 ±0.1 2.11 ±0.3 3.78 ±0.2 1.38 ±0.1  
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Chapter 6 

 

 

Discussion 
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6.1. Discussion 

Within this thesis we set out to study the dynamics that are linked to catalysis in the 

unique light-activated enzyme, protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase (POR) through a 

variety of methods. The enzyme from Thermosynechococcus elongatus has been 

extensively studied previously (McFarlane et al. 2005, Heyes et al. 2009a, 2009b, 

2011) and hence, was considered a good starting point to investigate the effects of 

pressure on the rate of the two H-transfer steps in the reaction. The effects of 

hydrostatic pressure have been suggested to be a possible probe of dynamics  coupled 

to H-transfer reactions (Northrop 2006, Hay & Scrutton 2008). To infer how enzyme 

dynamics are affected by pressure in POR the influence of pressure on the KIE of both 

the hydride and proton transfer reactions was measured. A comparison of these 

pressure-effects with those carried out on other enzymes does not identify a uniform 

mode of action for pressure on the enzyme dynamics along the reaction coordinate 

(Hay et al. 2007, Johannissen et al. 2011, Pudney, McGrory, et al. 2009, Pudney et al. 

2013). Consequently, a case by case interpretation of the data is advised, which ideally 

requires complementary structural and computational modelling techniques to pinpoint 

a more accurate model for the effects of pressure on the protein motions required for 

catalysis. The current lack of structural data for POR therefore prevents an in-depth 

interpretation of the data. 

In Heyes et al. (2011) it was proposed that POR underwent a twin-track evolution of 

the protein dynamics involved in the hydride and proton transfer steps. We have 

confirmed this to be the case by studying POR homologues from a much wider 

evolutionary spread than in the original study (Heyes et al. 2011). We started by 

expression and purification of these enzymes, which required a few optimisation steps 

to achieve an acceptable amount of protein. Interestingly, one of the species of algae, 

Cyanidioschyzon merolae, is known to grow in high sulphur, acidic, hot spring 

environments (45˚C, pH 1.5; Matsuzaki et al. 2004) and hence, in the future it may be 

possible to improve the yield of this enzyme by performing the purification steps in a 

buffer with a low pH. Furthermore, it has been shown that it possess a highly robust 

photosystem II that is adapted to a low pH, which might mean that a low buffer pH 

during purification increases the stability (no precipitation) and therefore the yield of 

this homologue (Krupnik et al. 2013, Nilsson et al. 2014).  
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Analysis of classical enzymological parameters for these homologues has identified a 

few interesting features that could be interesting to investigate in further research. 

Firstly, the Km for NADPH can vary greatly between the different PORs, which we 

hypothesised, could be a reflection on the cellular NADPH concentrations in each of 

the organisms. Secondly, discrepancies between the Kd and Km for NADPH were 

found for a few homologues, which can be suggestive of steps other than substrate 

binding becoming rate-limiting in the catalytic cycle. In order to work out the exact 

mechanism for these enzymes it will be necessary to measure the binding parameters 

and rate constants for all substrate binding and product release steps in the reaction 

(Heyes & Hunter 2004, Heyes et al. 2007, 2008). Thirdly, the dependence of the 

steady-state rate showed a Pchlide substrate inhibition pattern for POR homologues 

from higher plants. We suggested that this could be part of a regulatory role in 

etioplast formation, with a consequent role in chloroplast development. This 

regulatory role could be investigated by replacing the POR gene in these higher plants 

with an algae homologue similar to (Masuda et al. 2009).  

Most intriguing is the discovery of a faster hydride transfer rate in POR enzymes from 

eukaryotic organisms. We used visible ultrafast transient absorption and global 

analysis to compare the prokaryotic and eukaryotic PORs, but no major differences in 

the excited state processes were discovered other than the faster rate. Future 

experiments could involve transient absorption measurements in the infrared region to 

test the model developed in Heyes et al. (2015) for POR from T. elongatus. These 

measurements could potentially provide further insight into the role of excited state 

interactions that lead to the faster rates of hydride transfer in these enzymes. 

In addition, a difference in the amplitude of the hydride transfer step was observed 

between eukaryotic and prokaryotic homologues, which is likely to be caused by a 

lower quantum yield in the eukaryotic PORs. An in-depth comparison of the quantum 

yield between these two groups of enzymes would provide more conclusive evidence 

for this finding. It can be speculated that the presence of other pigments and 

complexes can function as light-harvesting antennae in algal and plant PORs that are 

capable of transferring this energy to Pchlide (Reinbothe et al. 2010, 2003, Buhr et al. 

2008). This could then lead to a lower quantum yield for the POR-NADPH-Pchlide 

ternary complex in these organisms. 

Finally, in conclusion, it is clear that detailed structural data in the form of 

crystallographic X-ray diffraction or NMR data would significantly enhance our 
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understanding of the dynamic interactions that are important for catalysis in POR. 

Further crystallisation trials with the POR homologues discussed in this thesis may be 

a potential route for obtaining a crystal structure. Importantly, a crystal structure of 

POR would open up the exciting possibility of studying the structures of the 

intermediate states that are formed during catalysis and identifying the regions of the 

protein and the residues that play a dynamic role in the catalytic mechanism. 
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